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COVER STORY
The supply of oils and fats had far exceeded the whims
and needs of countries that previously clamoured for
renewables and palm oil price had to fall to historical
lows and be supported by crude oil prices (Ling). It is only
through the B30 biodiesel mandate and a planned B40
by Indonesia that biofuel planned as the safety net for
palm oil became effective as excess stocks are mopped
up for biodiesel. This is the turning point to a much
slower and sustainable growth for the oil palm industry
in SE Asia and to conform to supply-demand situations
as they transpire.
The crop may be nature’s gift providing oil with natural
goodness but as any marketable product it has to be
tempered by technology to improve in terms of quality
and productivity to remain above the competition
(Ong; Chandran; Goh & Mohan). With all the advances
in genomics, new improved palms have been available
for replanting, especially having desirable traits
of compactness and lower heights and providing
outstanding yields (Ong-Abdullah). As a positive solution
towards stagnating yields – a 2% yearly replanting over
10+ years can bring about as much as 50% increase with
little or no increase of agricultural land, although the
first 5 years may see stagnant or reduced yields (Ling),
considering that the perennial crop takes 3-5 years to
mature but yields will then take off as high-yielding
palms can provide oil yields of 8-10 t/ha/yr. Meanwhile
it is hoped that innovation and technology application
(Lathra; Lu) will move to sustain oil palm plantations in a
transformation era with the use of more mechanization
and digital tools as well as training a new generation of
digitally skilled workers and managers.
In a background of negative media, the palm oil industry
has however been transitioning to a new path of
sustainability (Kok; Murphy) with initiatives for quality oil
products for the food and non-food needs of humanity
(Chandran; Goh & Mohan; Qua).
Acknowledgements: Chart by AH Ling (GanLing Sdn Bhd);
images of short-compact palms (CK Wong, AAR) and highyielding palms (M Ong-Abdullah, MPOB); red palm oil (SH Goh);
digital-sensor network in plantation (G Lu).
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Editorial
FROM TIPPING POINT TO TURNING POINT
In an environment of supply glut of edible oils which
came about in anticipation of global mandatory use
of transportation biofuels, the palm oil industry was
thrown into a turmoil due to uneconomically low CPO
prices, notwithstanding the negative publicity related
to unsustainable practices of some estates in Borneo
and Indonesia (Chandran; Murphy).
A period of extensive drought and fires caused by
global warming and illegal slash-and-burn practices
by Indonesian smallholders only exacerbated the
problems of the industry which already had to deal
with labour shortages, increasing fertiliser prices,
tariff and non-tariff barriers, lack of replanting
and deteriorating tree age profile and the USChina trade war uncertainty. The punishing costs
for mitigating trace contaminants in edible oils
from physical refining will make Europe a less
profitable destination.
Furthermore, the future EU restrictions on palm
biofuels based on their perceptions on ILUC factors,
potential deforestation and loss of biodiversity and
insufficient GHG containment (Goh & Mohan; Ong,
Chandran & Goh), but in reality, it is probably due in
anticipation of high usage of electric and fuel-cell
vehicles. Similarly, the US remained adamant that
palm biodiesel does not meet their renewable fuels
standards (RFS).
In the background, however, it is the efficiency of
palm oil production with respect to its unit yield
and cost competitiveness (even after being taxed
by the government), that it remains a threat to all
other 16 oils and fats produced by many western
nations where farmers routinely receive subsidies in
various forms.
Rising palm oil stocks means that the long-planned
policy of a safety net had to be implemented quickly
and it was Indonesia that mandated B10 and then
B30 which did remove much of the excess palm oil
stocks (Ling). Indonesia, being a petroleum importing
country, naturally benefits from biodiesel use and

iv

the smart policy of tax-and-subsidy from price cycles
has allowed the biodiesel policy to be economic, the
relatively high prices of petroleum had also helped.
Malaysia had been slow to implement B10 and is only
considering higher percentages (B20 and higher)
for diesel blending. The temporary oil glut with
consequent unprofitable prices had almost been a
tipping point for the oil palm industry to move to
alternative profitable crops but a turning point came
with the Indonesian B30 policy as downtrend prices
reversed dramatically to possibly provide windfall
profits. The much forecasted need for more edible oils
from food demands due to demographic trends has
appeared in the midst of the current slow expansion
in palm oil growth.
Sustainability seems to be an ever-changing & neverending decree imposed on oil palm and for the
moment a policy of “No Deforestation, No Peat and
No Exploitation” seems to suffice (Chandran; Murphy).
It is now the concern of the suppliers to protect their
own interests since mandatory MSPO will certify all
Malaysian palm oil output, in addition to voluntary
certifications under RSPO and ISCC.
Policies need to evolve to incentivise and encourage
less profitable activities such as trapping biogas,
reducing effluents and recycling minerals and other
nutrients (towards zero waste) and containing air
pollution (Goh & Mohan). These together with the
embrace of many aspects of genomics technology
for replanting better palms and adoption of digital
technology for the efficient use of renewable energy
will make carbon and water footprints of palm oil
production impeccable in anticipation of further
sustainability demands from consumers of developed
countries.
The demand for better food-quality oil makes it timely
to integrate physically or virtually milling-refining
for energy efficiency and adopting technologies to
achieve improved oil quality specifications and to
process for value-added products (Lu; Lahra; Goh &
Mohan). The natural goodness of palm oil may be well
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known (Ong; Qua) but entrepreneurial products are
lacking (Kok; Ong, Chandran & Goh). In the quest for
branded and special quality products, the plantations
and downstream processors could be incentivised to
initiate and innovate to develop, produce and market
new value-added products.
Globally with the on-going trade war and sanctions
by the US, many other nations may also be motivated
to move away from free trade. While everyone agrees
to the positive impact of free trade, unintended
consequences have contributed to the rise of
nationalism and populism, which most of us fear
(Chandran). In a diverse world of varied and sometimes
conflicting philosophies, the customer is allowed to
be right and suppliers need to be mindful of sensitive
consumers who can be tree-huggers or lovers of maneating sharks and crocodiles. India is well known to
adjust tariffs to protect local farmer interests or even
asking their importers to avoid certain edible oil
products from countries with tactless and outspoken
politicians that “meddle in their internal affairs”.
In view of the global warming phenomena and
changing views in use and resourcing of renewable
energy (transportation and power generation), the
industry needs to position itself to divert excess
non-food oils (Ong, Chandran & Goh; Goh & Mohan)
for direct burning for energy or preferably produce
higher value-added biofuels (hydrogen, hydrocarbon
gases, petrol, aviation fuel and diesel). Moving forward
it will be to the benefit of producers to embrace
technologies (Lahra; Lu), even though they may seem
unable to bring immediate profits.
Home-grown technologies are available to reduce
particulate matter from burning of biomass, and
methane capture with recovery of nutrients/
phytonutrients, essentially towards a zero waste vision.
R&D on recycling treated POME with minerals whether
at 100 ppm, 50 ppm, etc. BOD, should be finalised with
the DOE as agri-wastes, unlike industrial wastes, do not
contain toxic metals but will serve well as fertilisers.
Otherwise dehydration to solid garden fertilisers is
also feasible. Zero-waste would be an outstanding
achievement in the sustainability game.

THE FUTURE IS TECHNOLOGY
Genomics have paved the way to the understanding
of the oil palm genome (Ong-Abdullah) while classical
genetic research has already provided the oil palm
industry with a wide range of hybrid palms. The
nagging problem of stagnant and declining yields of
oil palm estates has been addressed recently when
leading companies initiated accelerated replanting
programmes a few years ago. Although an immediate

average yield decline is expected from the loss of trees
(Ling) and the fact that new plantings will take 3 years
to mature and fruit, 50% yield improvements may
be realised in 10+ years and continuously onwards
with a replanting rate of 2% per year assuming yields
of replanted new palms are averaging 8-10 tonnes
CPO/ha/yr.
There are more useful traits of new palms available:
shorter compact palms can be planted in higher
density and provide reasonably good yields, high
yielding breeding materials can offer up to 14 t/ha/yr
oil yield, bright orange fruits when ripe and long stalks
will aid harvesting and guineensis-oleifera hybrids
can offer more unsaturated oils desired by some
consumers. There are many other useful traits – low
lipase fruits, Ganoderma tolerance, drought resistance,
larger kernels, specialty fruit-oil compositions, high
carotene oils, high tocotrienol oils, etc.
The oil palm is uniquely capable of producing the
highest caloric-value food at 10-14 CPO tonnes/ha/
yr realized yields in experimental plots. Providing the
best breeding materials and suitable land to grow
them can only provide yield potentials and it is usually
not sufficient without management inputs of optimal
fertiliser application, harvesting frequency and other
necessary agronomic inputs apart from suitable
weather and rainfall. The new Agri 4.0 and digital
technology (Lahra; Lu) offer complete solutions for
the mills and also the plantations. Mills have benefited
from sensor-aided improvements in efficiency
and productivity.
Plantations need an almost complete transformation
of mindset as well as retraining into the digital arena.
While drones have already been used for many areas of
management of large estates, it is the huge potential
of the whole suite of sensor use, IoT, data analytics
and management insights that can improve efficiency
and productivity. Data analytics provide continuous
information for routine management and even for
forecasting – it is up to the imagination and skills of
the user to exploit digital capabilities of the system for
business gains. Apart from new skillsets, behavioural
attitudes (Lahra) need to conform to the digitized
plantation platform.
New skilled workers need to be trained to use palm
devices and automation (Lu) to provide real-time data
which can be processed quickly by management.
While use of technology makes work easier and faster,
thus more efficient and productive, but it is still the
old-fashion attitude in caring for the health of trees
and to have timely and frequent harvesting that will
provide for cost competitiveness, improved yields and
oil quality (Ong, Chandran & Goh). But in a changing
digital scenario and the promise of robotics there
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is a need for infrastructure, wireless connectivity
and a minimum of modern amenities that must be
provided for the new generation of skilled workers
and managers.

NUTRITION, FOOD SAFETY AND TRACEABILITY
While there is general consensus of a precautionary
principle for general food safety to be of primary
concern, there must be factual and evidence-based
data that can be depended on for policy decisions.
However, the real world is dominated by pervasive
media supported by the wealthy and the powerful
so that the hidden agendas can mislead and hold
sway on many nations which are ill-informed and less
educated. The notorious case is the false heart-fat
hypothesis from flawed and cherry-picked data by
Keys but supported by most Harvard nutritionists (Goh
& Mohan; Qua).
This was only admitted by USDA to be incorrect but
only after almost 50 years. So the world was misled:
to consume polyunsaturated oils with unhealthy trans
fats from partial hydrogenation; not to consume more
than one egg per day, to avoid butter and products
with saturated fats; and to be medicated with statins
unnecessarily in many instances especially for women.
Tropical oils fall into the category of relatively higher
saturation and had been the target of attacks for such
a long time but coconut oil has regained consumer
confidence probably because of MCTs as potential
nutrient against the much-feared dementia diseases,
Parkinson and Alzheimer’s. The natural goodness of
palm olein (Ong), with similar composition to human
mother’s milk, has been demonstrated repeatedly in
randomised clinical trials to be as good as extra virgin
olive oil but the dogma against saturated fats (Qua;
Goh & Mohan) is still being perpetuated.
Contaminants from thermal effects of physical refining
has been in the news but it was trace contaminants (GE
and 3-MCPDE) that have provided more ammunition
to target refined palm oils which are mostly physically
refined. Strict levels of the trace contaminants were
to be enforced at 1 ppm and 2.5 ppm based on the
assumption of complete uptake of toxic hydrolysates
glycidol and 3-MCPD and the implementation was
at an unprecedented speed and much fan-fare.
Meanwhile trans fats are supposedly banned but the
freedom is given to nations, usually targeting at only
2 to 5%, because polyunsaturated fats are involved.
Fortunately, GE and 3-MCPDE levels can be readily be
reduced to acceptable levels but at a cost to the mills
and refiners.
With the emphasis on food safety and quality, the
natural consequence for the consumer is to ask for
vi

the origin and traceability of the produce. MSPO
regulations and the upcoming introduction of
blockchain technology should ensure traceability
otherwise known analytical techniques can be
employed but at a cost (Murphy).

AGRICULTURE OF THE FUTURE
A number of global trends are influencing food security,
poverty and the sustainability of food and agricultural
systems. There are four main developments placing
pressure on agriculture to meeting the demands of
the future: demographics, scarcity of natural resources,
climate change and food waste. Apart from the
experimental use of factory-grown cellular protein,
the reality is that very little productive innovation has
taken place recently in the agri-food sector to meet
the challenges of producing 50% more food within
the next 30 years to meet the demand requirements
by 2050.
In the oil palm industry there are already plantation
problems of labour shortage, rising costs, the ordeal
of transition to adopt appropriate mechanization,
automation, digital technology and perhaps robotics.
To these are added complex global touchpoints on
climate, water security, food security and demands of
the increasing global-middle class.
The activism against the world’s most productive oil
crop is very much due to ill-informed emotionalism.
The fact is, the total global oil palm cultivated area
today is only 24.5 mil hectares which constitutes only
less than 0.5% of global agricultural land area of 5.0
billion hectares. In the last 10 years, more than 15 mil
hectares of soybean have been planted in Brazil and
Argentina and every year 2.7 mil hectares of forests
are cleared for cattle farming! For comparison, global
temperature spikes of +1.42°C in 2015 and 2019
had caused the brutal deforestations in Indonesia
and Australia.
Technology, digital, genomic and robotics, however
provides hope. Genomics and biotechnology provides
hope for high yielding planting materials and other
traits to control disease and drought resistance. Gene
editing promises more advances. New plantations will
be planned for autonomous machines as self-repairing
robots take over more of the jobs avoided by humans.
Automation and digital tools are already available
but cost-benefit gains are yet to be realised but it is
inevitable that technology with artificial intelligence
and machine learning will advance and penetrate
this human-plantation domain and solve many of
the problems of harvesting, transport and logistics of
timely sterilisation and oil extraction of fruits.
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PALM OIL OUTLOOK
AND CHALLENGES 2020 –
START OF A BULL CYCLE?
A.H. Ling
Ganling Sdn Bhd
[Presented at the RHB Investor Conference: Plantation, 2nd Dec. 2019, Kuala Lumpur]

Introduction
Palm oil in recent years has been facing multiple and
unprecedented challenges:
• issue of oversupply, uneven demand growth and
low prices,
• trade barriers – changing tariffs and duties by
importing countries like EU and India,
• competition from ample supplies of soy-bean and
soy-oil,
• deforestation and sustainability issues and
impending ban by EU for biofuel usage by 2030.
These challenges have impacted the performance of
the palm oil sector in the last 2 years.
Today’s lecture examines the changes in the weathersupply-demand dynamics of palm oil and outlook
for 2020:
1. Palm oil supply dynamics and future growth
prospects
2. Changes in climate driver on weather and supply
scenario
3. Rising demand growth from domestic biodiesel
mandates
4. Will an emerging supply tightness and Indonesia
biodiesel B30 demand be the jokers in the pack for
2020?
5. Positioning plantation companies in an emerging
bull cycle

vegetable oils are generally cyclical in nature and major
weather events like the El Nino/La Nina phenomena
can change/shape the supply-demand equation and
trigger major price movements.
• Each box in this Fig. 1 illustrates the impact of an El
Nino-La Nina cycle on prices of palm oil.
• The 2015 ‘super El Nino’ severely affected palm oil
production and resulted in a strong price rally in
2016 and 1Q 2017 (+66%).
• The strong supply recovery (post El Nino) in 2017-18
(aided by 2 consecutive La Ninas) triggered a price
decline from 2Q17 onwards leading to the recent
bear cycle (- 44%). We have been in this bear cycle
for some 18 months or so now.
• Prices have started to rally sharply since midOctober 2019 (+18%).
• Moving forward, are we still in the bear grip or
the start of a bull cycle? Is the recent sharp price
rally sustainable?
• This morning I would like to share with you some
of the key changes in the weather-supply-demand
dynamics and price outlook for 2020 and beyond.

Palm Oil Supply Dynamics and Growth Prospects
We begin with the palm oil supply dynamics and
growth prospects in 2020 and beyond. The key
drivers of supply growth are:
• area expansion,
• palm age and yield level

Recent Palm Oil Price Trend – an End of the • weather
Bear Cycle?
First, a quick look at the recent palm oil price trend.
Prices of soft commodities like palm and other

The expansion of the palm oil industry as shown in
Fig. 2 in the last decade (10 years) was phenomenal
with supply growth concentrated mainly in South-
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east Asia (87%). Indonesia (56%) + Malaysia (28%) are
the largest producers followed by Thailand in the
3rd place (3%). Indonesia and Malaysia remain the
palm oil powerhouse of the world (accounting for
some 84% of global supply). Therefore, any change
in planting initiatives in either/both countries will have
significant impact on global palm oil supply. Note that
the expansion of the palm oil industry in the last ten years
was partially in response to the anticipated demand for
biofuels worldwide. The expected EU biodiesel boom did
not materialize, resulting in a systemic oversupply of palm
oil in Southeast Asia.

Moving Forward - Palm Oil Supply Dynamics to Change
The era of very rapid area expansion in Malaysia
and Indonesia has more or less ended (Fig. 3). New
plantings in Malaysia and Indonesia have slowed down
considerably since 2015 and are expected to slow
down further in the coming years (in fact, there was
negligible planting in both countries in 2018 and 2019).
The slow-down in planting can be attributed to:
• deforestation and sustainability issues,
• adoption of No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE) policy by major plantation companies,
• moratorium by both governments on further area
expansion on peatland and forest and
• low commodity prices and economic uncertainties.
Malaysia intends to cap planted area to 6.5 million ha
by 2023 while Indonesia has frozen the issuing of new

planting licenses. This structural change in planting
is expected to impact global palm oil supply in
the near future – possibly from 2023 onwards.
We expect smaller area coming into maturity for
both countries in 2020 – slower supply growth
- positive for the sector. Note that Indonesia and
Malaysia remain the palm oil powerhouse of the world accounting for some 84% of the global supply and trade.
Declining yields due to sizeable proportion of ageing and
old palms in Indonesia (24%) and Malaysia (29%) and
replanting will impact further supply growth. Replanting
will temporarily restrict production and supply growth.
Each replant will take out 2.0-2.5t of CPO/ha/year and
over a period of 5-6 years (not 3 years!). Every 1000 ha of
replanting will lead to a reduction of about 12-13k tonnes
of palm oil supply to the market.

Changing Supply Dynamics – Ageing Palms and
Replanting
Besides slowdown in planting, declining yield due
to sizeable proportion of old and ageing palms (Fig.
4) in both Malaysia (30%) and Indonesia (24%) and
replanting can adversely affect global PO supply
growth. While replanting is necessary to rejuvenate
and boost productivity, it will impact near-term
global supply growth. Each replant operation can take
about 2.0-2.5t of PO/ha/year out of the supply chain.
MALAYSIA is replanting at 1.8% per annum over the
last 3 years is expected to withdraw about 0.75 MN
T out of the supply chain in 2020, while INDONESIA

Figure 1. Palm oil price trend – a recent reversal to a new bull cycle?
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Figure 2. Indonesia and Malaysia – the palm oil powerhouse of the world with 84% of global supply

Figure 3. Palm oil supply dynamics to change – a smaller area coming into maturity each year

with an assumption of annual replanting rate of 1.0%
over the last 3 years, we estimate withdrawal of 0.45
MN T out of the supply chain in 2020. Replanting in
Malaysia and Indonesia is expected to withdraw about
1.2 MN T out of the potential supply chain in 2020.
With minimal area growth (since 2015), accelerated
replanting in both countries over the coming years
will further retard PO supply growth and aggravate
the global supply scenario in the medium term.
Higher productivity from new replantings will only
kick-in and contribute to global supply growth 5-6
years after replanting. We will continue see slower PO

supply growth going forward into 2020s.

Changing Palm Oil Supply Dynamics Among Large
Companies
Fig. 5 illustrates the age profiles of some of the key
oil palm plantations listed in the stock exchanges of
Malaysia, Singapore and Jakarta. Note the companies
(in red) with high % of ageing and old palms that
need replanting – IOI, SDP, FGV, KLOONG, HSP, TDM
in Malaysia and GAR, AALI, SIMP and PTP in Indonesia.
These companies need to step up replanting to arrest
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declining productivity and profitability. Plantations
with high % of prime + young (in green) – increasing
productivity and profitability.
Palm Oil Supply Dynamics to Change Among Smallholders
Both Malaysia and Indonesia have sizeable proportion
of oil palm under smallholders (MYS: 30+% and IDN:
40+%) and many of these smallholdings are old and
low yielding and need urgent replanting. Incentives
have been given by both governments to assist
smallholders to replant.

• MALAYSIA: Replanted between 80,000-105,000 ha
per annum (1.6-1.8% of planted area) over the last 5
years – below the ideal 4% per annum; encouraged
smallholders to replant, in 2020 budgeted RM 550m soft loan for oil palm replanting at low
interest rate.
• INDONESIA: Smallholders’ area in need of replanting
~ 2.4m ha; CPO Fund to provide subsidy of Rp25m/
ha to smallholders for replanting; replanting slow
and behind target

Figure 4. Supply dynamics to change – ageing palms and replanting to retard global PO supply

Figure 5. Supply dynamics to change – companies with much old palms to step up replanting
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Figure 6. Incentives for smallholdings to replant in Malaysia and Indonesia

Figure 7. Weak El Nino in 2018-19: expect mild to moderate impact in 2020

Climate-Change Driver (ENSO): Impact On Palm Oil Production
Next, let us look at the recent changes in climate driver
(ENSO) and its impact on weather pattern in S.E. Asia
and palm oil production in the coming year. Weather
is one of the key drivers in the production and supply
of almost all oilseeds and palm oil and a major catalyst
for price movement. The ENSO (El Nino-Southern
Oscillation) refer to the oscillating El Nino-La Nina
phenomena which occur in the central equatorial
Pacific Ocean, and is one of the key climate drivers

which has great influence on the global weather
pattern and agricultural production including oilseeds
and palm oil. El Ninos cause extended droughts in
Australia, South East Asia – Indonesia and Malaysia,
India, East Africa and part of south America and
torrential rains, floods and mudslides to west coast of
South America – Peru, Ecuador and Colombia.
Fig. 7 illustrates the changes in the ENSO from a very
strong El Nino in 2015 to two weak La Nina in 2016 &
2017 and then followed by a weak El Nino in 2018-19.
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The recent weak El Nino has just ended. Neutral ENSO
conditions to continue into 1Q 2020 (> 55% chance).
Weak El Nino conditions may bring below average
rainfall or drought to some parts of S.E. Asia but usually
not so widespread. Despite a weak El Nino event, hot
and dry weather conditions were reported in many
of the key oil palm growing regions in Indonesia and
Malaysia (especially in 3Q 2019) and are expected to
have some impact on production and supply in 2020.
Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of the recent weak El Nino
on rainfall patterns and palm growth in Sumatra
and Indonesia. Note the short but intense drought in
the 3Q 2019 in Kalimantan cause the presence of water
stress symptoms on the palms – multiple unopened

spears, Hawaiian skirt and frond fracture. Similar
symptoms were also observed in South and East Pen.
Malaysia and Sabah. These observations indicate that
production would be impacted in the coming years
– 2020 and 2021. Experts are now predicting another El
Nino in 2020 and should this materialize, it will further
aggravate the supply scenario.
Fig. 9 illustrates the impact of the recent weak El Nino
on rainfall patterns and palm growth in Malaysia.
Note the short but intense drought in the 3Q 2019
and the presence of stress symptoms on the palms as
in Indonesia. Low crop-load and predominant male
flowers indicates a low crop in 1Q 2020 in Pen. Malaysia
and Sabah.

Figure 8. Impact of a weak El Nino on rainfall patterns in key areas of Indonesia

Figure 9. Impact of a weak El Nino on rainfall patterns in key areas of Malaysia
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Palm Oil Supply Outlook
Palm oil supply outlook for 2019-20 is slower production
growth (Fig. 10). The structural change in mature
area, recent dryness due to a weak El Nino and lower
fertilizer inputs are expected to slow down production
growth in 2020. Global production is forecast to reach
75 MN T in 2019 and 77 MN T in 2020 (from 71.5 MN T in
2018). Global supply growth is slower:
• +3.8m T in 2019
• +1.8m T in 2020
This is the slowest growth in the last 3 years compared
to the phenomenal growth of 4-6 MN T per year in
2017 to 2019. Discussion on palm oil outlook will not

be complete without looking at other demand factors
– competing soybean and soybean oil supply, crude oil
prices and biodiesel usage.
Malaysian palm oil production forecast is for lower
than normal/average production in 1H (Fig. 11).
Changing Demand Growth: Challenges
Discussion on palm oil outlook will not be complete
without looking at other demand factors (Fig. 12) –
import, competing soybean and soybean oil supply,
crude oil prices and biodiesel usage. Palm oil demand
growth has seen changing key drivers in biodiesel.
Domestic biodiesel usage by producing countries is
seen to drive consumption from 2020 and beyond.

Figure 10. Global palm oil supply outlook and forecast 2019-20

Figure 11. Malaysian CPO forecast production 2019-20
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Figure 12. Palm oil demand growth – changing key drivers

Figure 13. Sustaining demand growth from major consuming countries

The challenge is sustaining demand growth in the
present trade uncertainties and a summary is given in
Fig. 13. Among the major importers is only China (6-7
MN T). Pakistan (3-4) and Bangladesh (1.5-2) remain
flat while US (1-2 MN T) is negative. China has shown
positive demand while India (10-11 MN T) and Europe
(7-8 MN T) remain high but negative. Increased demand
comes from SE Asian countries – Vietnam, Philippines
and Indonesia.
Rising Demand from Biodiesel
Globally, there is a growing need for more green
energy from renewable sources like biofuel –
including palm bio-diesel. Bio-diesel production has
been increasing steadily since 2008 (Fig. 14). Total
production in the world reached a peak of 41 million T
in 2018 and is expected to reach 46 MN T in 2019. This
was supported by increasing use in mandatory blends,
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e.g. EU (6%), Brazil (6%), Argentina (7%), USA (RFS2),
Thailand (6%) and more recently Malaysia (B10%) and
Indonesia (B20%). Palm oil is now the largest feedstock
used in bio-diesel production (37%) and is expected to
account for some 40% in 2019. Discretionary demand
for biodiesel will increase when the CPO/BCO discount
narrows or turns negative like now (Dec ‘19).
Use of palm oil for biodiesel is however facing
sustainability challenges in EU – proposed to phase
out palm oil usage by 2030 - negative for palm oil.
Will there be scope for increased biodiesel usage in
developing countries? China is importing more PME in
2019 (record 780k vs 682k) due to competitive pricing.
Notes: The expansion of the palm oil industry in the last ten
years was partially in response to the anticipated demand
for biofuels worldwide. The expected EU biodiesel boom
did not materialize, resulting in a systemic oversupply
of palm oil in Southeast Asia. A number of recent policy
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initiatives may bring about significant shifts in the enduser markets of palm oil-based biodiesel starting January
1, 2020 from EU to Asia.

fuel’s use in Europe. In 2018, nearly two-thirds of the
7.7 million tons of palm oil imports into the EU were
used for biodiesel.

On January 1, 2020, Indonesia will increase the
mandated diesel and crude palm oil (CPO) blend
to 30 percent (B30). This change may increase
Indonesian consumption of palm oil for biofuels to
7.8 million (metric) tons. The Indonesian government
will unlikely set sustainability requirements for biofuel
production. China is increasing its use of palm oilbased biofuels as a cheap alternative to crude oil.
In August 2019, Beijing announced it would remove
import quotas on crude palm oil. China’s imports may
jump to 7 million tons in market year 2019/20.

World biodiesel production for 2019 is forecast (45.8
MN T; PME at 18.4) contributed by the following
countries: EU-28 (14.3), Indonesia (8.1), US (8.0), Brazil
(5.2), Argentina (2.1), Thailand (1.5), Malaysia (1.3),
Singapore (1.2), Colombia (0.6) and others (3.5 MN T).

France will discontinue biofuel tax breaks for palm
oil starting January 1, 2020. France’s move comes
in the context of wider EU action on palm oil-based
biofuels. Not including palm oil in the EU renewable
energy target is expected to help phase-out of the

Biodiesel Consumption in Indonesia – B30 Mandate
In a scenario of low CPO prices domestic biodiesel
mandates in Indonesia B30 has come to the rescue.
Strong implementation of the domestic biodiesel
mandates by Indonesia and Malaysia will help to
increase domestic consumption of palm oil and limit
the amount available for export. Indonesia is not
only the largest producer and exporter of palm oil but
also the largest user - consuming some 12 million T in

Figure 14. Rising biofuel demand and challenges

Figure 15. Indonesian mandates – B30 to the rescue
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2018. Domestic consumption is expected to rise further
with implementation of these biodiesel mandates.
Indonesia is keen to use more palm-based biodiesel to
reduce the massive crude or gas oil import. Supportive
measures from the Indonesian government include:
Mandatory blending being raised to B15 in 2015 and
B20 in 2018. New export levy to help fund the domestic
biodiesel subsidy – USD 50 per tonne for CPO and
USD 20 per tonne for refined oil – implemented since
August 2015. Plan to raise blending to B30 by 2020.
Indonesia’s Energy Ministry has already allocated
9.6 kl or 8.3 mil tonnes of unblended biodiesel for
its mandatory biofuel program in 2020, a ministerial
decree released on Friday 25/10/19 showed. This is
45% higher compared with the 6.63 KL allocation for
this year.
Note that the incremental demand from the B30 program
of 2.5 MN T is higher than the expected supply growth of

1.9 MN T – indicating possible supply deficit in 2020.
Malaysia to expand usage of biodiesel to manage stock
and price volatility:
• 2013: B5 for automobile and B10 for commercial
vehicles (completed in 2014)
• 2015: increase to B7 with estimated usage of 0.8 MN
T of per year
• 2019: increase to B10 with estimated usage of 1.1 MN
T per year
• 2020: plan to increase to B20 with estimated usage
of 1.6 MN T per year.
Domestic Biodiesel Mandates in Indonesia – B30 to the Rescue
Strong implementation of biodiesel mandates by
Indonesia and Malaysia will help to increase domestic
consumption of palm oil and limit the amount available
for export and reduce inventories (Fig. 15). Indonesia

Figure 16. Indonesian biodiesel monthly usage and projections

Figure 17. B20 Biodiesel usage and projections for Malaysia
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Figure 18. Soybean production and SBO price premium over CPO

is keen to use more palm-based biodiesel to reduce
the massive crude or gas oil import. SUPPORTIVE
MEASURES FROM GOVT include:
• Introduce export levy in 2015 to fund the biodiesel
subsidy – USD 50/MT for CPO and 20/MT FOR RBDPO
(CPO SUPPORT FUND)
• Raise biodiesel blending to B20 in 2018 (from B15 in
2015) and to B30 by 2020

o Indonesia: +1.9 MN T
o Malaysia: -0.4 MN T
o Total : +1.5 MN T
• PO demand growth (from biodiesel): sharp increase
in 2020
o Indonesia B30: +2.5 MN T
o Malaysia B20: +0.2 MN T
o Total : +2.7 MN T

• With allocation of 9.59 m kl of PME for 2020,
Indonesia’s biodiesel demand will rise to 8.3 MN T
next year (2020) – a whopping increase of 2.5 MN T
(+43%)

• Supply-demand balance:
o deficit of 1.2 MN T → → supply tightness
• Positive for PO prices

Indonesia Mandate – B30 - Progress On Track

• Biodiesel mandates: increase from B5 in 2012 to B7
in 2014

Already allocated 9.3 kl (8.3 mil tonnes) to biodiesel
producers for distribution in 2020 (Fig. 16). Based on
the news, this trial volume likely to be on top of the
revised volume of 6.63m kl (revised on 11 Sep 19 from
6.2m kl). If this is implemented, Indonesia’s end stock
for 2019 will reduce further and add more pressure
to the supply tightness for 2020. B30 will be a game
changer and a positive factor to PO prices
Proposed B20 Malaysian Mandate for 2020
Blending was raised from B7 to B10 in Feb 2019 (Fig.
17). The plan is to raise blending to B20 in 2020. An
estimated additional usage of 244,000 tonnes in 2020
will be required due to partial implementation of B20
in 2020. Domestic blending is still lagging behind
projected usage.
Domestic Biodiesel Usage: Change of PO Supply-Demand
Landscape
Incremental PO Supply and Demand from Biodiesel
• Palm oil supply growth: slowdown in 2020

Thailand Biodiesel Mandate – B10 in 2018

• Plan to increase to B10 in 2018 but delay in
implementation until 2019
• Demand increased from 0.6 MN T in 2012 to
1.2 MN T in 2018
• Expect to increase to 1.55 MN T in 2019 and
1.65 MN T in 2020
• Biodiesel usage accounts for about 50% of Thailand
palm oil output (2.7 MN T).
Soybean Supply and SBO Prices
Record soybean supplies from 2014 to 2018 led to low
SBO prices (Fig. 18). Droughts in Argentina had some
impact on supply in 2018. Soybean stock at 107 million
T is still good and no shortage into 2018/19 season.
Current drought and fire in Brazil may have some
impact on soybean production in 2019/20 – point to
watch! Current US-China trade dispute – lower US
production and export.
Present SBO premium over CPO is USD 125/T, above
the long-term avg. of USD 102/T (Fig. 18). SBO/CPO
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Figure 19. Palm oil inventories of Malaysia and Indonesia: inverse relationship to prices

Figure 20. Weather-supply-demand dynamics and price outlook

premium will narrow or turn negative during periods
of tight SBO supplies due to La Nina conditions after
an El Nino event – no sign of upturn yet! El Nino usually
do not have major impact on soybean production in
US and therefore prices. No major shortage of supplies
expected in 2020. Lower import by China is due to
trade dispute and ASF.
Palm Oil Inventories Still High
Inventories remain high but are expected to decline to
below 5.0 MN T (Fig. 19).
• MALAYSIA: stock has declined to 2.2 MN T from a
record high 3.2 MN T in Dec 2018 – now (end Nov) at
2.3 MN T
• INDONESIA: stock has also declined to 3.7 MN T
from a record high of 5.O MN T in Jul 2018 to 3.7 MN T
• COMBINED: stand at 6.2 MN T in Sep 2019. Inventory
must drop to below 5 mil tonne for prices to move
up and stay high
• Expect Malaysian inventory level to continue to
decline to below 2.0 mil tonne within the next 3-6
months
72

Weather-Supply-Demand Dynamics and Price Outlook
The data is given in Fig. 20 for El Nino (EN) and La Nina
(LN) periods.
Price Outlook: Malaysian Palm Oil Futures – Start of a New
Bull Cycle
The sharp price rally (Fig. 21) since mid-Oct has touched
the 2750 level (+30%). The rally is largely driven by panic
buying due to concerns of supply shortage caused
by slower production growth and rising biodiesel
demand – Indonesian B30. Is the current price rally
sustainable? – or is it due for correction?
Price Forecast 2020:
• Average: RM 2450 (US 600/T)
• Range: RM 2300-2800/T (US 550-675/T)
Risks:
• Delay in B30 uptake?
• Stronger soybean supply?
• Demand destruction?
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Figure 21. CPO price outlook: a new bull cycle from B30 biodiesel mandate and a possible El Nino

Figure 22. Listed plantation companies: maximum benefits from high yielding palms in prime age

Palm Oil Price Outlook: Summary
• Expect slower supply growth from Indonesia and
Malaysia in 2020 with a weak El Nino, smaller area
coming into maturity, replanting losses and lower
fertiliser inputs.
• Increase demand growth from China and renewed
growth from India will be supportive of prices
(notwithstanding tariffs).
• Inventories in Malaysia and Indonesia hovering
between 5-6 MN T – Need to decline to below 5.0
MN T for prices to move up and stay high. Expect
inventories to decline further with better demand
and biodiesel usage in 2020.
• Increase domestic biodiesel usage (B30) in Indonesia
would be supportive of prices with a looming supply
deficit in 2020.
• Global soybean supplies to soften in 2019-20, may
lend some support to SBO prices. Watch: the impact
of recent adverse weather on Brazilian production,
continuing US-China trade dispute and restocking
of hog herds in China (post ASF).

• Expect prices to enter into a new bull cycle should a
second El Nino emerge in 2020.
Positioning Plantation Companies in an Emerging Bull
Market
➢ Listed companies are given in Fig. 22. Plantations
with high % of prime + young palms (in green) and
high oil yield will benefit the most in a high price
cycle.
Abbreviations. ASF = African Swine Fever; B7, B10, B30 = biodiesel
blend with 7, 10 and 30% palm methyl esters as biofuel; BMD =
Bursa Malaysia Derivatives; C&S = Central and Southern; CPO
= crude palm oil; ENSO = El Nino Southern Oscillation; EU =
European Union; F = forecast; FELDA = Federal Land Development
Authority of Malaysia; FFB = fresh fruit bunches, KL = kilo liter;
MPOB = Malaysian Palm Oil Board; OPEC = Organisation of
Petroleum Exporting Countries; PKO = palm kernel oil; PO = palm
oil; Q = quarter; CPO = crude palm oil; FH, 1H = first half; m, MN
= million; MMT = million metric tonne; MYS = Malaysia; NEU =
neutral ENSO; PME = palm methyl ester; POGO = palm oil versus
gas oil spread; RBDPO = refined, bleached and deodorized palm
oil; RFS = Renewable fuel Standard of US; RSPO = Round Table
on Sustainable Palm Oil; SEN = strong El Nino; T = tonne, metric
tonne; USD = $ = US$; WEN = weak El Nino; WLN = weak La Nina;
YOY = year-on-year
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MOSTA FORUM:
Critical Issues Facing the
Malaysian Palm Oil Industry
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YB Teresa Kok
Minister of Primary Industries, Malaysia
[Address given in the MOSTA Forum on Critical Issues Facing The Malaysian Palm Oil
Industry And The Way Forward, 22nd Nov. 2019, Kuala Lumpur]
First and foremost, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank MOSTA and Tan Sri Ong for inviting me to be
part of this evening or afternoon forum. This forum
also provides the platform to discuss together some
answers to the critical issues facing the Malaysian palm
oil industry today. I am sure many of you have attended
PIPOC2019, so in the last few days Ghana’s deputy
minister for agriculture came to see me and yesterday
I met with the ambassador of Ethiopia (in charge of
Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia). There was another
country ambassador who visited me. After attending
PIPOC they were so impressed with Malaysia, they
want to learn from us and they are impressed with
PIPOC after learning a few things.
Many developing countries that come to Malaysia
are impressed about the palm oil industry and want
to learn from Malaysia. I myself was quite impressed
with the business matching going on in the exhibition.
The concurrent technical sessions were interesting but
I did not have time to attend. There are so many senior
speakers in areas related with palm oil. So Malaysia
and PIPOC have been able to impress many countries.
The Ghana representative said that their researchers
and government representative want to spend one
month to learn from Malaysia about the palm oil
industry. I think he was just overwhelmed by the PIPOC
conference and Malaysia’s success.
I think this is something we should be proud of. To
them the reason they came to see me is that the oil
palm is originally from Africa and how is it that it is not
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developed in Africa and yet when it comes of Malaysia
it is doing so well. This is something Malaysia should
be proud of and we have to thank the scientists and
industry players who over the years have developed
the industry to make of the success it is today.
Here, I would like to mention a little about MSPO. As
you know MSPO implementation is something that we
have been pushing very hard for. The former minister
previously had targeted to get MSPO up to 50%? and
we have in the last few months being pushing hard
with MPOCC officers on the ground. As of the end of
last month (October 2019) we have achieved 60% and
we are looking at 70% in another 2 or 3 months. I hope
by the middle of next year we can reach 80% for all
total planted area. For the rest we shall have to seek
the help of industry players like you and the palm oil
millers as there are just too many smallholders. If we
want to reach 100% we will have to reach out to the
smallholders and impress upon them the importance
of MSPO. Anyway I think the momentum is already
there and they will come forward to be certified
under MSPO.
Looking at the SMPs, not smallholders, only 258 small
and medium estates have been certified as of October
2019. But this is only 20.2% of the SMPs, so as you know
smallholders are those holding below 100 Ha and small
and medium means those with 100 to 1,000 Ha. This
group of SMPs are maybe ageing and do not harvest
fruits themselves or they pass the job to Indonesian
contractors or other companies to manage the
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plantations. And I must say we are unable to reach out
to them while MPOB and MPOCC have tried very hard
by sending letters to try to reach them. That is why we
have come out with the decision during the monthly
discussion of the MSPO programme and we have come
up with the decision to cancel their licenses; for the
above 100 Ha planters the licenses will be cancelled if
they are not going for MSPO certification. They have
every reason to come forward as the government pays
for the certification for those owning up to 1,000 Ha. All
they have to do is to come forward to get certification
with government help but we do not know where they
are. So those of you here perhaps can help us to locate
them (80% of SMPs) for MSPO certification.
And I must thank Tan Sri Ong and MOSTA that we
must make palm oil a 5-star oil, sustainable, nutritious,
healthy and safe. We know as much as 70% of palm
oil are for food and we are positioning the edible oil
as one of the best oils. But this will involve efforts of
the whole value chain, from plantation, mills and
refiners to processing for specialty fats. The issue of
trace contaminants GE and 3-MCPDE has been raised
and this is serious. All steps must be taken upstream
to reduce the precursors to these contaminants and
efforts be made quickly at refining to mitigate, reduce
or remove these contaminant esters that formed in
physically refined oils. Unless this issue is addressed
urgently, we risk to have our CPO to be the least
preferred oil for manufacturers and direct consumers.
I understand from PORAM and processing experts
that these can now be mitigated and reduced to
levels demanded by EU. However, to have 3-MCPDE at
1.25 ppm like the chemically refined soft oils may be
difficult as in shipping some deteriorations can occur. I
am told that they could meet the 2.5 ppm requirement
of EU for 2021. I hope MOSTA scientists and all of
engineers from the industry can further deliberate
on this issue as I know your collective experience can
provide solutions. Perhaps research and exploration of
other aspects related to palm oil quality can provide
alternative answers.
Tan Sri Ong is looking for the next 100 years while
the ministry has to find solutions to problems for the
next few years. But I think the ministry is forwardlooking and will look to support any effort towards the
future, e.g. the next 100 years of success for the palm
oil industry. On the ministry’s part we have asked the

MOF to allocate RM30 million for vitamin E tocotrienols
research and development and also to prepare for
aviation biofuel research and development. We know
there are so many useful ingredients in palm oil that the
world can benefit from and more research efforts need
to be made or otherwise all the goodness of palm oil
will be lost for humanity. After all the unfair negative
image of palm oil by the media and the competitors,
it is very challenging to reverse this. On tocotrienols,
I have met up with Professor Yuen of USM and heard
of his research and experiences of the impact on the
brain and I was so impressed. I had also met with the
US professor that tocotrienols are promising in treating
dementia and Parkinson’s and we need to pursue this
area of research for clinical trials. If one can prove that
tocotrienols can help in the treatment of Parkinson’s
the whole Western world will come to appreciate and
love the values provided by palm oil.
It is very important that we need to value the nutrition
value of palm oil and I have been talking about red
palm oil. Even our smallholders if asked about red
palm oil they will ask back – “can eat, ah?”. This has to
be explained to them that the oil palm from the estates
produce this nutritious red oil. When I talk to Africans
they know of the red oil they produce themselves using
the traditional methods. They import palm oil because
they understand it and it is the cheapest oil. They even
asked me that our producers should fractionate more
vitamin A or carotenes into the oil as they know that
vitamin A deficiency is a serious nutrition problem
among the Africans. Carotenes occur naturally in palm
oil when extracted but information is not disseminated
overseas, and for that matter even among Malaysians.
We have to make more efforts on promoting the
beneficial vitamins A and E and also other antioxidant
phenolics apart from the natural goodness of an oil
with a balanced composition of fatty acids.
Finally, I wish to record my appreciation to MOSTA
to be able to participate in this forum. Your inputs
and support for the palm oil industry are welcome
and valued by our ministry and myself. Our ministry
representatives (KSU and officers) are here. I myself
would like to sit through to learn as I always find new
things and see inputs from all the important speakers
and industry participants. We look forward and will
work together so that palm oil can continue to remain
as one of the best oils of the world.
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President of MOSTA
[Welcome Address, MOSTA Forum on Critical Issues Facing The Malaysian Palm Oil
Industry And The Way Forward, 22nd Nov. 2019, Kuala Lumpur]
Shall we start off with the statement that palm oil is a
5-star product which I know as I have been involved in
the industry for decades. It is much appreciated that it
is timely that the minister has launched the love palm
oil campaign. That “Palm oil is Nature’s gift to Malaysia
and Malaysia’s Gift to the World” was coined during a
conference in Pakistan on nutrition with generals (who
are medical officers) as participants. At the inspiration
of the moment outside an Islamabad mosque that
slogan was coined at a time when there was actually
not enough information on palm oil.
More recently I came across latest 2019 issue of the Jour
Palm Oil Res and the first article (Jackson et. al.) was
about “the world’s most hated crop oil” which was first
quoted by a 2017 Nature article by W Yan. There is of
course a contradiction of “love my palm oil” versus this
title. After reading through the article actually written
by a senior member of the MPOB PAC member, it
was about malicious misinformation on sustainability
spread by the NGOs against the world’s leading oil
crop. The objective review theme was on “learn how
to love the world’s most hated oil” but this could be
“learn to love the world’s most-hated good oil”.
While most of you in the industry are already familiar,
allow me to tell of palm oil for a few new friends here.
Firstly, the oil has served many diverse purposes as
food; not a drop of palm oil produced is wasted, all
palm oils are sold and used in all the myriad ways.
The oil yield from the palm tree is already 8 times
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higher than soybean and several times greater than
other competing oil crops. One estate is optimistically
predicting the average yield will 6 tonnes per Ha. And
this is still below the site-potential yield and of course
far below the theoretical prediction by Corley (1998)
of up to 18 tonnes. This statement is not a slogan or
superstition but from science or evidence-based
science.
MOSTA has taken the initiative to try to help reduce the
yield gap from science and what are coming out of the
estates and small farms. In workshops, we realize that
Malaysian palm oil yields may be good in comparison
to the original palms in Africa but good agricultural
practices can bring about yields to be optimized. We
are committed to promote what science, technology
and management can offer the estates and farmers.
Additionally, I wish to tell my new friends who may
not know a few more things – that palm oil is a semisolid at ambient temperature and we have processes
to separate the solid and liquid oils. Although 55%
of consumers prefer liquid oils, 45% of others prefer
solid or semi-solid fats like butter, margarine, spreads,
creams, chocolate fat, etc. and oil palm supplies these
without need of hydrogenation.
Palm olein is also well known and considered by AOCS
as the best deep frying oil. In Germany they are also
concerned for using the best oils for deep frying.
And for oxidative stability palm oil excels and can be
shipped without deterioration and remains trans-free.
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The anti-tropical oils campaign (1986-87) by the US is
so malicious when at that time less than 1% of palm oil
is being consumed in the US. We have to counter this
anti-palm oil campaign when the leadership fell on
yours truly. The episode passed and was documented
as War of Oils and research on nutrition was started
in MPOB. The first nutrition study undertaken by
IMR showed palm oil was perfectly healthy and was
published in 1992.
There is more goodness for palm olein which with up
to 46% saturation has been compared to extra virgin
olive oil with about 14% saturation. In the first studies
in Sydney, it turns out that palm olein is comparable
to virgin olive oil in terms of outcomes of blood lipid
profiles, cardiovascular risk factors and other benefits
of phytonutrients. The comparable blood lipid profiles
in consumption of palm olein as compared to olive oil
have been repeated in studies in China, Italy and again

recently in Eur J Clinical Nutri 2019. This is another long
story of Nature’s gift of palm fruit oil.
Finally, I want to comment on the versatility of palm
and PK oils which is why they have been used in
thousands of formulations in various foods and
sweets, cosmeceuticals as well as other non-food
products. The campaign against oil palm has been
on deforestation, wildlife, biodiversity, etc., although
these are minimal compared to pastureland and other
oil crops. It is hoped that sustainability of all Malaysian
oil palm under MSPO certification will address all these
issues once and for all so that palm oil will be the fivestar product as Malaysia’s gift to the world. That has
been so for the last 100 years but MOSTA has been
challenged by the industry to chart the direction for
palm oil for the next 100 years, which can be carried
out with support from the ministry and the industry.

YB Teresa Kok participated in the full session of MOSTA Forum 2019
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[Presented at the MOSTA Forum on Critical Issues Facing The Malaysian Palm Oil Industry And The Way Forward, 22nd Nov.
2019, Kuala Lumpur]
Synopsis
The oil palm industry is at a tipping point after the first
100 years of success. It is faced with multidimensional
challenges that need action and long-term vision.
The exponential growth in the cultivation of oil palm
has helped to supply the world’s growing demand
for food, feed, fibre and renewable fuel and brought
many economic benefits especially in resolving rural
poverty of farmers and handsome profits for the
large downstream food manufacturers. However, the
success story of a fast-growing and highly competitive
palm oil has raised its international profile resulting
in heightened public scrutiny and criticism, in fact
to be unfairly demonized. Without comparisons to
other oil crops, detractors claim that the success of
oil palm has come with huge costs in environmental,
social and governance terms. Oil palm cultivation
has been singled out to be associated with problems
linked to deforestation, GHG emissions, loss of wildlife
and biodiversity, human rights breaches and land/
labour exploitation issues. Yet it is well-known that
it is not possible to substitute the high yielding palm
fruit and kernel oils by other known crops even with
GM modification without causing even much greater
deforestation and environmental damage in their
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cultivation. Palm oil cultivation comes with relatively
minimal land use and is the only oil crop that is moving
forward to be fully sustainable with RSPO and MSPO
certifications for the very near future.
Physically refined palm oils along with other oils
like pomace olive, rice, corn and fish oils have to
contend with food safety issues from trace process
contaminants which will add costs to processing and
slow down growth. Despite all the widespread untruths
made against at palm oil, the fruit and kernel oils have
relied on their natural goodness (nature’s gift) having
been used for over 5,000 years. The unsung story is in
the rich red palm oil that has been saving sights and
lives in poorer regions of the world without adequate
nutrition. The negative misinformation of heart and
cardiovascular risks associated with animal saturated
fats had been based on the flawed nutritional data, had
recently been corrected. USDA has admitted but only
after almost 50 years that it had been wrong about
cholesterol in foods, trans fats and hydrogenation of
polyunsaturated oils, low-fat foods and the association
of CHD, CVD and also other chronic health problems
with all types of saturated fats. Several RCT studies
have established that consumption of palm olein
or extra virgin olive oil provided similar serum lipid
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profiles. This is due to the dominant unsaturated sn-2
fatty acids of palm oil (as with other plant oils such
as cocoa butter) which are preferentially absorbed
as monoglycerides in enzymatic digestion while the
digested sn-1 & -3 long-chain saturated fatty acids are
not. With misinformation and creating false fears, it is
easy to forget that it is only palm fruit oil that stands
out uniquely as an antitumor oil in animal experiments
when compared to other unsaturated oils and even
animal fat. Palm fruit oil also has a special vitamin
E, tocotrienols, which have a remarkable array of
beneficial wellness benefits including anti-tumour
and neuroprotective effects among others but these
qualities have not yet been fully exploited.
In addition to the challenges on endless sustainability
demands and nutritional misinformation, climate
change resulting in fluctuation of precipitation and
increasing frequency of floods or droughts adds
another layer of complexity. If global warming has
been responsible for the well-publicised tropical
forest fires then the world’s major polluters should
be held accountable. Most of forest fires that occur
annually all over the world (Russia, S. and N. America
and Australia) are way more disastrous than the El Nino
drought events in SE Asia that had been singled out
by the media for deforestation and environmental
damage. The growing world population demands the
continual and reliable supply of useful and versatile oils
that the palm can provide but tackling the complex
environmental, social and technical issues in the supply
chain from farm to fork requires transformation of the
entire oils & fats industry with collaboration with all
stakeholders but has to be free from political and trade
agenda. Transformation is contingent upon concerted
action by all stakeholders and committed work on
the ground using all the economically viable tools for
modern agriculture and oil processing technologies to
meet future lipid needs of humanity.
Sustainability issues will in time fade away as
mandatory certification of all planted oil palm and as
the industry players work towards carbon-neutral and
low-foot print production with zero-waste emissions
and energy sufficiency with methane-capture
and recycling of all side products. Further, farmers
may learn not just to conserve the environment
but also to preserve tropical biomes, improve soil
carbon and use water and energy efficiently. These
are much desirable goals of both consumers and
producers. The burgeoning introduction of IR4.0 to
milling as well as digital transformations of work and

behaviour in plantation management are providing
promising results in efficiency/productivity gains, yield
improvements and new management capabilities
empowered by new digitization technologies such as
blockchain, AI, sensor, IoT and big data analytics. These
coupled with fast growing mechanization provided
by new electric car industry, improved solar/battery
technology and infrastructure connectivity provided
by the coming 5G and satellites hopefully will be the
answer to the shortage of the traditional unskilled
labour but that a new breed of skilled managers and
ground workers will emerge. There is no shortage of
branding opportunities in the applications of versatile
palm fruit and kernel oils except for the shortage of
entrepreneurs in a business which the consumers do
not really know what they want and each experimental
product is at best a guess. Growing of specialized oils
or with enhanced healthful phytonutrients that are
available from the germplasm collections and hybrid
oils have been developed. Technological innovations
can provide for differentiated products for the needs
of different cultures, age groups and personalized
nutritional requirements.
Important and wise policy decisions are always needed
to be made to guide the industry in uncertain and
volatile times that the world is now facing, especially
trade will be difficult to be free or fair. Finally, for
continued long term success, a succession plan is
needed to get the young to be interested in the palm
oil industry if it is to prepare for the next 100 years. The
good news remain that it has been projected that food
security may not be secured with the growing world
population and middle class and the world’s needs
for oils and fats will have to depend on the oil palm.
Further, the demand for clean, low-sulphur crude
petroleum will mean higher prices of crude which will
benefit palm biofuels. Meanwhile the Malaysian palm
oil industry will face the irresistible force – the reality
of competition with less free and fair trade. Continued
success depends on whether the country is ready to
embrace available opportunities to sustain economic
and technological supremacy.
Introduction
The oil palm Industry has contributed aggressively
to the nation for nearly six decades and palm oil is
by far the most valuable commodity to Malaysia in
economic terms, contributing significantly in taxes,
export earnings, value addition, spin-off industries
and rural employment. And, not to forget the
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industry with palm oil sold in USD has bailed out our
country from at least three recessions, especially the
Asian financial crisis of 1997/98 and again the global
financial meltdown of 2007-2008. As such, MOSTA
is of the view it is time for the plantation sector to
consolidate and for the government to step in and to
offer appropriate leadership in this transition phase of
agricultural evolution. The poor prices experienced
by the palm oil industry for 2018/19 has been due
to over expansion in Indonesia which also involved
Malaysian companies in the expectation of demand
from biofuel use but exports have been stifled by
negative images of deforestation, wildlife/biodiversity
loss and unsustainable agriculture on peatlands.
When in Europe as much as 30% rapeseed oil have
been diverted for biodiesel, domestic suppliers in SE
Asia of palm oil have been slow in implementation
of biodiesel use resulting in unused capacities in
biodiesel factories causing rising palm oil stocks and
consequently depressing prices. The industry has yet
to learn to adjust to this in view of volatile petroleum
prices which affect discretionary use in biofuel, even
as this was planned a long time ago to be the safety
net during low price cycles of commodities. The future
however remains secure as predictions are for rising
consumption needs for palm and kernel oils which are
indispensable for many food and non-food uses. The
industry must not be complacent but to move quickly
towards producing sustainable oils with better carbon
footprints to be readily accepted as renewable biofuels
of choice.
Automation, Digital Transformation and Genomic Advances
The plantation industry, like other industries have to
evolve from its heavy reliance on labour and venture
into mechanisation and technology. The availability of
labour is getting scarce with increasing urbanization
and the cost of labour is rising on a daily basis but this
problem is universal for agriculture. There is a dilemma
in transformation in whether to use automation and
machines or continuation to use relatively low cost
labour in this part of the world but it is inevitable that
in the longer term machines will have to replace partly
or fully human labour. The evolution to machines will
take time and requires huge investment outlay, but it is
a necessity going forward to address the productivity
and efficiency challenges. Digital transformation is
now all embracing for plantations in the way business
is to be managed and how people need to operate
behaviourally apart from gains from improved
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efficiency and productivity from use of computers.
Drones are already being used to map estates to single
palm trees but regular field work management needs
to be evolved. Innovation and disruption emerging
with a new generation of workers are expected
and business as usual cannot continue any longer.
However, transformation – in both environmental
and economic terms – is very challenging but is
necessary and the potential returns should more than
adequately compensate for the risks that must now
be taken. Provision of new skilled workers for digital
transformation are also much dependent on forwardlooking policies on education, infrastructure and
digital connectivity.
Although investment in research and development has
continued, there have been far fewer breakthroughs or
their implementation in recent years. Average national
oil yields have been more or less stagnant (< 4 t/Ha/yr)
for decades. Replanting with available high oil yielding
(8-10 t/Ha/yr potential) breeding materials has been
slow but has been initiated by leading plantations
especially during this low-price period, promising to
raise the national average yields to 5 and then 6 tonnes
oil/Ha/yr perhaps over the next 10 years at the rate of
about 2% per year replanting. Increasing production
without acreage expansion seems ideal news to
appease environmentalists but this rate of production
may not be sufficient for future global needs.
In genomic research, considerable efforts being put
into the development of genetic characteristics to
express desirable traits, e.g. to facilitate harvesting
with slower palm tree height increment, have yet to be
come to fruition in a big way as new replanted palms
may be shorter but not dwarf, which would in a “tradeoff” only offer lower yields. Most genetic research has
been classical in nature but even with this there are
sufficient new discoveries but developments for a
perennial tree crop remain slow, but even then mass
tissue-culture cloning has not yet been mastered.
However, the potential in this area of biotech research is
promising with a rapid gene-editing technique CRISPR
already being successfully applied to other crops, such
as the creation of genetically-decaffeinated coffee,
edible cotton seed oil and minor yield improvements
to rapeseed.
ESG Issues
The palm sector has been subject to considerable
criticism for some time, over the negative environmental
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and social impacts of the large scale forest conversion
that is associated with its expansion, through carbon
emissions, wildlife habitat loss and biodiversity loss.
However, it may be pointed out, that among the ten
most important agricultural crops today, palm oil
accounts for over 35 per cent of the world’s oils and fats
sector and yet oil palm trees only occupy less than 0.5
per cent of all cultivated agricultural land of the world.
Actual data for deforestation in SE Asia is surprisingly
lower compared to fire losses in North and South
America as well as Australia. Some deforestation is
inevitable for expansion of supply but for the oil palm
it is miniscule compared to the massive geographical
areas cleared for pastureland required by grazing
animals. Anyway, Malaysia has capped agricultural
land development at 6.5 million Ha from the present
5.86 MHa leaving about 50% of forested land while
Indonesia has a moratorium on new plantings.
Deforestation is probably more serious from illegal
logging than from oil palm growing while wildlife
loss is more serious from poaching which all have
final destinations to rich developed countries which
should be held accountable. Deforestation fires from
cyclical climate warmings, e.g. El Nino, remains a
serious problem for all especially so for inhabitants
who have to suffer discomfort and health risks and it is
the responsibility of nations especially developed ones
to reduce carbon emissions and help mitigate global
warming rather than heap more criticisms and insults
on poor farmers.
Oil Palm Sustainability
We are living in times where headlines determine and
sway the sentiments of the discussion rather than what
science, substance and experience can offer. We must
also be mindful that whilst the oil palm plantation
industry today is demonised as a destroyer of forests,
wildlife and biodiversity, we need to appreciate the
fact that the cultivation of this crop world-wide has
only accounted for less than 5 per cent of global
deforestation from 1995 to 2015. This is far less than
other agro-commodity industries like timber, beef,
pork, soy and maize. However, we must be cognisant
of the fact that things are changing fast and that the
consumer sentiment not just in the West, but also
among many young citizens of the developing and
emerging economies are demanding changes to
the way we do business. It is high time the oil palm
industry commits to a ‘No Deforestation, No Peat and
No Exploitation’ development policy.

The minister is happy to state commendable progress
on the palm oil industry in general and sustainability
in particular. Many developing countries come to
Malaysia are impressed about the palm oil industry
and want to learn from Malaysia. The country should
be proud that African nations are coming to learn
about the oil palm which originally comes from Africa.
Much of the successful palm oil story has been made
possible by the scientists and industry leaders. Malaysia
has been serious about sustainability with 60% MSPOcertified in Oct. 2019 and possibly 80% certified by
2020. With government assistance, certification among
small holders have been encouraging but a small
group of small-medium plantations are still a problem
even with the government incentives and it has been
decided that licenses for non-certified estates will
soon be withdrawn.
In this respect the sustainability certification schemes
are continuing to evolve with the principles and criteria
of the MSPO and RSPO being further strengthened
through their recent review process. Membership
of MSPO is mandatory and certification is making
good progress. Special mention is that 475,000 ha of
smallholdings have been certified together with 313
palm oil mills which is equivalent to 70% of the total
mills in the country.
The certification process will look forward to its
acceptance for the major consumers in Asia and
perhaps where RSPO has been serving the interests
of Europe, an Asian SPO may emerge. It may be
emphasised, the MSPO scheme is a strategic move to
improve the competitiveness and the image of the
industry but this doesn’t mean all countries will accept
that all Malaysian palm oil is certified. However, once
companies and smallholders have fully complied with
MSPO, they will be better prepared to move towards
meeting any international standard.
Palm Oil Quality and Food Safety
Another critical area that may be highlighted is food
safety, especially when nearly 80 per cent of palm oil
goes into food applications. Positioning palm oil, as
a safe food ingredient should involve efforts across
the entire value chain from plantation to refinery
and to processing for specialty fats, etc. The issue
of trace contaminants GE and 3-MCPDE has been
raised and this can now be mitigated to make refined
palm oil to be the same as the other competing oils.
Simple water washing of reasonable quality CPO
from the mill would remove most of the precursors
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to the trace contaminants which may be prevented
to form or removed by mild refining conditions
using low pressure, appropriate temperatures, or use
of appropriate bleaching earths. Chemical refining
remains the ultimate solution to avoid the trace
process contaminants. In food safety the major process
contaminant trans fats should be limited to less than
1% to protect Malaysian consumers while judging
from the class actions against Bayer/Monsanto, the
weedicide glyphosate (Roundup) should also be
considered a possible human carcinogen with the
usual zero tolerance limits.
As using better quality CPO will reduce or even
eliminate the formation of trace process contaminants,
perhaps the industry should move towards different
tiered specifications for CPO, with more stringent
specifications for CPO targeted for food while that
for non-food could have lower, technical grade
specifications. The proposal by the European
Commission for two limits for 3-MCPDE, that is: 1.25ppm
for palm kernel oil and oils such as soybean, sunflower
and rapeseed and 2.5 ppm for physically refined palm,
pomace olive and fish oils are not favourable for us
as the higher limit would relegate palm oil to a lower
quality oil status which is of concern. This is known
not to be true as some of the best samples imported
for infant formula by US can have the lowest GE and
3-MCPDE values. Now, after water-washing of CPO,
slightly modified refining methods with appropriate
bleaching earths or the use of chemical refining are
capable to meet the 1.25 ppm limit.
Previously it was the US war of oils to discriminate
against tropical fats (coconut and palm) which have
more saturated fatty acids. This was based on flawed
data and had caused the most damage to humanity
especially from flawed nutrition guidelines on fat
intake. Palm oil and cocoa butter fats of vegetable origin
have sn-2 positional fatty acids which are unsaturated
and these are selectively absorbed in enzymatic
digestion so that consumption of palm oil and extra
virgin olive or high oleic acid oils has been established
in RCT clinical trials to provide similar blood profiles
and does not implicate coronary or cardiovascular
risks. When palmitic fats are desired from infant and
young children, it is the palm stearin fractions that
can be relied on for provision to make structured
fats formulas. Some of the false dogmas and myths
on fats have now been made known: recommended
low-fat diets are generally incorrect, consumption
of cholesterol foods (eggs, butter, etc) only affects
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blood lipid profiles minimally, hydrogenation provides
unhealthy trans fats, saturated fats especially short and
medium chains can provide specific benefits for antiinfection, brain food and fast energy.
PKO has also provided lauric fats indispensable in
many applications and useful to supplement shortages
from coconut oil. MCT oils have been receiving much
attention in nutrition and as “brain food”.
Vitamins and Other Values of Palm Oil
The problem with Malaysians is they under-value their
red palm oil which is why the “love Malaysian palm
oil campaign” when other countries are asking the
industry to fractionate more carotenes into the oil.
Palm oil has the most natural carotenes and is much
coveted in poorer countries to save sight and save
lives. If we promote our vitamins then there will be less
negative attacks on palm oil. The experimental results
for tocotrienols are very impressive – as antioxidants,
having properties for assisting in treatments of
stroke, cancer and diabetes, and recently in possible
use for prevention of dementia, Parkinsons’ and
even Alzheimer’s diseases. All these remarkable
facts may not be found anywhere else but have
not been disseminated to promote palm oil and its
the goodness.
Conclusions
It can be seen that the oil palm sector has moved further
and faster than any other globally traded commodity
during the same period of time. It is also noteworthy
that nearly 20 percent of global palm oil production
is certified sustainable under the RSPO platform even
though the consumer take-up remains disappointing.
This can be compared to only 3 per cent of global
soy production. Stakeholders in the West especially
Europe should be reminded that sustainability analysis
must take into consideration all vegetable oils, not just
palm oil. No other oil crop comes close to oil palm in
terms of productivity, and the land use consequences
of boycotting or replacing palm oil with any other
lower-yielding oil crop will have a devastating effect
on the environment and deforestation worldwide.
Denying us our right to compete freely and fairly on a
level playing field goes against the UN SDGs.
The issue of trace contaminants GE and 3-MCPDE has
been raised and these can now be mitigated to make
refined palm oil to be the same as the other competing
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oils. A premium quality CPO with lower free fatty
acids and with limited chloride at < 2 ppm has been
proposed to avoid too much refining modifications
to limit trace contaminants. Poorer quality oils can be
segregated for feeds, oleochemicals and biofuels.
Previously it was the relatively high saturation of palm
oil that had been used to discredit the oil. But this has
been proven false and based on flawed data. Also this
unfortunately has led to the wrong dogma of 10%
limit for saturated fat in dietary guidelines. Again the
nature’s gift of natural goodness of palm triglycerides
have the fatty acids mostly selected for absorption
being the specifically-positioned unsaturated ones.
Understandably, useful structured fats and MCT oils can
readily be made available from palm fruit and kernel
oils. While natural goodness of palm fruit and kernel
oils have provided many indispensable uses in lots of
food, feed and renewable energy products, the future
still depends on more innovations using available
discoveries from biotech and genomic research.
Adjuvant supplement therapies from vitamins and
phytonutrients for many outstanding chronic and agerelated diseases, new products from specialized hybrid
oils, hydrocarbon and aviation biofuels have been
identified for development. Innovative technology or
services will also be needed all along the whole supply
chain for general improvements, energy efficiency and
labour productivity.
The problem with Malaysians is they under value
their red palm oil but other countries are asking the
industry to fractionate more carotenes into the oil.
The experimental results for tocotrienols are very
impressive – from antioxidants, having properties for
assisting in treatments of stroke, cancer and diabetes,
to the possible use for prevention/treatment of
dementia, Parkinsons’ and even Alzheimer’s disease.
All the good facts are uniquely from palm but have not
been disseminated to promote the natural goodness
of palm oil and to reduce aspects of negative publicity.
On its part, the oil palm industry cannot be complacent.
It cannot be guilty of greenwashing but must ensure
that sustainable practices are strictly enforced. It will
always be subject to scrutiny and criticisms because of
its international profile and it must step up. Ultimately,
it will be you, the stakeholders in the sector, who will
play the central role in driving the changes to policies
and processes that will be required as the palm oil
sector chart their course into a volatile future. The
industry is in the process of full certification but has
to remain alert and anticipate even greater demands

for sustainability: authentification, verification,
traceability, blockchain and labelling for contaminants’
levels and origin of oil.
Digital transformation, in addition to mechanization
and automation, has also come to the aid of the
industry to improve yields, productivity and efficiency
at a time of labour shortage and rising fertilizer but
falling commodity prices. Digital transformation is
evident in use of drones, computers and hand-held
devices but being all-embracing requires new ways of
management, of work operations and of behavioural
patterns so that finding skilled workforce will need
synergies from government policies in education
and training to cater for an age of digitization and AI
technologies.
Palm oil has been a leader in sustainability and
provider of healthy food products as compared to
other oil crops. The industry needs to engage trusted
institutions and reputable universities to disseminate
all objective and unbiased information to the media.
As the industry on its challenging journey, it will have
to depend on innovation, branding and sustainability
apart from providing food security to the world. It will
as usual face the irresistible force – competition and no
fair or free trade as well as domination by wealth and
power; althought truths will finally prevail, only that it
may be too late.
Finally, while the future demand for oils and fats may
be assured from rising demographics and renewable
energy, the future of the palm oil industry will also
need a succession plan for attracting new generation
workers appropriate for the digital age. Government
policies need to cater not only for transportation
infrastructure but also digital connectivity for
the coming 5G and satellite TV communications
technology in preparation for connectivity desired by
the new generation skilled workers.
Abbreviations. 3-MCPDE = 3-monochloropropandiol esters; 5-G
= 5th generation internet phone; AI – artificial intelligence; CB =
cocoa butter; CHD = coronary heart disease; CPO = crude palm oil;
CVD = cardiovascular disease; d = day; DHΑ = docosahexadienoic
acid; GE = glycidyl ester, ester of glycidol; GHG = green-house
gases; GM = genetically modified; Ha = hectare; IoT = internet of
things; IR = Industrial Revolution; MCPD = monochloropropandiol;
MCT = medium chain triglycerides; MSPO = Malaysian Sustainable
Palm Oil; MPOB = Malaysian Palm Oil Board; P = phosphorus from
phospholipids and phosphoric acid, also polyunsaturated; PFAD =
palm fatty acid distillate; PKO = palm kernel oil; ppm = parts per
million; RCT = randomized clinical trials; RSPO = Round Table on
Sustainable Palm Oil; SDG = sustainable development goals; t, T =
tonne; TAG, TG = triacylglycerol or triglyceride; USD = US$; USDA =
US Department of Agriculture; yr = year
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Introduction: Frequency of Global Forest Fires
Although there seems to be much bad publicity of
forest fires in SE Asia, the unusual frequency and
intensity of forest and bush fires this year (2019) is
actually a global phenomenon most probably due
to climate change and global warming. Russian and
Brazil’s Amazon forest fires are the biggest in 2019 until
Australia’s historic disaster, followed closely by those
in Canada, Bolivia and USA, while Indonesia recorded
the smallest areas being affected (Fig. 1). Indonesian
forest and land fires are relatively small compared
to other countries – yet Indonesia is always in the
spotlight, perhaps because it is the world’s biggest
producer of palm oil. It was only in the year of severe El
Nino drought in 2015 that Indonesia’s forest fires were
comparable to those of N. America (Fig. 2); world land
temperature was 2nd highest ever – up 1.42°C in 2015
(record Indonesia fires) and 2019 (record Australian
fires), clearly resulting from global warming.
Indonesian Environmental Management
Indonesia’s poor management of agricultural practices
have resulted in almost yearly peat fires to occur
and the resulting haze is a disaster to Malaysia and
Singapore. Despite cross-border agreements among
ASEAN countries, very little international effort is seen
to put in concrete measures to prevent and to control
fires occurring mainly in Sumatra and Kalimantan.
It is clear that bad agricultural practices of open
burning has been considered responsible for starting
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fires in addition to natural causes from drought
and lightning. Plantation companies are indirectly
responsible for some of these hot spots when fires
spread uncontrollably. Agricultural cultivation on peat
soils has been known to be of high risk due to famers
draining the squishy peatlands before setting them
on fire. This in turn causes the thick, carbon-rich layer
to dry and harden, thus fires simmer underground for
long periods emitting large quantities of smoke. The
resulting “haze” causes serious health and economic
disasters for surrounding countries.
Only certain shallow peatlands with proper watertable management are suitable for agriculture –
basically to grow food crops and vegetables. For oil
palm plantings, the industry must adhere to the “no
deforestation, no peat” policy in order to comply with
sustainability certification standards. If global warming
in the coming years will be as bad or worse than in
2015, 2016 and 2019, active intervention needs to be
taken to prevent and contain the fires when they occur
again during the dry seasons.
Climate Change or Global Warming
Global warming caused by GHG emissions from
human activity, especially the burning of fossil fuels
has been established from scientific evidences. Any
farmer or planter can tell, the natural patterns of
climate change have been altered. There are sufficient
scientific evidence today that “human fingerprints”
are associated with the changes. Sadly, initiatives by
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Figure 1. Widespread forest fires in 2019 are a global phenomenon

Figure 2. Comparison of forest fires for 2015-19

the UN and other global agencies to mitigate this
has not been accepted by many developed countries
due to fears of slow-down in economic growth. The
US has begun the process to withdraw from the Paris
agreement because President Trump reckons it’s unfair
to American workers, businesses and taxpayers.
The Earth has already warmed 1 degree Celsius since
the 19th century but there was little urgency to curb
GHG emissions at the recent UN Climate Action Summit
(2019). While foot-draggings are still rampant among
politicians of many countries, it was the call by a 16
year old climate-change activist, Greta Thunberg, that
caught the attention of the world leaders. She inspired
many to take a stand when she uttered these words
at the Summit “This is all wrong. I shouldn’t be standing
here. I should be back in school on the other side of the
ocean. Yet you all come to me for hope? How dare you!

You have stolen my childhood and my dreams with your
empty words. And yet I’m one of the lucky ones. People
are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems are
collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass extinction.
And all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of
eternal economic growth. How dare you!”
Environmental Awareness
The young in most developed countries are now
becoming aware of the consequences of the
destruction of the environment. Most of the Western
world have lost almost all of the wildlife and pristine
forests in the name of development and progress.
And yet, there are instances of children writing letters
on behalf of vested interest groups to politicians of
developing countries, which still maintain 50% lush
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Figure 3. English schoolboy’s letter to the Prime Minister of Malaysia [from NST and Musim Mas]

Figure 4. Response of the Prime Minister to the young boy [from NST and Musim Mas]

tropical forest cover, blaming them for the accelerated
pace of climate-change, etc. In such cases, the
politicians need to be careful to respond diplomatically
so as not to allow the media to distort the message.
The case of an English boy in 1987 writing to the Prime
Minister of Malaysia about wanting to study animals
in tropical rainforests and the response by the PM
created unnecessary negative image for the timber
industry (Figs. 3 & 4).
The balance between development and environment
has always created controversies or uncertainties,
especially on ethical and humanitarian issues. However,
it is comforting to note that environmental superstar
Sir David Attenborough had this to say in the recent
BBC programme titled “Seven Worlds,” One Planet”:
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“The balance between our needs and conservation is
hard, we can offer a vital lifeline for our forest relatives.
We may be able to protect them through simple
choices like buying products made with deforestationfree sustainable palm oil”
Climate Change and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development
Sir Jonathon Porritt of Forum for the Future eloquently
articulated as follows at the 9th ISP International
Planters Conference in July 2019: “Embracing the
SDGs means taking an integrated view, seeking to
optimise outcomes across all the goals rather than
cherry-picking any one particular goal at the expense
of others”.
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“The West, especially Europe and US harp on climate
change, deforestation, environmental degradation but
choose to be blinded to the truth that the oil palm sector
has played a major role in food security, prosperity and
pulling millions of people out of poverty.” Sir Jonathon
also acknowledged the hypocrisy of so many Western
companies who preach sustainability but in practice
continue to opt for uncertified cheap palm oil.
“The hypocrisy of preaching to us on the importance of
environmental stewardship is even more frustrating in
the light of the recent revelation that Malaysia is the No.1
destination for Western countries WASTE! This is flagrant
disregard for our environment, which they so passionately
purport to protect”.
Discrimination Against Palm Oil
It may be understandable that EU nations may want
to protect their home-grown oil crops and allow
NGOs to demonise palm oil by way of a No Palm Oil
or Palm Oil Free labelling campaign in packaged foods.
But these sort of misinformation has spread even
to Pakistan where the Punjab Pure Food Regulation
(2018) deliberately discriminates the use of palm oil.
The regulation for refined blended vegetable oils or
cooking oils stipulates: “It shall not contain palm oil/
palmolein. Vanaspati vegetable ghees banned effective
July 2020”.
It even specifies an IV (iodine value) criteria for cooking
oil at not less than 80, which effectively excludes palm
olein. Banaspati or Vanaspati regulation stipulates an
IV specification of no less than 70 which also excludes
the use of palm olein.
Iran is also promoting no palm oil labels in their
branded products, where previously 50% palm olein
were used in the vegetable oil blend market. They
even come out with adverts stating: “Why is No-Palm
frying oil better for your health? Conventional frying oils
are opaque due to the presence of palm and the high
content of saturated fatty acids”.
The old story based on flawed data on saturated fats
had been spread again to confuse consumers – best
vegetable oils contain omega fatty acids and remain
clear (not cloudy) due to low amounts of saturated fats.
Unfortunately, No-Palm-Oil labels have also become
fashionable in Muslim countries such as Iran, Turkey
and Saudi Arabia.

Time to Restructure the Whole Palm Oil Industry
I am sure many of you may feel rather bewildered
by the technical nature of the presentations. The
concluding remarks by the last speaker Dr Mohan
for an overhaul of the industry is timely in my view,
especially with regard to the quality of our CPO. I
myself have been advocating for enhanced quality
parameters since I joined MPOA in 1999. Well, I am
sorry to say that nothing has moved in the industry in
the last two decades! The only new criteria introduced
way back in 2002 was the agreement between MPOA
and PORAM with respect to the DOBI value. As you
are aware the DOBI value was set at 2.31 after much
debate. This value according to MPOB’s classification
is only “fair” and not “good”. The reason for adopting
such a low value is simple: because the industry is
fragmented with many stakeholders with their own
vested interests, thus, standards are compromised.
When you speak to the CEOs of large companies,
it is quite apparent that they have adopted the
highest standards – whether it be quality, food
safety or sustainability challenges. They have
moved on and resolved the problems. The on-going
debate about 3-MCPDE and GE is an example. The
integrated companies resolved the problem years
ago. I can mention here that Dato Er Kok Leong of
Intercontinental Speciality Fats was able to conform to
the current EFSA guidelines more than 10 years ago,
that is even before the EU set the standards.
Forum Q & A Session
Teoh Cheng Hai. First of all, I would like to direct some
points to Prof. Murphy. I certainly agree that there is
no option but to embrace sustainability to get into
markets and also that companies which are great
with IPs require traceability of origin. You mentioned
chemical technologies and so on which have become
realities for use, and in Europe origin fingerprint with
chemical composition is much used to verify origin
of products.
In RSPO we are already able to do this even for
smallholders, we are able to differentiate FFB from
smallholdings which are 250 meters apart and we can
also characterize produce from within 2.5 kilometers
vicinity. I do agree with your comments in the general
conclusions but would like to hear your views on RSPO’s
standing in Europe and how it could be extended to
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Asia. To bear in mind there are the national standards
like MSPO and ISPO and that eventually these will be
accepted as CSPO. I agree that things like RSPO and
CSPO can work in Europe but I do not think this will
happen in Asia, e.g. China, Japan and so on. That me
explain why. First of all, the RSPO certified supply has
actually stagnated at about 19-20%, and this is for the
last 5 years or so. The uptake has also stagnated at
aroun 50%. And yet, RSPO’s mission is to transform the
market to 100% CSPO. But the numbers are likely to
remain at these low levels of around 20%. There have
been studies for voluntary acceptance of sustainability
standards, and they never exceed 50%. For RSPO, there
is a life cycle and there is a critical mass. For RSPO
critical mass is generally estimated to be 20-25%. RSPO
is now stuck at 19% and it is difficult to move upwards.
The sticky point is new production is coming from
“non-RSPO” members in countries like Indonesia.
Let me try to explain why there is no interest in India
and China for CSPO. Actually China and India as large
consumers and do have a lot of interest and I have
worked with them on a project for 2 years. These
countries’ chambers of commerce have tried to work
out a policy paper for their governments to take up
CSPO. Although the Chinese government was very
interested the final assessment and action taken is
that RSPO is not acceptable because it is a foreign
standard, a European standard. If there is going
to be a sustainable palm oil in China it has to be a
China standard.
D Murphy. Just a few things. I am not a proponent of
RSPO but that this is the reality of what companies
are engaged with in Europe. To be truthful about
RSPO is that they take the low hanging fruits, i.e. the
plantations. It is only very recently they have started
to engage with smallholders which has been done
by MSPO. This has not yet make an impact in Europe.
For India and China, and Asian markets in general, I
think it is a dynamic situation. We see in other aspects
like food safety, food security and traceability they
have moved slowly. But China moved very quickly to
respond to consumers as in milk to protect consumers
and they completely changed the required standards.
They just need an incentive and China does respond
to their consumers. It is a dynamic situation and I think
we should be not be negative of the sustainability
process because it is necessary to have standards and
it need not necessarily be RSPO, but can be a joint
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MSPO or ISPO or some hybrid and I think we need to
work positively towards this direction. We are seeing
convergence because of globalization in food. Chinese
consumers are seeing what is happening in the West
and are taking note of adverse happenings to wildlife
and the environment and have their feedbacks. So
looking at the long term we need to keep promoting
the CSPO agenda and RSPO is not the only game
except in Europe, which I have focused on. And sorry, I
have not considered the rest of the world.
Chairman. Thank you, in fact this question has
been raised in PIPOC2019 on how to harmonise the
standards. My suggestion was an ASEAN standard but
the response was that it should be an Asian standard
because the major consumption market is in Asia and
not the West. Up to 75% of palm oil consumption is in
Asia & Middle East, and today Indonesia is the biggest
consumer, the rest being India, China, Pakistan and
Bangladesh. In fact, I have asked Dato Franki Anthony
Dass the Chairman of MPOA and MPOCC that it would
be timely for these organisations to take the lead in
forming a unified standard, starting with ASEAN and
then an Asian standard to accommodate the major
consumers like India and China. No doubt this will be
a costly exercise.
Chew Jit Seng. We have the proposal for an ASEAN
harmonization standard under the UN SDGs signed
by 200 countries. This could be under the overarching
umbrella of the UN for an ASEAN or Asian standard. But
below this we can have individual country standards
because of sovereignty rights. We can agree on SDGs
at the principal levels and we can agree on selected
criteria, but these will need to be audited under the
respective laws of individual countries. But all these
did not materialize. The assumption was that RSPO
will the standard for good governance. I was involved
with RSPO in 2005, when I was with Mr Chandran in
MPOA and remained on the Board of Governors till
last year. But we all know that after 15 years we barely
achieved 20% voluntary participation in RSPO. Can
you transform the country with RSPO after 15 years?
Membership of growers in RSPO is on the lower side
and hasn’t increased. Neither has the uptake. It looks
as if RSPO is for serving European interests and is only
for the business of many big companies and not for the
PO industry or planet. With MSPO which is mandatory,
everyone has to comply and MSPO compliance is now
at 60% and expected to reach 80% in 2020. We are
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almost there with a system of traceability of oil all the
way to the mills and the estates and Malaysian PO will
soon be the only sustainable edible oil in the world.
MR Chandran. You are right, and I am in this debate
for some time and perhaps we need to change our
vision for sustainable palm oil. I was in Krabi recently
and they are 100% smallholders. When you look into
their productivity levels, it is far higher than some of
the plantations in Malaysia. The bottom line is it can
be done, if you are certified. Adhering to SOPs and
systematic adoption of principles and criteria under
RSPO or national standards are important. We should
look at it from the ASEAN perspective since nearly
90% of global production is from this region. If we
include Papua New Guinea, then we will have a near
total export monopoly. This is something that has to
be done at the G to G level.
Joseph Tek. Firstly, I did learn something today from
Prof. Goh. GE (glyicidyl esters) are not classifiable as
carcinogens and together with 3-MCPDE they are in
Class 3 classification. In the worst case scenario GE and
3-MCPDE may be assumed to be hydrolysed to toxins
glycidol and 3-MCPD which are probable (Class 2A)
and possible (Class 2B) carcinogens, respectively, if
they are assumed to be absorbed by the body. But just
because of the precautionary principle the 1.25 or 2.5
ppm 3-MCPD will be there for the refiners.
In the mitigation of 3-MCPDE I would like to remind
Dr Mohan that the 5% water washing is not just about
RM5 per tonne cost but the capex cost is not taken
into account and this works out to RM1.3 to 1.5 million
outlay. So cascading this to the 450 mills we are talking
about close to RM1 billion. Not only this expenditure,
and here I would like get the Minister’s attention that
for mitigation of air pollution we are going to have
to spend another RM2.5 million. So each of the mills
is going to spend about RM4 million over the next 2
years. It would be helpful if the ministry could provide
soft loans during this difficult period. I also want to
ask this question – is there a premium for low chloride
or 3-MCPDE oils as currently only 70% of the oil goes
into food, (where we do not want to compromise
on food safety standards) but another 30% goes to
oleochemicals and biofuels, where there is no need
for chlorine standards. We can spend time enforcing
traceability and tracking it and incurring cost when we
don’t need this in non-food uses.

M Mohan. You touched on very important things
which are close to my heart. On the question of air
pollution, the government has given a 5-years grace
period. This is not new – the 150 mg/cubic m3 limit was
notified to the industry for the past five years when
oil prices were reasonably good. I am sorry to say
that this is the culture we have and we must change.
Now, look – Colombia has 50 standard and I have to
tell the Colombians that we are not going to change
from 400 to 50. And that is to answer your question
especially since now prices have bounced up and the
government has given some leeway for things to get
sorted out.
Then there is this 3-MCPD issue which the EU has put
up for 2021. If this is not complied with, this will come
upon us. I believe the equipment manufacturers for
washing CPO is of the order you mentioned. I heard
from a lot of people and I strongly believe the cost will
come down as I heard during the recent PIPOC2019.
This capex is something we cannot avoid and when
the standards have been proposed we will soon have
to comply. The industry has to look forward and there
is a short grace period. Lastly, you are asking for a grant
from the ministry and I am not saying no, if you can
get from the government, it is fine. But just look at
Indonesia, they have no grants, they have nothing but
they (especially the big boys) have already overcome
this issue 3 years ago. We do not need the government
to impose regulations but better to self-regulate. So if
you want to survive and you want to be sustainable
you have to provide what the customer wants and
perhaps be two steps ahead to succeed.
KH Lee. Can I ask a question Mr Chandran? This forum
is getting a bit heavy as we are talking about serious
stuff, so I thought I could lighten things up a bit,
especially for YB Teresa Kok. Just to introduce myself, I
am 70 years old and 40 years in the industry so I don’t
think that I can talk that much. I think we are all lovers
of palm oil. We are a bit concerned with those who are
going to get jilted. They could become jilted lovers
of palm oil. But then again we should listen to both
sides. Because jilted lovers always tell the truth about
your performance. So I think this is the bit from me,
thank you.
Gan Tee Jin. This question is to Dr Mohan. Basically it
takes two to tango. You made a statement about mills
and plantations. I think one very lacking mechanism is
that there isn’t a carrot and stick relationship between
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mills and refiners. With mills there is a grading system
for their own supply base. So it is not true to say that
that they can produce all sorts of “rubbish” for refiners.
There is a system to ensure a certain quality intake. Mill
processers receive supplies and do the best with their
best milling practices. There are limitations but it is not
fair to say mills supply “rubbish”. My question to you
is this. Would refiners be willing to pay a premium for
higher quality CPO? You know, not too long ago, with
low-P CPO, refiners actually save on beaching earth
but when I made some enquiries on buyers, no one
was interested to pay a premium for better quality. So
this is something that is really missing between the
two parties and I would not entirely put the blame on
the supplier side, the blame should also be on refiners.
The blame falls on both sides and it is about behaviour
changes and I think this needs to be addressed.
M Mohan. I agree with what has been said. Even on
the refinery side, not all are angels. There are refineries,
I won’t name any one, who imported bad quality CPO
from other countries. That is why I am happy MPOB
put a standard on imported palm oil and put chloride
limits in there. The interesting thing you mentioned is
the relationship between mills and refiners. There may
be one case that they are not willing to pay a premium
for quality.
I received an interesting paper from Mr Chandran
from Dr James Fry. We can share what he talked about
– the wheat industry and also the sugar industry in
Thailand and on how they created value in the supply
chain like what Dr Denis Murphy said and people are
willing to buy at a premium for that. We can start on
introducing low Cl, low P and of course low FFA. I used
to pay a premium of about RM8 per tonne CPO for low
FFA (3%). I was going to save much more in refining
and RM8 was nothing. You see, this can be done but
it requires a lot of engagement between the mill and
refiner. This is our dream which is why I said – break
the silos because the industry is created that way. So,
if things like chloride is in the specifications, that it
can be washed away and there is no way to trace it.
This is one case and we can do of others. This is not
something one can do alone, we need to sit down and
discuss how to so while restructuring the industry.
Joe Lahra. That was actually a good question and
related to my presentation. I wonder why quality
has deteriorated and we need to find the root cause.
If we look back and find the root cause – is it due to
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behaviour or something else? It can be behaviour as
you don’t put a value to it, it is not intentional and
there may be new ways of measuring and we can be
putting a value to it.
Gan Tee Jin. It is not right to put the blame on mills
who have done a good job in improving efficiency
and increasing OER. It is not intentional to deliver poor
quality oil. The other thing I want to bring out is that
you talk about Indonesia already ready for 2.5 ppm
MCPDE limit and Malaysia is trying for 1.25. What I see
is refiners cannot meet that with washing to less than 1
ppm. As far as I know this can only be done by washing
at the mills. Then you have an added problem as
pointed out by Joseph that if you start legislating you
must realise that non-food biodiesel and oleochemical
producers do not need this specification. And what
about the chemical refiners? They do not need this.
Then the percentage comes down to maybe just 50%.
I think regulators need to be smarter in the way they
formulate legislations.
MR Chandran. I asked the same question during
PIPOC2019 and learnt that only 10-20% of the market
is demanding for this low 3-MCPDE currently. Why
are we trying to regulate this when it should only
be a guideline from MPOB. Those who want to, can
voluntarily go ahead to export this quality oil. Others
need not have to bear the cost for this superfluous
specification. But there are many reasons to improve
the quality of CPO. MOSTA crafted a detailed report
and sent to the minister years ago on why we need to
improve the quality of our CPO at the mill level and the
refined products. Quality would be a good approach
to differentiate Malaysian palm oil from Indonesian
PO. Apart from RSPO and MSPO certifications and
good quality parameters, we also have the edge in
logistics, infrastructure and financial transactions. But
at the moment we are losing market share to Indonesia
in practically every single country.
Syed Azam-Ali. Yes, time is money. I was fascinated
and reassured by Joe Lahra’s presentation because
sometimes we have to stand back and look at where
the gaps and opportunities are. The digital space and
the efficiency gains and that the idea can be taken
as a starting point and look at where the business
opportunities as to allow for change and efficiency
gains. I just want to ask how much leverage you are
getting in terms of the industry taking on some of the
messages of digital economy and the idea that people
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will change or are we still looking at the developmental
stage as there is still so much to do.

MR Chandran. Thank you Yu Leng for your
observations.

Joe Lahra. Thank you for the very good question.
We are moving by leaps and bounds in countries
like Indonesia, as they are adopting the changes at a
much more rapid rate than in Malaysia. That saddens
me a little bit as the products are actually designed
here and some of the industry leaders are here. It is
a Malaysian product in digitizing behavioural change
and digitizing things for management. This is designed
and developed here but Indonesia is adopting it,
taking up at a rate of 80% faster than in Malaysia. The
opportunities are here and we can move the market
forward and achieve results. There are leaders here
who I can see have started to be moving into this area
quickly and they are going to be very successful. The
answer is adoption rates are only fair but we have to
see how things move forward.

Chew Bee Peng. I am from Brand Laureatte and not
from the palm oil industry but was invited to observe
this interesting forum. What you have shared with us
is very interesting, we are in the branding industry
and are reminded of a common phrase, that if you are
not a brand then you are just a commodity. So if the
Malaysian palm oil industry players do not attempt to
brand themselves, then it will remain as a commodity.
But can it sustain for the next 100 years? I think we
can brand ourselves. Also when I came in here and
looked around I saw, fair enough, everyone is a captain
of the industry with a certain level of maturity and all
that, but if you want to move on in the future you need
young people. I don’t see many young people except
a few for they are the ones who are going to push the
industry for the next 100 years.

MR Chandran. We all know that the single major
problem confronting the plantations today is the critical
shortage of harvesters. When I started work in 1960s,
we did 4 rounds of harvesting per month in Socfin
Malaysia, i.e. at 7-day interval. The only companies that
can manage such a frequency are in Sumatra and only
a handful. Because of the strict ripeness standards,
the quality of CPO was excellent. We have had lahour
shortages since the mid-1980s and over the years
quality of FFB has deteriorated. The industry has been
dependent on the short-term policy decisions of the
government for too long and as a result unable to
retain the skilled harvesters. Therefore, the interval
between harvesting rounds are extended to 20 days
or more resulting in sub-standard FFB recovery. This in
turn leads to low OER and high FFA oil.

MR Chandran. Very well said. We need to brand and
differentiate ourselves to build value and one of the
ways is to produce palm products with a higher level
of quality. With that may I invite you all to thank all the
speakers and participants.

Khor Yu Leng. There was a heated discussion on
MCPD at the refiners’ forum. I have been tracking the
India market, normally there is the relative price range
premium of $5 to $15 per tonne for Malaysian palm
oil. This country is incurring a $15 loss in India and the
country is already paying extra for quality oil. Since
MCPD specifications have been rolled out there is a
small premium for limited quantities of palm oil to be
purchased by India. Since this low MCPD oil has been
produced, I wonder what kind of premium will this be
able to garner?

Abbreviations. 3-MCPDE = 3-monochloropropandiol esters;
ASEAN = Association of South East Asian Nations; bln = billion;
CEO = Chief Executive Officer; Cl = chloride or elemental chlorine;
CPOPC = Council of Palm Oil Producer Countries; CPO = crude
palm oil; CSR = corporate social responsibility; CSPO = Certified
Sustainable Palm Oil; CSV = creating shared value; DOBI =
deterioration of bleachability index, a measure of quality of CPO
based on carotenoids; EFSA = European Food Safety Authority;
FELDA = Federal Land Development Authority of Malaysia; FFA
= free fatty acid; FFB = fresh fruit bunches; G to G = government
to government; GE = glycidyl ester; Ha = hectare; IP = intellectual
property; ISPO = Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil; JECFA = Joint
FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives; MBA = Masters
of Business Administration; MCPD = monochloropropandiol;
Mln, mln = million; MPOA = Malaysian Palm Oil Association;
MPOB = Malaysian Palm Oil Board; MPOC = Malaysian Palm
Oil Council; MPOCC = Malaysian Palm Oil Certification Council;
MSPO = Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil; NGO = non-government
organization; P = phosphorus; PIPOC = MPOB International
Palm Oil Conference; PO = palm oil; ppm = parts per million;
RSPO = Round Table on Sustainable Palm Oil; SDG = sustainable
developmental goals
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Navigating the Sustainability
Challenges for Oil Palm: What
is Sustainable Palm Oil?
Denis J Murphy
Professor of Biotechnology, University of South Wales and CEO of Oleatech Ltd, UK
Fully embracing sustainability issues is the logical way forward in the oil palm sector
General introduction
As we enter the 2020s, we are faced with increasingly
compelling evidence of the often-serious impacts
of human activities on various aspects of global
ecosystems (Fig. 1). The modern world is also an
increasingly globalised place in terms of its economy
with high levels of mobility for humans, goods
and services, pathogens, pests and information.
Consumers everywhere are increasingly aware that
much of their food and other essential commodities
contains ingredients that are imported from elsewhere
in the world. Probably the most important concern
(apart from price/quality) is that such imports should
be readily identifiable and traceable, especially

regarding their authenticity and safety. Consumers are
also concerned to know about how such ingredients
are sourced and whether their production, transport
and processing involve significant environmental
consequences. During the last 2-3 years there has been
an unprecedented increase in academic research on all
aspects of the OP sector ranging from socio-economic
analyses to environmental studies. It will be important
for all actors in the Malaysia OP sector to follow this
research as it is likely to play a role in shaping policy
decisions that will affect the industry. In my talk I will
discuss just a few of these studies but there are many
more, so please set up online alerts so that you are
suitably well informed.

Figure 1. Sustainable palm oil for people, prosperity and planet
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Figure 2. Difficulties of substitution

Palm oil as a global commodity

Retailer or consumer boycotts are unlikely to be a long-term threat

The production and supply chains for oil palm
products are especially complex. This is because the
vast majority of palm oils are traded globally as generic
commodities. Palm oils are typically transported via
mega-tankers containing cargoes in excess of 50,000 T.
Palm oils travel from SE Asia to major global ports such
as Rotterdam (EU), Kakinada (India) or Xiamen (China).
Each of these immense cargoes could have originally
been sourced from many plantations and mills in
dozens of different locations. The complexities of
such globalised trading raise considerable challenges
for attempts to ensure that palm oil supply chains are
truly traceable and verifiable, for example in terms of
their certification status. This applies particularly to
RSPO, which is currently the most widely accepted
certification system used in major markets such as
Europe and N. America. Data from June 2019 show that
RSPO now accounts for 4 Mha or about 20% of global
OP area.

• Most NGOs now recognise that OP boycotts are not
the answer

Scope of Talk
• In this presentation, I will address some of the major
sustainability challenges from economic, political
and technical perspectives
• I will discuss some of the most important threats
and opportunities, both present and future, that are
posed by the sustainability agenda
• Finally, I will attempt to assess the long-term
implications of current developments for the
Malaysian oil palm sector

• Many food and non-food items require PO and
substitution is highly problematic (Fig. 2)
The Certification Problem
Production of certified sustainable palm oil has jumped
to a record 13.6 Mt per year (Fig. 3), about 20% of global
output, according to RSPO [Bloomberg, 2019]. But only
half of that is sold as sustainable oil. That’s because
it’s more expensive to produce and hardly anyone is
willing to pay a premium, says Sime Darby Plantation
Bhd, the top planter by acreage. “Buyers don’t want to
pay for it” said Simon Lord, chief sustainability officer
at Sime Darby. “There is increasing resentment among
growers that the other actors in the supply chain are
not stepping up”. Sime Darby says it can only sell about
50% of its certified variety at a premium, with the rest
being offloaded into a pool of non-certified oil without
achieving any added value.
Companies are having to sell their CSPO below cost,
and would rather do that than stockpile it, says Oscar
Tjakra, a senior analyst for grains and oilseeds at
Rabobank International. [Bloomberg, 2019]. Demand
for CSPO in major consumers India, China, Malaysia
and Indonesia remains low. Mondelez, maker of
Cadbury chocolates, said it is working with suppliers
to ensure its palm is fully traceable; by 2017 about
96% was traceable to the mill. Nestle was able to trace
about 50% of its tropical oil in 2017 to a plantation;
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buying certified oil is one way of pushing the industry
toward a sustainable future: it aims to use 100% RSPO
certified oil by 2023. However, Nestle said its buyers
still face challenges procuring the oil “in specific
geographies due to the lack of proximity to available
CSPO.” “Consumers today want to know what is in their
food, where the ingredients come from and how it is
made”. Nestle said. “In many cases, companies do pay
higher prices for responsibly produced palm oil”
RSPO stated that market commitment and uptake
of CSPO will be the defining factor when it comes
to adoption of sustainability standards. While retail
members of RSPO are almost all buying certified oil,
processors, traders and consumer goods manufacturers
have significant room for improvement. Greenpeace
states that responsible production will cost more
and consumer goods companies should pay for it to
encourage change in the industry. “The solution is
for big brands to only buy palm oil from responsible
growers that protect rainforests”, said Diana Ruiz, a
senior palm oil campaigner for Greenpeace in the U.S.
“And it is available”.
Beyond certification
To a great extent certification relies on trust that is
underpinned by paper/e-trails (and in the future by
more sophisticated monitoring, e.g. via blockchain).
A more rigorous alternative is to use chemical
technologies to analyse PO samples in supply chains to
verify their authenticity. Such traceability methods can

also verify that PO samples are free from adulterants
and contaminants.
The Challenges of Traceability & Authentication in Palm Oil
Supply Chains
An emerging major concern is to satisfy consumerdemanded sustainability and traceability criteria for
food products. There are several emerging analytical
methods to verify the geographical provenance of
oil samples and rapidly and cheaply detect a wide
range of contaminants such as 3-MCPD and other
processing components, plus illicitly blended nonpalm fats (including lard), and toxic additives such
as colouring agents such as Sudan IV. Recently it has
become apparent that biodiesel demand will be
capped, especially in the EU and that the sector will
therefore need to focus more exclusively on food and
oleochemical markets for palm oils.
Methodologies and Technologies for Ensuring Authenticity and
Traceability
Chemical analysis such as GC-IMS, GC-MS and LC-MS
is already being used in vegetable oil authentication.
Stable isotope analysis - ratios of carbon (δ13C), nitrogen
(δ15N), hydrogen (δ2H), oxygen (δ18O) and sulphur (δ34S)
as used in food authentication studies and successfully
employed for verification of olive oil provenance. DNAbased methods - these are applicable mainly, but not
exclusively, to non-refined oils and their products. A
research article on “Monitoring the Traceability, Safety

Figure 3. RSPO-certified palm oil 2019
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and Authenticity of Imported Palm Oils in Europe” has
been published [Goggin & Murphy, 2018]. Recently our
paper on “Use of headspace-gas chromatography-ion
mobility spectrometry to detect volatile fingerprints of
palm fibre oil and sludge palm oil in samples of crude
palm oi” has been accepted [Othman et al, 2019].

example, every kg of hard wheat can be substituted
for every other kg of hard wheat. Because the identity
of each producer’s wheat does not have to be kept
separate, wheat from many farmers can be mixed
together. Commodities tend to be raw materials like
maize, wheat, copper, crude oil, etc.

Moving Forward: Should Malaysia Create A Distinctive Brand
For Its Palm Oil?

Differentiated Products

This is a difficult decision – at present most PO (with
a few notable exceptions) tends to be mixed prior to
bulk transport in generic commodity supply chains.
Identity preservation of PO is possible, especially with
new traceability technologies but there are added
costs. However these costs could be recovered and
higher profit margins achieved if the new brand can
be sold at a premium.
Note that Columbia is already moving to rebranding its
PO as environmentally friendly with zero deforestation
in a groundbreaking international govt/industry/
NGO partnership. COLOMBIA CLAIMS ITS PALM OIL IS
“UNIQUE AND DIFFERENTIATED”
Colombian Producers Sign First National Zero-Deforestation
Agreement for Palm Oil, 2018
With the signature of this groundbreaking
commitment in 2017, various Colombian sector
leaders have gathered to champion their efforts for
the elimination of deforestation in the palm oil supply
chains. The declaration was also signed by a wide
array of signatories such as the Colombian, UK and
Norwegian governments, WWF, TNC, WRI, Unilever
and Team Foods. Colombia is the first country on
the globe to present such a national agreement on
deforestation (PDF, Spanish). The initiative will reaffirm
Colombia’s growing reputation as a sustainable tropical
agricultural commodities provider. EMBRACING THE
ZERO-DEFORESTATION COMMITMENT: Colombian
companies will adapt their individual goals in line with
this national commitment to eliminate deforestation in
the palm oil supply chain.

A company’s product is a differentiated product
if it is perceived as uniquely different to those of
competitors. If the product is different, the producer
can make the case that it is better. If it is a better
product, the company can charge a higher price for
it. Differentiated products are often finished products
rather than ingredients – but there are exceptions.
Can Malaysian PO Become a Differentiated Product?
Columbia is seeking to create a new brand of
differentiated OP but is this a viable option for
Malaysia? Probably not for all of Malaysian PO as the
market is too diverse and entrenched in supplying a
commodity product.
Another important point is that most exported PO is
not retailed as such; rather it enters food supply chains
as one of several raw materials. This means that it can be
challenging (but not impossible) to create a consumervisible brand. Indeed, experience elsewhere shows
there may be opportunities for smart entrepreneurial
players to create new PO brands with added value.
Case Study: New IP Canola Brands
Canola is the 3rd most important oil crop (after palm
& soy). Canola oil is currently treated as a commodity.
Major companies (e.g. BASF, Dupont, Cargill) are
developing new identity preserved brands of canola
oil, very high oleic canola (80%+) for premium
food markets.
New omega-3 canola oil for human nutrition and
fish food markets valued $2-3 billion (recent lawsuit
in USA).

Commodities vs Differentiated Products

Palm Oil On the Edge? – A European Perspective

Commodities

A large group of Spanish authors wrote a recent review
on palm oil “Palm Oil on the Edge” [Gesteiro et. al. 2019].
A summary of their conclusions are given below:

Commodities are fungible. This means that each unit
of a commodity is the same as every other unit. For
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Safety

Sustainability

Currently there is no scientific evidence (experimental
or epidemiological) to warrant associating palm
oil consumption with increased cancer incidence
or mortality risk in humans. JECFA and EFSA have
established levels of TDI for trace toxic contaminants
generated in the processing of vegetable oils
(3-MCPDs and GEs) at 4 µg/kg bw/d and 2 µg/kg
bw/d respectively. In light of these recommendations,
the EU Commission has amended its regulation of
contaminants for GEs and is working on 3-MCPD
Nutrition. Current scientific evidence on the safety of
palm oil indicates that its consumption in moderate
amounts, and in the context of a varied, balanced and
adequate diet, does not present health risks.

RSPO was founded 15 years ago to certify the
sustainability of palm oil production in response
to data on the environmental impacts of oil palm
cultivation. The Amsterdam Declaration of 2015
urges the inclusion of sustainability throughout the
food production chain. Several major countries and
organizations are signatories, making a commitment
to the implementation of 100% sustainable palm oil in
the European food chain by 2020. Thanks to the work
done over recent years, palm oil is one of the leading
agricultural products in sustainable production,
although ongoing concerns about sustainability are
still evident for palm (and increasingly for other crops
like soybeans). It is essential to educate the consumer
on the importance of selecting sustainable products
to contribute to maintenance of the environment and
local economies in the producing countries.

Several recent studies are contributing to a
reassessment of strongly implanted dogmas about
saturated fat and its relationship to cardiovascular
health. If these recent studies are confirmed, the
association between consumption of SFAs and CVR
could be modified or at least qualified. Currently there
is not enough evidence to warrant modifying fat
intake recommendations regarding 20%–35% of total
calories, nor the criterion that SFA intake should not
exceed 10% of the total energy intake, which means
that this fat intake should be at most about 20 g/day
within a 2000 kcal/day diet.

A Radical But Interesting New View On The Issue Of
Deforestation & OP
Recent modelling study by a Canadian group
[Taheripour et. al, 2019] suggests that more effective
action to address deforestation might emerge from a
stronger role by producer country governments (i.e.
MY & INDO = M&I). The alternative is to keep allowing
power to be mostly wielded by overseas importers of
OP and the corporate OP industry.

Industry
The food industry is among those most concerned
to maintain high levels of product quality and satisfy
consumer demands. Among these demands as they
relate to palm oil, apart from nutritional aspects,
there is increasing stress on food security, and to a
lesser extent sustainability. The industry is already
consuming sustainable palm oil, with forecasts for a
gradual increase in the use of RSPO certified palm oil,
refined using milder processes to achieve a significant
reduction in the presence of technologically-generated
chemical contaminants.
The collaboration of universities, research and
technology centres (organisations generally more
highly trusted than advocacy groups), and the media
is essential to assure the dissemination of objective,
unbiased information. These types of organization
are generally more highly trusted more than
advocacy groups.
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Deforestation
MY & INDO would benefit economically acting
domestically rather than waiting for others to act.
International regulations limiting consumption of palm
oil produced in M&I using a restriction on trade of this
product (e.g., imposing a tariff on palm oil imported
from M&I) would be far more costly for the M&I region
than effective domestic regulations. M&I will be
better off undertaking their own regulations rather
than letting other regions undertake import-limiting
policies. By restricting output and forest conversion
domestically, the M&I region can reap the benefits of
higher PO prices. Otherwise these benefits will go to
the importers in the form of higher tariff revenues and
increased export prices One might logically ask that if
this output tax is so beneficial to the M&I region, why
have they not previously exploited this market power?
The answer lies in the intranational distributional
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consequences of this policy. While it benefits the
country as a whole, it does so by depressing returns in
the palm oil sector. Only when the sector is nationally
owned—as with much of the world’s crude oil
production—might we expect to see such an exercise
of monopoly power in production.
So, As We Enter The 2020s, Where Are We With The OP
Sustainability Agenda?
The picture is mixed, as expected with such a complex
topic that involves so many different types of actors.
Some of the actors include poor smallholders, large
multinational plantation companies, supply chain
operators, food manufacturers, processors and
retailers, NGO, governments, consumers in the PO
sector and all of the above in competing sectors
(e.g. soy/canola). The growing scientific evidence
overwhelmingly points to a limited number of
sustainability related issues (and to possible solutions)
where their implementation is critical for the future of
PO as the major global plant oil.
NZ, UK, DK study, July 2019
While oil palm has had a significant negative impact
on habitat and biodiversity, it plays a minor role
compared with poaching, illegal logging and threats
from climate change [Jackson et. al, 2019]. There are
important opportunities for the industry to reverse
this damage. Positive social and economic impacts
are most obvious in areas where proper market-led
economies are in place; provided future development
involves:
• Zero deforestation
• No use of peatland
• Use of methane capture technology at the mills
• Empowering smallholders
• Supporting regeneration of secondary forest
Oil palm can be the most environmentally, socially
and economically sustainable means to meet
future demand for vegetable oil. Indeed, with proactive collaboration with relevant nongovernment
organisations, oil palm can be part of the solution to
reversing the degradation of tropical forest biomes.
In Conclusion
The palm oil industry can move from the perception of
being ‘hated’ to being accepted and eventually ‘loved’

by building trust through total transparency, and by
following clear rules with science-based actions for
preservation of the environment, production of a
quality product and provision of a decent quality of life
for its associated workers and communities. Such rules
and actions should be verified through certification.
Producing and managing the crop for the benefit of
the environment is a common good that comes as cost
to producers.
The added environmental value should be
recompensed by recognition of the environmental
good through premium payments. ‘Loving’ oil palm
and behaving in a responsible manner will ensure
sustainable production with preservation of the
environment. It will also allow palm oil to play a
significant role in meeting future world food security.
Abbreviations: bw/d = body weight per day; CSPO = certified
sustainable PO; CV = cardiovascular; DK = Denmark; EFSA =
European Food Safety Authority; EU = European Union; GC-MS
= gas chromatography – mass spectrometry; GE = glycidyl ester;
JECFA = Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives; kg
= kilogram; LC-MS = liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry;
MCPD = monochloropropanediol; MHa = million Ha; M&I =
Malaysia & Indonesia; Mt = million tonne; NGO = non-government
organization; NZ = New Zealand; OP = oil palm; PO = palm oil;
RSPO = Round Table on Sustainable Palm Oil; SFA = saturated
fatty acids; T = tonnes; TDI = total daily intake; TNC = The Nature
Conservancy; UK = United Kingdom; WPI = Wildlife Picture Indes;
WWF = World Wildlife Fund
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Labour Productivity in the
Palm Oil Industry
Joe Lahra
ABS, Global and ABS Innovations Sdn Bhd

Introduction
In labour shortage situation, rising costs in operating
plantations and low PO prices, labour productivity
needs to be addressed. Improving yield and
productivity on a day-to day basis can be brought
about by Digital Transformation. In fact, 1.5 million Ha is
now under management with Digital Transformation.
Labour productivity in the Palm Oil industry is a critical
area which needs starting from the boardroom through
to Government intervention. ABS has developed
an approach to increasing yields and productivity
by changing management, supervisory and worker
behaviours through a digital transformation. While
this is very recent ABS has already started to cover
more than 1.5 million hectares with these behavioural
tools (Fig. 1). I would like to draw on this experience
to remind us of what drives these behaviours and

how all organisations can move forward to increase
productivity, profits and enable sustainability in their
business and the industry.
We already know that the oil palm is the most
productive crop (averaging 3.9 MT/Ha) compared to
rapeseed (0.8), sunflower (0.7) and soybean (0.4 MT/
Ha). So why have we stopped the progress? Meanwhile
SBO yields increased 30% over the years and sunflower
oil 40% over 10 years, but PO remained flat and actually
declined.
Behavioural Productivity Gaps
Production costs in 2019 compared to 2008 are
almost double. Management is different today than
1970s, 80’s, 90’s and early 2000’s. The behavioural
FFB productivity gap in a high performing estate to

Figure 1. Labour productivity in the palm oil industry
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Figure 2. FFB yield gap in Malaysia

Figure 3. Productivity gap in OER

a low-medium performer can be significant (61%) in
causing potential losses of 6.49 MT FFB in a 10,000
Ha estate or RM20,000 (Fig. 2). So the key is how this
can be changed and the impact will be fantastic to
the industry – it is addressing behaviours and to make
it consistently productive. In the mill behaviour is an
even greater driver of productivity gap (82%) in in a
flat OER over the years (Fig. 3). This is due to a whole
range of reasons in what operators are doing or not
doing, managing fruit quality, ripeness, loose fruits,
contamination, etc. In a 60 MT/hr mill this can be a loss
of RM15 million pa.
Overall productivity gap due to behaviour can be
2.7 MT/Ha which if it could be applied industry-wide,
is estimated to be worth about RM34 billion in total
loss (Fig. 4). We think we need to look at this and

think we can provide solutions that can help moving
in this direction. More importantly the industry will
have the opportunity to achieve productivity growth
exceeding expectations and doing so with far less land
usage. It is not just the potential profits, it is a new way
to revitalize the industry.
Behaviours, Management and Supervision
We shall examine why the issues discussed above exist
and what can be done about them. We shall first look
at the drivers to see how the right behaviours happen
or not happen in the estates. In the plantation industry,
it can be found that land is well managed even if
supervision inspection constitutes less than <10% in
overall management as illustrated in Fig. 5. From a
study of estates, there are wonderful things that are
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in place – best practices and good SOPs are available
management tools: methods, materials, techniques
and machines to be used to get the job done, fruits
harvested on time, correct ripeness, proper fertilizer
application, etc and management were to make sure
everything works. Yet there is the productivity gap.
Among the best out of the estates, behaviour among
other factors were examined. Good performing
estates compared to low performers is mainly because
of behavior. How to change to good behavior will have
a fantastic impact. From our work with the planters
we believe that all the well run estates know exactly
what needs to get done…., however, the behaviours
are just not consistent and this has led to yield and
productivity to stagnate. Active supervision is < 5%.
Prevention, Recognition and Skills Coaching are often

0%. There needs to be the “old-fashion” proactive
supervision or in the modern sense of what used to be
done, i.e. inspect fields. The mandore, supervisor and
assistant manager all will have to do inspections while
the manager will also walk the fields. This will feel the
pulse on performance of the estates but the industry
has grown large and the new management may not
find the work conducive. So what is needed is a digital
transformation.
Other drivers of behaviour is visibility on everything
that happens in precise locations of the estate so that
the right decisions can be taken to get to areas where
action needs to be done. Active supervision is also
important although we find that <10% of supervisors
are doing that – going out to the field and making
necessary changes. This can impact behaviours. The

Figure 4. Productivity gap in oil yield

Figure 5. Behaviours are to be part of management of estates
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Figure 6. Early results of digital transformation in
driving the right behaviour

Figure 7. Paperwork in the old estate
management system

same can be said of prevention management, which
is used in industries and can be applied to plantations
as well. Precision management must now replace the
blanket approach for example in fertilizer applications
in different terrain, soil and weather conditions.
Recognition is also a key driver. In the past wrong
doers are to be caught but the modern worker wants
to work and be recognized or rewarded. Recognition
is motivation towards the right behaviours in the
plantation. Skills coaching is not a one-off or oncea-blue moon activity but is to be consistent in the
development of the estate.

digital is only 5% of the story – unfortunately many
companies have just stopped here. The answer is to
find the analytic solution that can drive behavioural
change for improvement.

So are the drivers for behavioural change going to be
impactful in increasing productivity in the estates?
Here we are able to show some of the early results in
driving the right behavioural change (Fig. 6). Digital
transformation in the field shows encouraging results
which come about from an estimated 228% increase
in field inspections. All the fruit quality parameters
increased tremendously and impact the OER (5.8%)
and FFB (8.7% rise). If we look at say 10,000 hectares
plus Mill, this would generate more than RM8.5 mil
improvement with RM6 mil contribution to profits
(Fig. 6). Or equal overall to a total of RM7.36 billion to
Malaysian Income.
The old management system wastes a lot of time in
paperwork (Fig. 7) with a lot of information and data
which are mostly not used. Mandores, Supervisors,
Assistants and Office Staff are to generate the
reporting which is then keyed into our ERP systems,
where 98% is not used. We can now removed all of
these field tracking paper forms. One would think it is
just easy to digitize all the paperwork but this is just
the first step. The benefit of converting the paper to

Field Operation Controls
Every estate we visit uses various forms like these
(Fig. 8), which is the correct way to try to manage
the productivity of each harvester and importantly
the quality such as ripeness, unripe, under-ripe,
old bunches, rotten bunches, dirty bunches, pest
infected bunches, uncollected bunches, loose fruit
collection, etc, but there is a lack of transparency. But
these controls are just not totally effective because
it does not manage the behaviour. THIS INCORRECT
INFORMATION IS WHAT MANAGERS USED TO MAKE
ALL THEIR DECISIONS FROM ALL OF THESE BITS OF
PAPER ROLLED UP TO THE MONTHLY REPORTS THAT
THE DIRECTORS LOOK AT. However, just digitizing the
paper will not solve the problem – what is needed is a
“closed-loop behavioural management tool”
Supervisors have to do field management and collect
data (Fig. 9) which will show visibility of field inspection
and recovery (Fig. 10) where harvestor, mandore,
assistant manager and manager will be responsible.
Use of digital tool easily tracks ripe fruits, loose fruits,
over-ripe fruits, etc and information with gps to analyse
location and take action if needed. Digital maps analyse
performance of each harvestor, estates and specific
units and if needed immediate remedial action taken.
Transparency is created and data analytics are used to
find solutions. Mapping of field recovery inspection is
shown in Fig. 11 where it is important that all fruits are
timely recovered. Managing evacuation conformance
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Figure 8. Old field operation controls

Figure 9. Managing proactive inspections

is shown in Fig. 12 where data analytics helps in the
timing of harvesting rounds.
Managing for Productive Management Behaviours
A platform of managing tools arising from productive
management of behaviours is illustrated in Fig. 13. In
precision agriculture, managing of yield performance
or non-performance in very specific areas will allow
managers to be sent for remedial action. Fertilizer
application is another area which can help to drive
behavioural change. Pest and ganoderma issues and
replanting needs can also be addressed, Data from
drones as well as all other information are importantly
put into an integrated system for management.
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Recognition and Skills Coaching
There are many management techniques and here we
point out the often forgotten area of recognition and
skills training (Fig. 14). Skills coaching is a fundamental
area because of the nature of most of the Malaysian
workforce. It is usual but not right that workers are only
trained/oriented once and then left on their own. What
we now do is to take field data daily with photographic
evidence on what worked and what didn’t and identify
the problems and put up performance controls.
With a little bit of fun everyone is able to see their
performance and this is given in the morning briefing.
Most successful performers are congratulated and sent
off for the day’s work. The poor performers stay back
for 1-point lesson (10 mins) related to specific issues,
e.g. ripeness of fruit, skillset, etc. They are reminded of
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Figure 10. Management with transparent field work

Figure 11. Mapping of field inspection recovery

Figure 12. Managing evacuation conformance

correct procedures and supervisors are to follow up
in the field. Micromanagement seems a little detailed
but it is necessary to look down on issues affecting
performance and they always start from the bottom.
Management from Field to Mill
Digital tools can be used to track performance beginning
from the tree, platform and the way to the mill (Fig. 15).
In the mill small IoT devices are used to send signals
which alert supervisors of any poor performance of
machines (Fig. 16). This is very important as every mill
we have a chance to study so showed fluctuating oil
losses daily – up and down, very high and very low.
Similarly, OER fluctuates wildly day-to-day. Some of
the reasons have to do with input fruit quality but a
lot of it is in how the mill process is being controlled.
There are stops and starts in the mill processes, there
tolerances that go off and nobody reacts, differences
of day and night shifts and performance differences

among supervisors. So, having tools that will be used
to alert the supervisor whose reaction will then show
behavioural performances or lack of supervision. Mill
management can be improved and we have created
pre-active and pro-active supervision styles that cover
not only management, maintenance and operation of
mills but also of supplies.
Digital Behavioural Transformation
We now know that these are some of the many digital
tools have been created for the oil palm industry
(Fig. 17). The important message here is that digital
behavioural transformation is the key ingredient for
success and to change the 10-year gap of poor or nonperformance of the industry. We do not want the next
10 years to be exactly the same. We know the drivers
of change: we need things like proactive inspection,
we have to have visibility and we need proficient
management. These are behavioural drivers. What
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Figure 13. Managing productive maintenance behaviours

Figure 14. Recognition and skills coaching

Figure 15. Closed loop process integrity – from field to tanker
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drives these are tools make new managers behave
differently and to make a difference. First digital tool
is to create mobile, seamless and accurate data in all
the estates. This will be critical to the success of the
business and utilising a great tool that can make the job
a lot easier like facial recognition for identification of
attendance, RFID which manages the process control
and we also put in blockchain as part of it, gps which
manages location conformance, drones and satellites
for maps for management, IoT which records accuracy
of data for the mills instead of being forgotten,
big data analytics which give us the prediction
and planning, imaging which gives us training and
conformance management and gamification which
gives performance management. These are the

tools and it is of course the precursor to modern
productive management. We consider it to be a driver
of sustainability because we do need to have accurate
and valuable information to manage sustainability.
Mechanisation is a key part, digitisation and ensuring
scientific advancement is controlled. We think every
boardroom and every industry meeting people need
to talk about digital behavioural transformation as
being one of the key 2020-23 strategic enabler of
productivity, of profitability and of sustainability
Abbreviations: ERP = Enterprise Resource Planning; FFB = fresh
fruit bunches; gps = geographical position system by satellite; Ha,
ha = hectares; IoT = internet of things; MT, mt = metric tonne; pa
= per annum; PO = palm oil; RFID = radio frequency identification;
SBO = soybean oil; SOP = standard operating procedures

Figure 16. Digital behavioural transformation – pre-active, pro-active mill supervision

Figure 17. Digital behavioural transformation
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Food Quality, Process Contaminants
and Standards
Goh Swee Hock &
Muhammad Mohan
PORAM
MOSTA & UTAR
[Presented at the MOSTA Forum: Critical Issues Facing the Palm Oil Industry, 22nd Nov. 2019, Kuala Lumpur]
Introduction
In this wide topic on food quality, process contaminants
and standards, an outline of the subject matter covered
will be the following:
1. Cholesterol, LDL, HDL, etc, and the unnecessary
confusion created
2. Are there “fake” news in science?
3. Matters of the heart (CHD, CVD and stroke)
4. Oils and fats quality and safety. Tumours? Cancer?
5. Process contaminants: GE and 3-MCPDE
6. Tyranny of standards – industry trials and
tribulations
7. Mitigation of 3-MCPDE; EU limits are achievable
8. New proposed quality standards for palm oil
As I am speaking on the first parts and being not in
the palm oil industry, I can speak outside the box as a
scientist and a consumer but there is no big elephant
in the room and no writing on the wall (Fig. 1). It can
be seen that market fundamentals have been defining
changes – falling commodity prices, consequences of
Indonesia overtaking Malaysia as the largest producer
of palm oil, supply exceeded demand despite biodiesel
but as growth in oil palm expansion was forced to slow
drastically, prices (floor levels supported by biodiesel)
have now (Nov. 2019) however started to move
upwards due to near stagnant supplies while demand
growth continues with rising middle class in global
106

populations, and optimism will rule again as taxes on
windfall profits will soon have to be paid.
The palm oil industry has grown tremendously over
the last 102 years to be the dominant edible oil able
to provide for the needs of the world’s growing
population but with this success the industry has to
face continual negative media created by competitors
on perceived issues on either sustainability or in fats
science. These are two ever-changing “beasts” with the
former continually changing colours with new issues
and criteria (Fig. 2) which perhaps are never intended to
be 100% fulfilled. The other aspect has done humanity
a great disservice which started decades ago when
tropical oils (palm and coconut oils) were targeted and
condemned on flawed nutrition data because of their
relatively high saturation at a time when palm oil’s
tremendous growth was anticipated to be a threat to
all temperate oils.
Fats, Cholesterol and the Nutrition Conundrum
For over 50 years, fats science originating mainly from
the US has misled the world of nutrition ever since
the flawed science and cherry-picked data of Key’s
6-nation study for a particular age group showed
consumption of animal fats positively correlated with
coronary heart disease mortality. This even ignored the
paradoxes presented by France’s high consumption
but very low mortality and Israeli’s high consumption
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Figure 1. Market forces at work – supply, demand and prices while biofuel establishes floor prices

Figure 2. Endless sustainability issues and the fats science conundrum

of polyunsaturated fats but high mortality. These two
countries were ignored as being attributed, on one
hand, to an excellent stress-free life style and wine
drinking of the French while on the other hand, the
Israelites were highly stressed due to the continuous
wars with surrounding countries. Perhaps the French
were saved because modification of natural oils by
hydrogenation was not allowed and therefore avoided
the CHD and other health risks from trans fats. An
extended 41-nation study however shows correctly
that saturated fat consumption has a weak negative
correlation (inverse) correlation with cardiovascular
mortality. It is only in 2015 that USDA admitted to

being wrong about cholesterol in foods, low-fat diets,
trans fats from hydrogenation of polyunsaturated fats
and about different types of saturated fat consumption
(Fig. 3). And for all the years before that the world
were misled to consume polyunsaturated fats (even
hydrogenated ones) and worse to be in many cases
unnecessarily medicated with statins to lower total
cholesterol. And the myth remains to avoid various oils
with more than 10% saturated fats which actually have
the important beneficial effect (among many others)
of raising HDL, a good lipoprotein cholesterol with
the important function to clear away cholesterol from
the body. HDL remains a consistently good predictor
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Figure 3. Correcting views on cholesterol, PUFA and trans fats, low-fat diet and cholesterol in foods

Figure 4. Red palm oil vitamins: saving sight and saving lives

against long term risk of fatal CHD and CVD in healthy
middle-aged men.
Meanwhile blood lipid studies with palm olein have
shown consistently that palm oil can be as good
(or even better) as virgin olive oil or high oleic oils
[Goh (1999); Ong & Goh (2002); Cheng et al (2019);
Stonehouse et al (2019)]. As long as 25 years ago, after
being “retyred” to the National University of Singapore,
I was dismayed as a consumer that deep fried foods in
Singapore are usually slightly rancid to the Malaysian
palate. To explain to Singaporeans to use palm olein as
the best frying medium, I have analysed many existing
data and showed that natural plant oils like palm oil
and cocoa butter are highly unsaturated at the sn-2
position of the triglyceride molecules and that most
of the long chain saturated fatty acids are at the sn-1
and -3 positions. It is the sn-2 unsaturated fatty acids
that are absorbed as monoglycerides after pancreatic
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enzyme digestion. The sn-1 & 3 fatty acids especially
if they are long chain saturated palmitic or stearic, are
poorly absorbed as calcium and magnesium salts. Free
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids
are however readily absorbed. When palm olein is
compared with olive and high oleic oils, it can be seen
that the sn-2 composition of fatty acids are reflected
in the lipid profiles, palm olein can have a slight edge
in lowering lipid profiles (LDL) with slightly more sn-2
polyunsaturation than virgin olive and other high oleic
oils. At this point it may noted all the chemical talk can
be a little baffling to the non-scientist but this will be
elaborated later.
Cholesterol nutrition of fats and fatty acids had
remained confusing or biased over the years
being tainted by political and trade agenda. Blood
cholesterol correlations with saturated (SAFA),
monounsaturated (MUFA) and polyunsaturated (PUFA)
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Figure 5. Modern refining and processing of palm oils for useful downstream products

Figure 6. Explaining the nature of fatty acids

fatty acids have been accepted to rise, be neutral and
lowered, respectively. Without considering the easy
oxidisability, PUFA had been well hyped to be able to
lower LDL and SAFA are blood cholesterol raising but
have the unique property of raising the good HDL
cholesterol apart from oxidative stability. Efforts to find
useful predictive tools from total cholesterol, bad LDL,
LDL/HDL, and with other lipoprotein combinations,
were generally not successful for the wide spectrum of
human types. Things turned out to be more complex
when new small-dense lipoprotein particles (sdLDL)
were found to be a possible causative factor for CHD
and CVD. On efforts to determine predictive properties
of various components – VLDL, IDL, LDL, HDL, etc.,
they have not been fruitful except that it is consistently
found that good HDL can be raised by saturated fats
as well as from exercise or physical activities; this HDLraising property has not been made available by any
pharmaceutical drug, presently. As an illustration of

the paucity of knowledge in this area, although it is
known that there is a link of high fat diets and cancer
progression, it is only very recently that VLDL has been
discovered to be taken up by cancer cells.
Recently, as coconut gets a better reputation (CNO
is the most saturated fat like PKO – both are better
known to provide useful saturated MCT oils and not
associated negatively with cardiovascular problems
or other chronic diseases), attention has now been
shifted to the danger of excess consumption of sugars
and sweets (Fig. 3).
Red Palm Oil: Saving Sight and Saving Lives
The goodness of red palm oil is almost forgotten as
the industry has bleached most of the produced oil to
refined, bleached and deodorized palm oil (Figs. 4 &
5). Palm fruit oil’s orange-red colour and fruity aroma,
have hints of herbs and leaves an after-taste of satiety.
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The oil is the best natural source of vitamin A and this
has been used to save eye-sights and lives especially
among poor communities, e.g. in Africa and Asia as
well as in deep rural Malaysia. Those who survived the
Japanese occupation and years after this will appreciate
red palm oil’s nutritional quality. Even as palm olein is
already known to be one of the best deep frying oil, red
palm oil could be renewed and popularized to be one
of the choice edible oils especially with the possibility
of the slight blend of LC omega-3 “fish” Canola, a new
GM oil. Apart from vitamin E and antioxidant activities,
palm tocotrienols have a remarkable range of other
useful properties – possibly useful against stroke/
cancer and recently claimed against many chronic
and degenerative diseases including Parkinson’s and
Alzheimer’s.
Anti-Tumour Tocotrienols in Palm Oil
The antitumor effect of tocotrienols has previously
been found and from animal studies; it is palm oils
as against SBO, corn oil and even animal fats that
excelled in anti-tumour activity in animal studies
of chemically induced carcinogenesis [Sylvester et
al (1986); Nesaretnam et al (1992); Goh et al (1994)]. It
is strange that trace process contaminants (GE and
3-MCPDE) in physically refined palm oil, pomace
olive, rice, corn, fish, etc, have been brought up as
probable (2A) or possible (2B) carcinogens in the
unesterified forms, respectively, and that the esters are
not classifiable as carcinogenic (class 3). Nonetheless
these contaminants can be reduced or avoided in a
number of ways to meet consumer demands. It may
be noted that IARC & WHO had previously indicated
that “glycidol esters GE such as the oleate or stearate”
are not classifiable as carcinogens, i.e. GE and also
MCPDE are in the Class 3 list. It is useful to compare this
issue with established human carcinogens – cigarette
smoke, processed meats and alcoholic beverages,
which are of class 1 category and the last two can be
tolerated by society. Note that the attention should
be given to the weedicide glyphosate (Roundup) is a
probable carcinogen (2A) but with as many as 42,000
court cases pending against Monsanto/Bayer; this
chemical may likely be reclassified a class 1 carcinogen
correlating with non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Generally,
on the risk of cancer it may be noted that if one doesn’t
eat processed meat, or drink alcoholic beverages or
breathe smoke, one is only half protected as there
are biological agents (viruses and bacteria) and
physical agents (radiation X-rays, cosmic rays and even
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microwaves; thermal and physical cell damage) that
constitute the other half of the total risks to cancer.
Palm Oil & Vegetable Oils Quality
Archeological evidence from Egypt has shown that
palm oil has been used for more than 5,000 years and
the 15th century Portuguese explorer Cadamosto
had described the oil as “having the scent of violets,
the taste of olive oil and a colour which tinges food
like saffron but is more attractive”. The African palm
oil extracted by traditional methods having high free
fatty acids and considered by early European importers
as fit only for candles, has now been processed by
modern Malaysian millers and processers to a wide
range of nutritious and functional oil and fats as to be
used in thousands of products estimated to be filling
half of the supermarket shelves today (Fig. 5). Once the
dangers of trans fats from the hydrogenation of soft
oils have been disseminated to the media, liquid and
semi-solid fats have found favour and much needed
by US manufacturers to replace partially hydrogenated
oils with natural palm oils: trans-free, a balanced
composition of fatty acids, useful fractions available,
non-GMO, and with an abundance of vitamins
especially tocotrienols as well as other antioxidants/
phytonutrients.
Much of the confusion and misinformation about oils
and fats has been in understanding of their science and
chemistry. The understanding of terms like saturated
(SAFA), monounsaturated (MUFA) and polyunsaturated
(PUFA) has conjured all sorts of mental images, allowing
prejudices to be festered (Fig. 6). As misinformation
abounds, some real scientific truths may be missed or
obscured. For example, polyunsaturated fatty acids are
problematic as they are very oxidisable (rapidly turn
rancid) and can be pro-inflammatory (ω6 types) and
should not be just equated to be the much favoured
ω3 DHA from fish oils (actually from marine algae and
diatoms eaten by temperate fish). While PUFAs were
promoted by producers they were actually unsuitable
for most manufactured foods, hence the covert need
in the uses of partial hydrogenation over decades until
the many nutritional dangers of trans-acids surfaced
and became widespread and then subsequently
banned recently. Misinformation and cherry-picked
data also created widespread confusion in the
nutrition and dietary guidelines. There is actually an
oversupply of linoleic acid (ω6 18:2) which is present
in almost all the major cultivated crop oils. Saturated
fatty acids have been much demonized based on
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flawed data of Key’s 6-country study but new data
from unbiased meta-analysis showed that SFAs are not
associated with increased risk CHD, CVD or stroke [SiriTarino et al (2010)]. An inverse correlation relationship
was actually indicated as causality has now changed
focus to inflammatory effects, especially from sugars
and sweets.
Enzymatic Digestion of Triglycerides and Absorption of Fatty
Acids
Understanding of oils and fats nutrition is even more
complicated for the lay person as the chemistry
goes beyond free fatty acids to glycerides which are
the actual chemicals of oils and fats (Fig. 7). Among
engineers [Ng & Ng (2017)] a banana analogy seems
best to depict triglycerides or triacylglyerols and
the digestion and absorption mechanisms shows
the importance of sn-2 and sn-1,-3 positions of the
fatty acids in the triglycerides. The sn-2 fatty acids
are absorbed as monoglycerides while long-chain,
saturated free fatty acids (palmitic and stearic) are
poorly absorbed especially as calcium and magnesium
salts (Figs. 7 - 9). Excessive consumption of such fats
however may not have the limited absorbability if not
balanced by appropriate diets due to mass effects.
Very long-chain saturated fatty acids, e.g. 20:0 and
higher, are naturally very poorly absorbed (except in
genetic Adrenoleukodystrophy, ALD, as documented
in Lorenzo’s oil) but all free unsaturated free fatty
acids including DHA are readily absorbed. Enzymes
are also discriminatory in the rate of digestion of
triglycerides with those containing longer chain
saturated fatty acids at sn-1 & -3 positions being

discriminated and slow in enzymatic action. These
explain the normally good blood lipid profiles from
the consumption of plant-derived fats such as palm oil
and cocoa-butter oils. Likewise, nutritional differences
observed for animal fats such as lard with high sn-2
saturation by palmitic acid can be explained (Figs. 7 10). Similarly, in formulation for lipid foods for infants
and young children beneficial sn-2 palmitic fats could
be manufactured in analogy to the composition of
human milk; it may be noted that saturated palmitic
acid constitute 100% of the fatty acids that lungs need
to withstand continuous exposure to oxygen. Short
and medium chain saturated fats (e.g. dairy fat, lauric
oils and MCTs) are slightly different to be digested by
gastric lipase and absorbed and this ready enzymatic
action of short/medium chain fats can form a basis
for the possible catalytic positional randomization
of other consumed fats present in the highly acidic
gastric medium.
Extra virgin olive oils (EVOO) are considered the
golden standard in nutrition but it may be noted that
the sn-2 position as well as its overall composition can
have less polyunsaturated fatty acids as compared to
palm olein’s at sn-2 position; hence it would be not
surprising that the lipid profiles from its consumption
can be similar to or slightly worse than from palm
olein. It may be noted that nutrition clinical trials on
the elderly consuming just EVOO without restriction
in a Mediterranean diet as compared with similar
consumption of EVOO with nuts had to be terminated
when it was found that the group consuming nuts
(walnuts, almonds, etc) were demonstrably beneficial,
perhaps due to the provision of ω3 fats and minerals.

Figure 7. Enzymatic digestion of triglyceride and relative absorptions of monoglyceride and fatty acids
(a banana analogy)
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Figure 8. Discriminatory absorption of triglycerides with saturated fatty acids

Figure 9. sn-2 Fatty acid composition of oils and fats

Figure 10. sn-2 Fatty acid composition and formulating cooking oils

Anti-Thrombotic Effect of Palm Oil
Another surprising finding of the palm oil is the antithrombotic effect on experimental rats [Hornstra
(1988)] where the times for thrombotic blockage
caused by consumption of various oils with various
degrees of saturation were monitored. It turned
out that palm oil with up to nearly 50% saturation
behaved much like “polyunsaturated” rapeseed oil
and out-performed sunflower and of course partially
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hydrogenated soybean oil, coconut oil and MCTs. This
can be understood when the sn-2 composition of fatty
acids of palm oil is considered (Figs. 9 & 10), as based
on the low total sn-2 saturated fat content makes palm
oil comparable to rapeseed and linseed oils. Such
experiments when repeated under different conditions
(e.g. age of animals, other dietary intakes or presence
of other short/medium chain oils) can provide differing
results due to degrees of randomization of the fatty
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acid triglycerides as mentioned earlier or age-related
digestion/absorption differences.
Consumer Choices for Oils
It is of interest for consumers to note that the paleohunter-gatherer has now been presented with an
excess different types of vegetable oils to indulge in
but overall there is a concern on the excess of ω6 fatty
acid (linoleic acid) provided by almost all the major
vegetable oils over that of ω3 fats (Fig. 10). Consumers
can choose highly polyunsaturated oils, highly
monounsaturated oils, balanced-fatty-acids palm oil
and its fractions or highly saturated oils such as dairy
fats or coconut & palm kernel oils or a blended oil such
as “smart balance” of palm olein/soybean oil blend. In
the functional sense palm olein and coconut oils are
leaders for deep frying uses due to oxidative stability,
palm having an edge over coconut with a higher
boiling point. Extra virgin olive and red palm olein
may seem useful for frying but the phytonutrients and
antioxidants may be destroyed at high temperatures
over repeated frying cycles.
In considering the sn-2 fatty acid composition of
oils and fats while being mindful of cholesterolemic
effects and using the ubiquitous red palm olein as
a base fat, an optimal choice would be for a blend
with a little of another ω3 rich oil (Figs. 10 & 11). Such
a blend is available recently with red palm olein with
another ubiquitous oil Canola (Figs. 4 and 5); however,
it would be ideal if the new GM Canola-DHA could
be made available in the blend. Meanwhile, dietary
guidelines for healthy individuals may consist of
moderate consumption of fats with balanced fatty acid
compositions and a high consumption of vegetables
and fruits, unprocessed grains, unprocessed meats,

eggs, temperate fish or marine foods and good nuts
but low on processed grains/meats and sugars/sweets
apart from the requirement of appropriate choices to
be made because of specific personal needs, special
needs and age groups.
Deep-Frying Cooking Oils
For a long time, palm olein has been taken for granted
as the most desirable deep frying oil mostly depending
on its natural goodness, i.e. because of its low tendency
to oxidise due to its minimally sufficient amounts of
polyunsaturated fatty acids and high concentrations
of antioxidants. Recent interest has been revived and it
is notable that in Dr Steve’s list is the following:
1. Used freely: coconut oil, palm oil, butter/ghee and
animal fats
2. Used cautiously: sesame oil, olive oil, peanut oil,
avocardo oil, flaxseed oil
3. Avoid using: walnut, soybean, safflower, sunflower
and grapeseed oils; vegetable oil shortening, corn
and canola oils
A recent 2018 comparison of frying oils provides the
order of some desirable oils: coconut > Aus EVOO
> olive, avocardo > peanut > grapeseed > canola >
sunflower while palm olein was not compared.
Vegetable Oil Quality: Process Contaminants from Physical
Refining
Refined and deodorized vegetable oils are processed to
be light to colourless to meet consumer choices (Fig. 5).
Unfortunately, thermal treatment especially in physical
refining causes minor changes in the chemistry. One
of the earliest contaminants detected were trans fats,

Figure 11. Consumer choice of oils
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which arise from the thermal isomerization of mostly
natural cis- to trans-configurations of the molecules
with polyunsaturated fatty acids being more
susceptible due greater number of double bonds.
This process occurs more intensely with catalytic
hydrogenation used to harden or increase the
oxidative stability of polyunsaturated oils. Since the
detrimental effects of trans fats were widely made
known, many countries have set limits for trans fats at
2 - 5%. A Malaysian guideline of less than 1% against
this danger may be considered.
Of greater interest to the competitive world of
oils and fats and where refined palm oil can be
targeted negatively is due to have undesirable trace
amounts toxic components, glycidyl esters (GE) and
3-monochloropropanediol esters (3-MCPDE) arising
from the widespread use of physical refining. These are
not new as GE when previously found in Econa oil caused
it to be withdrawn as the unesterified chemical glycidol
was found to be toxic and genotoxic and a probable
class 2A carcinogen. Unesterified 3-MCPD (considered
a class 2B possible carcinogen) was previously found
from HCl-hydrolysed protein (e.g. soybean sauce)
and standards have been set. In physical refining,
high temperature bleaching causes the formation of

chlorinated propanediol esters (3- and 2-MCPD monoand di-esters) and also dichloropropanediol esters
due to acid catalytic reaction of partial glycerides with
chloride (endogenous as well as from boiler residue
concentrates) [Ng & Ng (2017)] in a phospholipid-metalion-chloride complex inside a water-in-oil emulsion
(Fig. 12). GE can form directly from partial glycerides at
temperatures above 230°C.
Chemical Carcinogens
In terms of carcinogenicity and cancer, as has been
discussed earlier above, the more serious problems in
food consumption are found in processed meats and
alcoholic beverages which are both Class 1 human
carcinogens as compared to GE and 3-MCPDE as Class
3, not classifiable as carcinogens (Fig. 13). But they both
can be considered probable and possible carcinogens if
in the worst case scenario assumed to be digested and
absorbed by the body, so the phrase “no compromise,
not negotiable for food safety” has been parroted
blindly. It is ironic to see that multi-gram quantities
of Class 1 human carcinogens such as alcoholic
beverages and processed meats have been tolerated
by Europeans while limits at micrograms of GE and

Figure 12. Formation of GE and chlorinated propanediol esters

Figure 13. Carcinogenic agents including possible and probable carcinogens
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Figure 14. Potential and established carcinogens in oils and fats

Figure 15. Food-quality standard palm oil in the value chain

3-MCPDE (Class 3, non-carcinogens) are to be enforced
so quickly as it is clear that this affects mostly physically
refined palm oils. This seems to be not a problem of
chemical refining (also including red palm oil) used
by many temperate oils but is a general problem for
physically refined oils including olive pomace, rice,
fish, corn, and some other minor oils like hazelnut.
Although the trace process contaminants have been
found in most Malaysian RBD palm oils (Fig. 14),
however in a US survey of infant foods “manufacturer
E (containing a higher proportion of palm olein than
any other vegetable oil ingredient) actually had the
lowest overall concentrations of bound 3-MCPD and
glycidol”, demonstrating the effectiveness of industrial
mitigation strategies during palm oil production [Leigh
& MacMahon (2017)]. As already mentioned above, it
was noted that polyunsaturated soft oils are known to
be relatively more prone to carcinogenicity but palm
oil has been found to be most anti-tumourogenic as
compared to these and even other oils [Sylvester et al
(1986); Nasaretnam et al (1992); Goh et al (1994)].

Based on available animal data a GE guideline value
has been formulated as 1.0 ppm for vegetable oils
(2018) while 3-MCPDE has been proposed at 2.5 ppm
for 2021. Infant formula limits will be proportionately
lower while with greater partitioning of the impurities
into olein than stearin layers, values needed to be
apportioned accordingly. In setting standards views on
achievability and practicability need to be ascertained
among all stakeholders. Instrumental detection limits
provide for numerical values and significant numbers
for proposed guidelines or standards. At the national
level, a probable 2A carcinogen such as glyphosate
(Roundup) should be targeted for setting guideline
limits as the weedicide residue in the widely imported
GM soybeans is likely carcinogenic to humans as
there is a correlation with non-Hodgekin lymphoma.
Likewise, a limit should also be set for trans fats in
all edible oils perhaps at < 1% or less to protect
Malaysian consumers.
Actual human carcinogens are theoretically given zero
tolerance but in practice detection limits can be in ppb
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Figure 16. Redefining palm oil quality

Figure 17. Recommended qualities of CPO for food and non-food uses

levels (e.g. benzopyrene at < 2 ppb) or max residue
levels for pesticides. Over the years, palm oil has been
singled out for having possible carcinogenic impurities
but they were all proven wrong (Fig. 14). Dioxins and
PCBs are accumulated large fishes in the end of the food
chain (fish oil) and LPAHs such as methyl naphthalenes
were not formed in the bleaching of carotenoids of
palm oil. Acrylamide from frying is not derived from
oils while furaldehyde was a mistake in using a wrong
analytical data from a general aldehyde colour test.
Mitigation of GE and 3-MCPDE and Improved Quality of CPO
Since the nature and mechanism of formation of the
two trace contaminants are known, efforts have been
made for their mitigation. GE is known to be formed
from partial glycerides at high temperatures >230°C.
GE can be removed at deodorization temperature
of 260° at low pressures. Operating timed dual
temperature deodorizations with appropriate low
pressure are normally successful. 3-MCPDE formation
is slightly more difficult and variable from samples
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with different CPO quality. Water washing preferably
after milling helps as can be seen visually but limiting
chloride (from low chloride water or reducing it with
frequent changes of boiler residue water where
chloride concentrates) helps. Use of lower temperature
in bleaching using appropriate bleaching earths
(chloride-free, neutral or alkaline) reduces 3-MCPDE.
Other methods make use of phospholipase to remove
PL-water-metal chloride emulsion or use of alkaline
bleaching earths. Similarly, non-HCl hydrated acidic
bleaching earths can transform GE to harmless and
volatile monoglycerides.
Quality of Malaysian CPO has been noted to have
unfortunately depreciated in recent years and it is
timely to set new guidelines for a new premium quality
CPO: FFA <3.0; M&I <0.25%; DOBI >2.80; (P <10 ppm;
Fe <10 ppm;); Chloride < 2.0 ppm. It would be
appreciated that regulatory authorities will look to
values and limits that are necessary and sufficient
for the desired purpose and that they be practical,
pragmatic and economically viable. Presently, it is
noted there are practical ways to remove the trace
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contaminants and simple water washing of CPO
seems to achieve this with or without modified or
additional conditions or refining steps. A new set of
more stringent guidelines/specifications for CPO will
most certainly provide physically refined oils which
can meet stringent consumer limits on trace process
contaminants, otherwise chemical refining can
generally be used.
Part 1 Conclusions
Palm olein consumption provides blood lipid profiles
which are surprisingly as good as (or better than)
EVOO and high oleic oils due to the unsaturation of
sn-2 fatty acids. Saturated fats (meta-analysis studies)
are not correlative to or causative of CHD, CVD, stroke
and some chronic diseases. Unbiased correlations
show SFAs have a small negative correlation with
cardiovascular risks. The rising reputation of CNO
(and by association PKO) could be due to their wellknown properties – anti-infective, MCTs, stability, etc.
Cholesterol in foods and oils/fats has been concluded
to have overall minor effects on lipid profiles. Looking
for predictive indicators from bad LDL, IDL, VLDL, sdLDL, etc. has not been fruitful and on the whole remains
still fuzzy; however good HDL cholesterol survives as
being a useful indicator being brought about by SFAs
and exercise or physical activity. PUFAs in general
may play a role in cancer risk and progression and ω6
linoleic acid needs to be limited for a better ratio of
essential FAs in dietary fats and there is a lack ω3 FA in
major oil crops.
Trans fats are process contaminants and have been
established to be undesirable and unhealthy and
have been banned by discerning food producers or
limits set by standards of many nations. Trace process
contaminants GE and MCPDE are now well known to
be formed from high temperature reactions during
physical refining and in the case of palm oil mainly arise
from lower quality CPO with high diglycerides (or FFA)
and chloride impurities. There are many methods to
mitigate and reduce these contaminants to acceptable
levels. GE formation can be reduced with milder
deodorization temperatures and removed at low
pressures as they are volatile. Other methods include
use of acidic non-HCl bleaching earths to convert
GE to natural monoglycerides or acidic activated
carbon could be similarly used. MCPDE can be
avoided by removing chloride together with P and
Fe by simple water washing of CPO after milling or

else by pretreatment with phospholipase enzymes
or by chemical reactions using alkaline bleaching
earths. Chemical refining can generally avoid the trace
contaminants. Overall, a new premium quality CPO
standard may be proposed that would obviate the
need for mitigation efforts against GE and 3-MCPDE.
In the quest to innovate and value-add for the palm
oil industry there are no shortage of ideas for useful
innovations from the compositional versatility of
the fruit and kernel oils, the lipid and water soluble
phytonutrients and vitamins, and from the caloric,
nutrient and mineral values from POME which is
presently a GHG-generating waste; additionally the
palm tree can produce fermentable sugars and other
edible parts while its huge biomass resource can
provide for a range of industrial materials, fuel, biochar,
etc. It is also timely that the production of nature’s
gift may be improved from scientific advances in
technologies – genomics, digital tools and AI. Research
using classical breeding and selection has already
provided a wide range of hybrid palms with a large
range of beneficial traits: shorter “dwarf” palms, longstalk fruits, disease resistance, low-lipase oils, higher
yields, higher liquid oil compositions, high carotene
oils, α-tocopherol-free tocotrienols, high ω7 oils, etc.
Presentation Outline of Part 2: Mitigation of 3-MCPDE and
CPO Standards
1. Creating Value in the Supply Chain having Food
Quality CPO
2. Deterioration of CPO Quality & addressing 3-MCPD
Ester & GE issues
3. Segregating Palm Oil for Different Applications
4. Trial results on CPO washing to mitigate 3-MCPD
Esters
5. Why Malaysian Palm Oil Industry should set higher
quality standards
In the supply chain we know we have plantation, mills,
refineries, oleochemicals and the food chains (Fig. 15).
One of the questions we ask is how are we going to
add value to the food chain and actually it is sad that
the industry segments operate in isolation. It will be
better like many companies that the whole industry
is integrated but unfortunately parts of the whole
industry work in silos – planter, miller and refiner while
the industry is still stuck in the commodity syndrome.
So we rely on CPO prices and we have seen many cycles
where CPO prices can be low or sometimes very high.
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Figure 18. Deteriorating quality of Malaysian CPO in recent years

Figure 19: Results of CPO washing in the mill where chloride reduced by 81.2%

When prices go down we seek the ministry’s help for
subsidies or export duty exemption but what have we
or most companies done to be self- sustaining? Some
have gone downstream but others have not. When
there is over-stocking of CPO the easy way out is to
export. In the 70s when the refining industry started
in Malaysia and the objective was to value add to the
CPO and export finished products overseas. Now
almost 50 years later we are still doing the same thing.
When stocks are high CPO is exported and refiners are
not running to full capacity. So, the entire supply chain
needs to be reformed so that value is created in the
supply chain by producers in Malaysia.
Today’s debate is to redefine CPO quality but how can
this be done? The 5% FFA standard was around for so
long (Fig. 16). This is something we need to address
as almost 70% of CPO goes to the food chain and
therefore oil quality and food safety are important.
So standards of 5% FFA, DOBI > 2.31 and now with
the issue of chloride as a precursor of 3 MCPD Ester,
there are some guidelines issued from MPOB recently.
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It is a time to look at our quality of CPO and may be it
should be segregated by differences in quality of CPO.
Perhaps high quality CPO could be reserved for food.
Lower quality oils can be utilized for non-food uses,
e.g. oleochemicals and biodiesel.
So these new standards we are going to talk about is
timely. It is now known that 3-MCPDE precursors are
acid and chloride and they react at high temperatures
to form MCPDE compounds. High diglyceride comes
from high FFA and 3-MCPDE limits have been set at 2.5
ppm. We have to move forward from here although we
know there are so many sustainability issues facing the
industry and we have to set things right. Recently there
is a serious misinformation about the “No Palm Oil”
labels on food products, and now even Saudi Arabia
is doing this.
This is a follow-up of the MOSTA seminar on handling
the GE and 3-MCPDE issue in June this year. What has
been proposed is the high end quality CPO are reserved
for food while lower quality grades can go to non-food
uses (Fig. 17). What this means is that we have to create
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Figure 20. Reduction of chloride and GE in the refinery

Figure 21. Chemical refining for low GE and 3-MCPDE

Figure 22. 3-MCPDE data distribution including sampling sizes

value in the entire value chain from specialist and
other foods, cosmetics, oleochemicals and biodiesel.
We have heard that Colombia has positioned its CPO as
totally non-deforestation product with full compliance
with environmental governance. So a new quality CPO
for food can be promoted while oils recovered from
sludge and other side streams can be segregated.
There is the opportunity for recovered oils to be sold

using the “double counting” provision in EU for the
biofuel industry. Those are the things we have to try to
be innovative and not depend on CPO prices alone to
rise to make windfall profits.
Now we come to the crux of the problem of palm
oil. We have promoted “love my palm oil” and it is a
“five star oil” but what do we see in the last few years
in terms of CPO quality in Malaysia? Fig. 18 shows the
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deteriorating quality of CPO in recent years (2015-2018),
where Fe (Iron), P (Phosphorus) and FFA values have all
gone up over the last 20 years. We all should be worried
about these results based on the study done by MPOB.
While the government has been spending money to
promote palm oil, the industry must cooperate and
work together to solve the problem. Our own house
must be put in order first before telling others that
they are discriminating palm oil.
On the MCPD mitigation by water washing we have
some original data and Fig 19 shows the results when
CPO is washed in the mills, chloride levels can be
brought down. Here it is obvious that secondary oils
from i.e. sterilizer condensate, EFB fruit bunch residue
and sludge oil all contain high levels of chloride. In the
good old days of palm oil milling practice there was
no such thing as adding secondary oils to the CPO.
Sterilizer condensate oil was processed separately
and sold. There was no such thing as EFB fruit bunch
residue oil which contains high amounts chloride and
phosphorus simply because EFB screw press never
existed then. Today when a new mill is built this is
included as a standard feature. In the example in
Fig. 19 in the mill 6.9 ppm Cl can be brought down
by washing to 1.2 ppm which can meet the 2 ppm
standard set for CPO export.
There is another set of results shown (Fig. 20) where
chloride levels in CPO after washing reduced from 12
ppm to 1.6 ppm and after refining the 3-MCPDE level
was 1 ppm and is able to meet the proposed level 2.5
ppm proposed by EU. Similarly GE levels after postrefining can be lowered to 1.87 ppm, but still a little
higher than the desired 1 ppm. This refinery is modified
for 2-stage refining. Today technologies for CPO
washing using separators and extractors are available

to reduce chloride levels. For reducing GE there are
other technologies available: modifying operational
procedures for particular batches of CPO or other
experimental methods with modified bleaching earths
and activated carbon.
Another trial in a refinery shows the best results
obtained are from chemical refining. Chemical refining
is proven to be the best in avoiding trace contaminants
but in Malaysia the refining industry had shifted into
physical refining in a big way. Chemical refining has
disadvantages such as water usage is high, waste
water generated is high, there is high soap stock
produced and the oil loss is high. These are some of the
reasons why physical refining has been preferred and
to reverse back can be very expensive for the industry.
The data of one company using chemical refining in
Fig. 21 which did trials and showed that the results
were fantastic. Even if limits for 3-MCPDE are set at 2.5
or 1.25 ppm these do not present problems. But we
cannot expect the industry to change over to chemical
refining overnight as there are cost and environmental
implications.
Now we come to the 3-MCPDE data collected by MPOB
(Fig. 22). Of the 42 companies we find that 62% of the
samples can meet the limit of 2.5 ppm set by EU as
of 2019. Whenever a new standard or criteria is set
there will always be resistance to change but this has
to be complied if we want to sell to customers in the
EU market.
Now we come to what many will be interested – the
costs. As given in the tabulation in Fig. 23, estimated
costs are given for a 90 t/hr mill and a washing unit for
300 MT CPO. The main challenge will be oil loss where
we see the loss is between 0.3 to 0.6% which is high
and companies are working hard to bring this down

Figure 23. Cost of CPO washing and oil loss
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Figure 24. New specifications for standard CPO and refined oils and fractions

to below 0.4% consistently and provide savings and a
pay-back. There are new technologies available that
can lower losses up to 0.1% to 0.2%. Washing CPO is
highly recommended to be done at source at the palm
oil mill instead of delaying the removal of the precursor
chloride by washing at the refinery.
The new proposed licensing conditions issued
by MPOB are given in Fig. 23, which has included
chloride. The proposals from EU on the trace process
contaminants GE and 3-MCPDE in refined oils are
included. Cl specification for import and export of CPO
is kept at 2 ppm. What is missing is that these do not
apply to trade between local millers and refiners so it
should be reviewed by MPOB again. What it means is
that if we want to refine palm oil for infant formula for
the European market and if low chloride CPO is not
available in Malaysia, then good quality CPO will have
to be imported into Malaysia. Thus it is hoped that
MPOB will consider to include chloride as a trading
specification for CPO domestic trade between millers
and refiners so that it will be a level playing field with
the imported and exported CPO.
In conclusion, the new specifications by MPOB is the
beginning and the industry must raise the bar on palm
oil quality for food. Food safety is not negotiable.
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Introduction
Malaysian oil palm planting has expanded in 2017 to
5.79 million ha of which 5.02 M ha are matured palms.
But growth in expansion has declined drastically due
to shortage of arable land as about 50% forests will be
preserved in the country.
MPOB’s Strategies for the Malaysian Palm Oil Industry
The maximum theoretical OP yield is 18.2 tonnes/ha/yr
(Fig. 1) and yields of individual palms have approached
14 t/ha/yr while the national average is only 3.8 but
this is still much higher than soybean oil at 0.38 t/ha/yr.
Over the historical periods, the agricultural timeline is
summarized in Fig. 2. Commercial palm oil from SE Asia
is not GM and produced by classical genomic breeding
of dura-pisifera crosses.
The big picture of MPBO strategies may be outlined as
follows:
1. MPOB is rich in resource having more than 100,000
accessions in the germplasm collection which are
being used to broaden our current oil palm genetic
base which is mainly contributed by the historical
4 palms. These materials will be introgressed
into our advanced breeding populations which
is a source of commercial planting and also for
seed production.
2. Through a brainstorming session with the industry
we have identified 10 priority traits amongst
them are ganoderma tolerance, high yield, oil
composition, “dwarfness” etc.

3. With the advent of technology and as we move
towards a genomics based breeding, molecular
breeding has become even more important. We
work closely with the Genomics Unit on this aspect
as this group is involved in validating the tools
developed by the Genomics Unit on the selected
populations. As we link phenotype to genotype
this has become embedded in the genomics based
breeding efforts.
4. Besides the guineensis, MPOB has also got a
good collection of the South American species
oleifera. Now with the Bud-rot threat, all the more
exploitation of oleifera in interspecific hybrids and
backcrosses has become ever so more important.
5. Elite materials, both commercial as well as the
parent are cloned as part of fast tracking the
breeding programme.
6. In the course of doing that the cloning process
undergoes continuous improvements which
have resulted in many innovations to support
automation in the future.
7. Somaclonal variation is synonymous to the
cloning process therefore to circumvent that the
unit under the biomarker discovery group, also
working in tandem with the OPGP is very much
involved in unlocking the 2nd genetic code and its
related sciences.
8. Sine qua non (indispensable) for crop improvement.
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Figure 1. Oil palm yield potential

Figure 2. Agricultural technology timeline

Increasing Palm Oil Yields
The first wave of results came from Dura to DxP crosses
which provided a 30% increase in yield. The strategy is
increase the yield further and a second wave of select
clonal DxP by tissue culture is expected to increase
yield by another 10-20 %.
MPOB selects elite ortets from breeding trials based
on the palm performance over a four-year period. The
main criteria for selecting an ortet are the yield and
other genetic traits, such as disease resistance, palm
compactness, oil quality, etc. For yield, the minimum
standards required for the selection are 50 kg/palm/
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year oil yield and 27% oil to bunch ratio, recorded over
four consecutive years and five analyses, respectively.
This is in accordance with the MS 2099:2008, a
Malaysian Standard (MS) specification established for
oil palm ortet selection for cloning. Fig. 4 illustrates
the distribution of palms in unselected DxP, culled DxP
and clonal oil palm populations.
Without going through the details of the tissue
culture and technology [Hashim et al (2018)], results for
potential P-series MPOB clones are shown in Fig. 5 and
further new clonal planting materials (CPS-1 and CPS2) in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Figure 3. MPOB’s crop improvement strategies

Figure 4. Selection of elite individual palms from best progeny for cloning

Figure 5. Potential MPOB clones and performance
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MPOB’s Tissue Culture Programme
Generally, the Genetic Resource Programme involved
the stages of collecting, followed by evaluating then
utilization of the materials and finally conserving
these materials. The general schema is a typical flow
in managing the Genetic Resource (Fig. 8). It is through
this effort that the Palm Series (PS) was developed.

And in handling the amount of data collated over the
years, the team has established the MPOB Breeding
Information System to better manage this big data.
Just this morning you have witnessed the launching
of the monograph on Oil Palm Genetic Resource
that presents a collation of all the information into
one book.

Figure 6. New generation of clonal planting materials – CPS1

Figure 7. New generation of clonal planting materials – CPS2
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Figure 8. Fast tracking MPOB’s tissue culture programme

Figure 9. FFB Yields from TSH multiclones

Figure 10. Test runs on oil extraction rates at principal’s mills (AAR)
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Clonal Plantings and Tissue Culture Challenges
Returns from clonal plantings are tabulated in Fig. 11,
more yield improvements from OER over FFB were
demonstrated. Better environmental impacts over
non-CSPO oil palms were also found:

vitamin E, high carotene, long stalk and low height
increment. Currently bunch index is about 0.40, vitamin
E is about 600 ppm, stalk length is in the range of 10
– 15 cm, Carotene is about 500 ppm in E. guineensis &
1500 ppm in E. oleifera.

• Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) RSPO certified CSPO vs
non-CSPO

The photos show the current tissue culture stages of
palms with these special traits.

• 35% lower global warming impact and

In the future, other palms with traits such as
Ganoderma tolerance, low lipase, high oleic and large
kernel will also be cloned. However, there are a lot of
issues hampering the tissue culture process… such
as somaclonal variations (e.g. mantling) and overall
inefficiency of the process (Fig. 13). Only some of the
callus gets transformed to the somatic embryos.

• 20% lower biodiversity impact from land use
changes than non-certified palm oil produced in
Indonesia and Malaysia.
At present, cloning of palms with a number of
important traits is actively being pursued (Fig. 12).
These include palms with high bunch index, high

Figure 11. Returns from clonal plantings

Figure 12. Cloning palms with desirable traits
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Figure 13. Tissue culture problems and challenges

Figure14. SureSawitTM KARMA: a diagnostic assay for clonal conformity

Figure 15. SureSawitTM KARMA (Beta): Early access programme

Biotechnology Solutions to somaclonal variations
The mantling problem was finally traced to epigenetic
origins and SureSawitTM KARMA Diagnostic Assay for
Clonal Conformity was developed and high risk palms
can be culled very early in the nursery (Fig. 15). Early
testing results (beta version) are shown in Fig. 16 by
groupings for high risk or normal but results indicate
more work needs to be done for improvement for

economic application. Results to date although
promising, may not be cost effective for use as routine
test. If we tested your palms, we could prevent 95% of
all mantled palms. However, we would also destroy a lot
of normal palms in the process. Orion Genomics and
MPOB are doing more work to enhance the assays and
the High Risk/Low Risk classifier algorithms (work still
in progress). Our goal is to further improve both the
positive and negative predictive values.
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Oil Palm Genome Programme
MPOB was the first organization to sequence and
release the genome sequence of both species of
oil palm, namely Elaeis guinnensis and E. oleifera,
through a high impact and highly cited publication
in the acclaimed scientific journal Nature in 2013. The
identification of the SHELL gene linked to the formation
of the shell in the fruit was also identified and published
in the same issue of Nature. Since then, the gene for
fruit colour and the epigenetic change that results in
the abnormal mantled fruits had also been identified.
Diagnostic services to screen planting materials for
these 3 traits had been developed. MPOB now strives
to identify other traits that are also important to oil
palm, such as yield, low height increment, disease
resistance and fatty acid composition (Fig. 17) as we
have the genetic resources.
Genetic resources are collected by MPOB from Africa
and S. America. After Africa researchers travelled to
eight countries in Central and South America. Over the
past four decades, the research teams made more than
40 missions, sampling hundreds of wild populations,

Diagnostics Odds Ratio (DOR)
[Palm scored as high risk XX times more likely
to be MANTLED]
True Positive Rate (Sensitivity)
[XX% of MANTLED classified as high risk]
True Negative Rate (Specificity)
[XX% of NORMAL classified as low risk]

bringing to Malaysia thousands of seeds of Guineensis
and Oleifera (Fig. 18). These resources have been
planted and extensively evaluated and have become
the world’s most comprehensive oil palm germplasm
collection. Before we even knew that genome
technologies would ever be developed, PORIM/MPOB
scientists built the perfect resource for the application
of genomics.
Genome Sequencings – SHELL gene
Several Elaeis guineensis and E. oleifera varieties
have their genomes sequenced resulting in the
discovery of the SHELL and VIRESCENS genes as well
as the epigenetic origin of somaclonal variations (e.g.
mantling).
However, screening through MPOB’s vast germplasm,
we uncovered an additional 5 mutations. These 5
mutations are not found in commercial lines, but will
be important if any the germplasm find their way into
commercial seed production. We first started testing
seedlings in the nursery, before field planting, to
identify and exclusively plant Tenera.
V1 Assay

V1 BisSeq

V2 BisSeq

18

27

39

94%

95%

94%

53%

61%

71%

Figure 16. SureSawitTM KARMA (Beta): Summary of testing results

Figure 17. Genomic research to palms with desirable traits
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Figure 18. Oil palm genetic resources

Figure 19. SureSawitTM SHELL oil palm fruit-form DNA test

Figure 20. Towards achieving 100% Tenera palms

We are now evaluating a method of screening a
sampling of seeds from each bunch, to identify highpurity bunches which are moved into germination. At
the same time, low-purity bunches are taken out of the
supply chain.
The SureSawitTM SHELL DNA test (Fig. 19) provides an
example of bench to market application to provide
pure Tenera plantings, which is economically useful to
be rid of lower yielding Dura palms. We feel that SHELL

technology will enable industry to achieve a new
purity standard of <0.25% non-tenera for smallholders
and estates alike with estimates given in Fig. 20. The
economic impact of this first gene breakthrough will
be billions of ringgit annually to industry members.
Oil Palm Fruit Colour: VIRS Gene
The VIRS gene is important for easy identification of
fruit ripeness during harvesting but the pickup of the
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technology is not so robust compared to SHELL. The
Nigrescens variety depends on a number of fallen
fruits to indicate time of harvesting (Fig. 21).
SureSawitTM TRUE-TO-TYPE: A High Throughput Universal Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) Panel
Further developments from gene-sequencing studies
allow for the development of latest type of technology

of DNA-based applications such as SureSawitTM
TRUE-TO-TYPE: A High Throughput Universal Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) Panel for DNA
Fingerprinting, Purity Testing and Origin Verification in
Oil Palm (Figs. 22 & 23).
Purity Testing and Origin Verification in Oil Palm,
Association mapping, linking markers to yield and
other parameters is illustrated in Fig. 23.

Figure 21. SureSawitTM VIR: oil palm fruit colour

Figure 22. SureSawitTM TRUE-TO-TYPE: A High Throughput Universal single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panel

Figure 23. Linking markers to yield components
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New Generation of Planting Materials: Seed
• MPOB has developed a series of oil palm breeding
materials with economically important traits, known
as the Palm Series (PS) by leveraging its over 100,000
germplasm accessions.
• To date, fourteen of these PSs (PS1 to PS14) have
been developed and ready for industry adoption
(Fig. 24)
• Breeding for short palms is one of MPOB’s R&D
priorities. PS1.1 is derived from its progenitor PS1.
Height and yield has a correlation and further yield
improvements were by genomic selections (Fig. 25). In
recent years, agriculture technology timeline is rapidly
and further improved with genomics, bioinformatics,
metabolomics, etc (Fig. 2). Big data analytics is required
to handle the massive amounts of information from
our genomic research (Figs. 26 & 27) and this is a new
research paradigm.
In the hope of eventually integrating all the research
data generated from the use of MPOB’s genetic
resource, the Unit is actively (in collaboration with a
local bioinformatics company) transforming the current
BIS into an improved web-based SawitNOW system
(Figs. 28 & 29). The system is still a work in progress.

We envisage that once the system is fully functional
we can efficiently monitor progress of our projects
involving germplasm, introgression, regeneration, etc.
And we will be able to have everything on a dashboard
to rapidly report progress on field, such as how much
land being utilized, where and how much can be
replanted, etc, (feel free to use your own words). All
this can be extracted from SawitNOW’s dashboard in a
modernised form and be accessible from the web.
Abbreviations. BIS = breeding information system; BN = billion;
D = dura; DxP = dura cross pisifera; FFB= fresh fruit bunch; GS =
genetic selection; ha, Ha = hectare; HT = height; kg = kilogram;
KTB = kernel to bunch; M/F = mesocarp to fruit; MPOB = Malaysian
Palm Oil Board; NPV = number palm value; NT = non-tenera; O/B
= oil to bunch; OER = oil extraction rate; OY = oil yield; P = pisifera;
p = palm; QTL = quantitative trait loci; RL = rachis length; SSR =
Simple Sequence Repeat; t/ha/yr = tonnes/ha/yr
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Figure 25. Further yield improvements of PS1.1 palms via genomic selections

Figure 26. Big data: a resource for crop development

Figure 27. Data driven research paradigm
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Introduction
In the backdrop of challenges facing the plantation
industry, our young company will introduce new
technology solutions enabled by our proprietary
“Enabling Internet-of-Things Anywhere!” wireless
core technology. This cost-effective solution is selfsufficient without the need for infrastructure support.
It helps plantations to achieve operational excellence
in terms of gains in productivity, operational efficiency
and operating cost; and to improve crop yields
through better plantation care and big data analytics.
It also helps to improve the traceability, transparency
and sustainability of production.
The outline of this paper is as follows, and parts
of this paper were presented during the MOSTA
Workshop 2019.
•

Background

•

Proprietary Technology/Solution
➢ Core Technology - Proprietary Wide Area
Connectivity

•

Connected Plantations by SGLab
➢ Digital Plantation Management
o Real-Time Harvesting
o Worker safety / Field Work Adherence
o Digital Plantation Assistant
➢ Crop Yield Enhancement
o Yield determining factors - some of desired
climate and soil parameters
o Crop yield gap study
➢ Sample Sensor Data

•

SGAgri Value Proposition

•

Summary
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Some or parts described in the paper are technologies
protected by patents.
Background of Plantations and Digital Challenges
80% of global oil palm plantations are in Malaysia
and Indonesia, with about 14 million hectares.
Most oil palm plantations are typically located in
remote regions, easily occupying many thousands of
hectares, for instance, those in Kalimantan. Also, we’ll
need to feed 9.8 billion people by 2050. To feed that
population, crop production will need to double, but
without overwhelming the planet. To achieve that,
we need to freeze our agriculture footprint, and at the
same time grow more on existing farms we have got,
i.e. we need to use our resources more efficiently and
increase crop yields.
In the backdrop of increasing food demand and
sustainability requirement, the palm oil industry
attempts to ride on the waves of 4th industrial
revolution to harness the benefits of the latest
technology to increase output, reduce operating cost,
improve business outcome and to ensure sustainable
production. The digital transformation will increase
efficiency and productivity, lower cost of operations
and reduce the yield gap. It will also help to improve
the transparency, traceability and sustainability of the
agriculture production.
However, the plantations are typically located in the
remote and sparsely populated, they have little or no
basic infrastructure support, for example, with no or
unaffordable wireless connectivity, and lack of grid
power supply. The lack of basic infrastructure support
hinders technology adoption. From our perspective,
this is the primary challenge for technology adoption
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by the plantations. In addition to that, applications
and local contents need to be developed and seen
practical in efficiency/productivity gains to drive
adoption. Technology solution providers must come
up with compelling solutions which can deliver good
business outcome for the business owners. Simple,
friendly and easy user interface encourages workers
to adapt quickly to the new digital practice.
At SGLab, we take a holistic system engineering
approach, and developed a cost-effective digital
plantation solution based on our patented and
proprietary technologies. It promises better crop
yield, higher productivity and operating efficiency
and lower operating cost, and delivers transparency,
traceability and sustainability. It is easy to install
with little or zero maintenance, and with user-friendly
interfaces that are easy to use.
SGMesh – Our Proprietary Wide-Area Wireless Core Technology
SGLab’s in-house developed wireless mesh network
is the core technology for “Enabling Internet-ofThings Anywhere!” solutions that provide optimal
plantation-wide wireless connectivity. Also known
as SGMesh, this is the only self-sufficient wide-area
wireless network providing Internet of things (IoT)
solutions for the vast remote areas without relying on

Figure 1. Optimal plantation-wide wireless
network concept

commercial wireless coverage and power supply grid.
It is a standalone network, self-powered by a small
solar cell and a backup battery. In addition, it is easy to
install, operates automatically, and requires little to no
maintenance. It operates 24/7 under the tropical harsh
weather conditions.
• Self-configuring & self-healing resilience network.
• Long-range,
connectivity

wide-coverage,

plantation-wide

Mobile Node mounted
on vehicle

Figure 2. Communication Range Assessment, Medan
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Figure 3. Network installation at customer site, Kalimantan

Figure 4. Digitally connected plantation solution by SGLab

• Self-powered, self-sufficient
• Three layers of security
• Core proprietary technology for underserved
remote regions.
The networking concept is presented in Figure 1.
The single point-to-point communication range may
be more than 3km in a fully-grown plantation, the
coverage of the network multiplies with the multiple
relay configuration, and it can span easily across the
entire estate. A gateway is the main node that helps
to transmit the proprietary network data to public IP
cloud, e.g. Amazon Web Services. The gateway is often
located near an estate office with Wi-Fi Hotspot access
to internet.
The wireless core technology has been validated
in numerous tests, a) to validate the radio range
performance; b) to validate the networks performance,
robustness and reliability. Figure 2 is one of the range
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performance tests, with hilly terrain at customer site
at a plantation near Medan. During the test, one node
was placed at the group office, and the other node was
placed on the rooftop of the vehicle. We manage to
establish point-to-point communication at range of
4.8km.
The network that installed in Kalimantan as presented
in Figure 3, has been performing reliably and robustly,
delivering accurate real-time data in the harsh adverse
weather condition since April 2018.
SGAgri –Connected Plantation Solution by SGLab
SGAgri is a fully connected oil plantation solution, as
illustrated in Figure 4, powered by our wireless core
technology as its backbone. It enables a wide range
of digital services that were not possible before, which
comprises services both solving immediate painpoints and achieving medium to long term goal.
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Operation Excellence
Management

Through

Digital

Plantation

productivity and operating efficiency as well as crop
yield enhancements.

Real-Time Harvesting Management
The harvesting supervisor simply takes a photo of
FFB using a mobile phone, and image-based bunch
counting is done automatically with accuracy (as in
Figure 5). Only within a few clicks, the FFB records will
become available within 5 minutes at the cloud server
dashboard (as illustrated in Figure 6). The harvesting
information may be used to facilitate resource planning
and dispatch recovery vehicles. That provides efficient/
timely FFB recovery, reduces LFB, reduces wastage,
and improves the quality of FFB received at the mills.
Automatic accounting reduces human error, and
the image may be used for auditing of counting
accuracy. Also, the digitisation from accounting
to recovery and delivery provides traceability and
transparency from harvest to mill. Timely information
will allow for better resource planning and result in

Worker Safety and Field Work Performance
The SOS emergency message has the highest priority
so that management gets the worker’s stress-call
message quickly, and timely medical help may be
administered in the event of injuries or animal bites.
Fieldwork activities data may be captured and
monitored to ensure work assignment adherence
(Figure 7).
Evenly fertiliser administration improves plants care
and reduces wastage and pollution; and uneven
fertilisation results in over-fertilization in some area
and under-fertilization in other areas, which are
detrimental to soil health and crop yields and result in
pollution. Harvesting coverage can be monitored and
will be improved, fields under harvested or omitted will
be identified quickly and easily and used to support

Figure 5: Harvesting mobile application, powered by our patented technology

Figure 6. Real-time harvesting and automatic accounting of FFB
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Figure 7. Worker safety and field work performance

Figure 8. Automatic peatland water-table and ground
security sensor

Figure 9. Sample security sensor data

the decision for remedial action. All the measures
are to enhance plantation management, efficiency,
productivity and crop yields.

are made available, e.g. for peatland water-table
reporting, estate security monitoring (as in Figure 8),
predictive mill equipment maintenance, Crude Palm
Oil (CPO) tank level reporting etc.

Digital Plantation Assistant

Figure 9 presents the estate security sensor that
reported a few incidents of suspicious vehicle activities
at odd hours of two late nights, as plotted in red.

Digital plantation assistant provides a comprehensive
set of activities data, personnel and assets; and presents
them as an age colour-coded overlay on a geographic
map. This geographical visual presentation facilitates
easy planning, real-time monitoring and post-activities
auditing. Timely data enable responsive plantation care
and support decisions for appropriate remedial care.
All of these helps to enhance efficiency, productivity
and crop yields. The ability to obtain accurate and realtime activities data, enable the management to extract
insights for corrective or remedial actions.
Other Digital Services
Enabled by our cost-effective, self-sufficient wide-area
wireless networks, a large variety of automatic sensors
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Crop Yield Enhancement through Big Data Analytics
SGAgri provides a suite of climate and soil sensors to
capture all the information relating to the health of
the plants to support the big data analytics to improve
crop yield. The sensors are well-calibrated either by
the reputable manufacturer or in-house calibrated;
and with specifications listed in Figure 10.
For example, the wind sensors are verified with our
local wind tunnel facility in the university, and the pH
sensors are verified with pH standard solutions. Sensors
with better specification or other sensors may be
incorporated too.
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Figure 10. SGLab’s climate and soil sensors

Determining factors to achieve high potential yield
The requirements for plant health related parameters
are extracted from L.S. Woittieza [1], and summarised
for the completeness of this paper.

Most of our sensors, except for climate sensors, are
fully buried/sealed without the need for cabling, and
sensors are not visible to prevent damage or pilferage
(Figure 11).

Sunlight:
• > 15 MJ/m2/day for unirrigated palm
• Sunlight – Yield
Rainfall:
• 5-6 mm average rainfall/day
• Preferably no rain during the active pollination
period
Wind
Figure 11. Sensors and transmission devices in
the plantation

• 1-10 m/sec
Soil
• Moisture: the needs for water management
o Water needs: evapotranspiration
o Water supply: rain, irrigation
o Water efficiency: affects sex determination,
pollination, abortion
• Temperature: rate of water evapotranspiration
• Electric Conductivity: an indication of the quality of
irrigation water and fertiliser strength.
o High EC (e.g. over-fertilization) may result in salt
toxicity and inability for nutrient absorption.
o Need-based fertilisation
• pH: nutrient absorption ability.
o Able to grow well in acidic soil between pH 4-5.5
o pH may change due to inappropriate fertilisation
regime.
• NPK: supports need-based fertilisation.

Crop Yield Gap Study
Attainable yield potential is estimated for the planting
material with conditions of terrain, soil, water and
management, and yield gap is derived as the difference
between the attainable yield potential and the actual
yield. In the depicted Figure 12, the yield gaps are
overlayed on the soil maps of a given estate. In green
number, the actual yield is higher than the attainable
yield potential, and in red number, the actual yield is
less than the attainable yield potential indicating an
under-performance by the respective plot.
This estate is well managed with relatively flat
terrain, with average FFB greater than 30 tonnes
per ha. Under their excellent management, most of
the plots are producing well, achieving close to the
attainable yield potential, with some better than the
attainable. However, with the same soil type and same
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Figure 12. Overlay of yield gaps on soil map

Figure 13. Sample sensor data

management care, some plots perform poorly, e.g.
plots 35 and 37, delivering only 15-20tonnes per ha, or
about 50-67% of the attainable yield potential.

Sample Sensor Data
We present some automatically captured data to
illustrate the accuracy, reliability of our sensors and
networks, as shown in Figure 13.

Data analysis between the actual yield and various
climate and soil parameters will extract insights to find
out the contributing factor to poor performance.
Our results show that both plot 35 and 37 appear to
have relatively high Electrical Conductivity (EC) as
compared to other plots with similar soil type. EC is an
indication of irrigation water quality, as well as fertiliser
strength. Also, we observed that plot 37 replenishes
and dries up quickly. Plot 37 may be in the middle of
down-slope with limited water retention ability.

The data collection site is located in central Kalimantan,
and the data shows clearly the prolonged drought
from July to late September 2019. The time that the
soil moisture falls below the wilting point may be
estimated which is an indication of water deficiency.
With the hourly sensor data, we may represent data
in the desired format that may be required for data
analytics, as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Sample solar radiation and wind data representation
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SGAgri Value Proposition
Built on our proprietary technologies, SGLab tailored
a connected plantation solution for the palm oil
plantations to help companies to achieve operational
excellence and increase crop yield, within existing
estate footprint and resources.
SGAgri is a cost-effective, self-sufficient end-to-end
solution that overcomes the reliance on commercial
wireless connectivity and grid power supply. The cost
of installation and maintenance is a fraction of the
improved yield within the first two years of service.
The digitization of plantation operation delivers
operational excellence, to achieve better productivity,
efficiency, and lower operating cost. It helps to
cultivate better worker behaviour and improve work
adherence. Also, operational excellence results in
improved plantation care and higher crop yield.
Big data analytics between crop yield data and climate
soil parameters provides actionable insights to guide
drainage planning work and adequate fertilisation,
and to reduce the yield gap between the attainable
and actual yields.

and sustainability of production. It will help plantation
companies in their pursuit to adopt new technologies
to transform oil palm plantations.
SGAgri has been installed in a Kalimantan plantation
since April 2018, providing accurate real-time data to
the plantation management, and actionable insights
through data analytics to help improve crop yield.
Also, the system performs robustly and reliably in our
adverse tropical weather conditions.
“The future of digital agriculture is now at the palm of
your hand”. In the fast-changing world of technology,
it is for plantations to routinely explore and exploit the
benefits of new technologies, and transform your way
to a fully digital future.
Abbreviations: EC = electrical conductivity; FFB = fresh fruit
bunches; CPO = crude palm oil; FS = Full Scale; GPS = geographical
position system by satellite; Ha, ha = hectares; IoT = internet
of things; LFB = lost fruit bunches; m = meter; M = mega;
mm = millimeter; MJ = Mega-Joule; MT, mS = milli-Siemens; mt
= metric tonne; NPK = nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium; pa =
per annum; RH = relative humidity; VWC = Volumetric Water
Content; W = watts; WT = water-table; SOS = save-our-souls or
emergency service.

In addition, it helps to achieve better sustainability in
terms of better resources utilisation, less pollution, and
traceability and transparency of production.
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A Spoonful of
Palm Oil
Qua Kiat Seng
Consultant Chemical Engineer

Introduction
In this continuation of previous article “Make MY Palm
Oil a Great Brand” I wrote for The Edge Malaysia Weekly,
on March 25, 2019 - March 31, 2019, a review of the
progress is now being made. It is recommended that
the Ministry of Health updates the Malaysian Dietary
Guidelines 2010. It is also proposed that the Council of
Palm Oil Producing Countries initiate further research
on the health impact of consuming palm oil.
Health and Nutrition
In March I wrote “Work needs to continue on health
which I am confident will in due course be properly
documented and substantiated but it will be generic
to palm oil.” In the course of my investigations over the
past year I discovered there is a lot more and important
work that needs to be done and it needs to cover
nutrition as well.
Dietary Guidelines
In April 2019 in the Dewan Rakyat when YBM Teresa
Kok urged MPs to consume a spoonful of red palm oil
to stay young and healthy, she drew laughter. She said
correctly that red palm oil is rich in nutrients such as
vitamin E, carotenoids, anti-oxidants and has no trans
fat. Although she was teased on social media, she
accepted it well because it helped to draw more public
interest to the ‘Love MY Palm Oil’ campaign.
To be exact it is two US tablespoons of red palm oil. An
authoritative source for two tablespoons of edible oil
is the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
and U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2015–2020 Dietary
Guidelines for Americans, 8th Edition, December 2015.
It provides nutritional advice for Americans. The
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Guidelines were established so as to provide dietary
advice that would improve the health of Americans
and reduce their risk for chronic conditions, such as
cancer, atherosclerosis, hypertension, heart disease,
stroke, and renal disease. Whilst it is not perfect it is
a model followed by many countries such as Canada,
Australia and the UK. It was developed beginning with
a review of scientific evidence.
In Appendix 3 Table A3-1 under ‘Oil’ for a calorie level
of 2000, only 27 g of oil is recommended. This equates
to 2 tablespoons. Oils and fats provide an essential
macronutrient and help to improve palatability, aid
the release of flavours and aromas of meals and
contribute to the feeling of satiety. The guidelines
emphasize replacing saturated fats with unsaturated
fats, particularly polyunsaturated fats, with the goal
of preventing heart attack and stroke. It points out
that palm kernel oil and palm oil contain the greatest
amount of saturated fats. The development of the
2020–2025 Dietary Guidelines is currently in progress
and if it is perceived there is no new scientific evidence
the recommendation on saturated fats is unlikely
to change.
Chronic diseases are costly health conditions as well
as leading source causes of death and disability. The
Malaysian Dietary Guidelines 2010 by the Ministry
of Health should be updated to effectively address
current issues such as obesity and diabetes. It should
also be made easily accessible as well as easy to
understand and apply.
In 2020 Malaysia will introduce a free breakfast
programme for children in primary schools and may in
the future extend to lunches. In Japan school lunches
score high for nutrition resulting in very low obesity
rates. If we can prove the benefit in children after many
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years of a successful breakfast programme as it will be
manifested in these children as healthy adults. Parents
and grandparents get educated too and it will be easier
for them to embrace and apply dietary guidelines.
The programme will certainly refer to the Malaysian
Dietary Guidelines for Children and Adolescents 2014
to formulate the meal patterns and nutrition. Issues
of overweight incidence and obesity prevalence
should be addressed. Under Key Message 10 “Include
Appropriate Amounts and Types of Fats in the Diets”
our nutritionists make the same recommendations
as the USDA Dietary Guidelines to limit the intake
of saturated fats and to “Cook food using a blended
vegetable oil high in PUFAs (polyunsaturated fatty
acids), e.g. palm oil with soya oil, palm oil with corn oil,
or palm oil with sunflower oil.” Our nutritionists appear
to be only guided by international community norm.
There is already much scientific evidence produced by
not only by our scientists in Malaysia, Australia, China
and others show that saturated fatty acids in palm oil
triglycerides are chemically positioned to be poorly
absorbed so that the cholesterolemic effects are
similar to extra virgin olive oil. This means the intake
of palm oil can be higher and moderate consumption
by healthy individuals have been proven healthy.
Malaysian nutritionists should take the lead in setting
new guidelines for the intake of palm oil.

as many other aspects). From the health perspective
pressure on palm oil decreased but it has moved to
deforestation and sustainability.
Modern nutrition however is still stuck on saturated fat
intake should not exceed 10% of the total energy intake.
There are indications to warrant the gathering of more
evidence for palm oil intake to be higher. Fats in food are
composed of triglycerides which need to be hydrolyzed
into fatty acids and glycerol before it is absorbed into
the body. How the fatty acids are attached to the
skeleton of the glycerol in the triglyceride molecule
determines its absorption. As palm oil saturated fatty
acids (SFA) are mostly in positions sn-1 and sn-3, SFA
absorption is lower and hence its potentially negative
effects for cholesterolemic parameters are also lower.
Already, from previous research and more recently the
randomized controlled trials with palm olein by Yang
et al (2018) and Stonehouse et al (2019) demonstrate
this in healthy young adults.
Therefore, scientific research including clinical trials
must be done on:
1. The impact of consuming palm oil on noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) such as cancer,
atherosclerosis, hypertension, heart disease, stroke,
renal disease, obesity, diabetes, etc.
2. The full nutritional data on palm oil
3. Health benefits of phytonutrients in palm oil

Scientific Evidence
The fear of saturated fats started in late 1950s when
American physiologist Dr Ancel Keys reported the
results of what came to be known as the Seven Countries
Study, actually Six-Countries Study. Saturated animal
fats became associated with increased cardiovascular
risk and in 1990s animal fats, e.g. butter was replaced
by margarines which required hydrogenation of
vegetable oils. It was evident that the Keys study was
flawed and based on cherry picking data from six
countries but it was only after almost 50 years that this
information was publicly released by the authorities.
It is difficult for the US scientists and nutritionists to
retract the huge documentation resulting from the
false science of Keys as well as the large number of
scientists following this dogma.
Between 2000 and 2010 the truth had to be revealed
to the public that trans fats from partial hydrogenation
had negative effects on health (cardiovascular as well

Such research should be as numerous as possible
and conducted by institutions that are independent
and credible to populate the data base so as to assist
countries to construct their dietary guidelines as well
as to be used by food manufacturers. As the results
will benefit palm oil producing countries the research
should be initiated by the Council of Palm Oil Producing
Countries (CPOPC). The current members of CPOPC are
Indonesia, Malaysia and Colombia.
One of the platforms to make these research results
freely available is PubMed.
PubMed
PubMed is a free resource supporting the search
and retrieval of peer-reviewed biomedical and life
sciences literature with the aim of improving health–
both globally and personally. The PubMed database
contains more than 30 million citations and abstracts.
Available to the public online since 1996, PubMed was
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developed and is maintained by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine (NLM), located at the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). As examples the two articles
below can be found in PubMed.
Pascual et al. 2016 published a study ‘Targeting
metastasis-initiating cells through the fatty acid
receptor CD36’ showing that palmitic acid causes
cancer in mice. Datuk Dr Kalyana Sundram, CEO of
the Malaysian Palm Oil Council (MPOC) reviewed
the study. He noted that it was a lard-soyabean oil
combination fat source in the test diet. Lard is a rich
source of saturated palmitic and stearic acids. Palm
oil was not used in the study. He said, “Although the
researchers did not in any way implicate palm oil,
Worldwide Cancer Research and ScienceDaily were
quick to unjustifiably associate palm oil with cancer
due to its high palmitic acid content.” Media reports
frequently use facts to draw wrong conclusions.
In January 2019 an article “The Palm Oil Industry
and Non Communicable Diseases” published in
the World Health Organisation (WHO) Bulletin, in
its conclusion drew parallels between the palm oil
industry and tobacco and alcohol lobbyists. The WHO
Representative to Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam and
Singapore clarified that it was not a WHO study but
refused to retract the article. The article remains and
if you did not follow the news in Malaysia, you would
believe it to be true. The palm oil community could
write at least one counter article and have it published
in PubMed.
The data submitted and accepted into the component
data base structure stays available for a long time.
There is little data available for palm oil and the various
palm fractions and products. Much of the data was
submitted before the advice on the declaration of
trans fat was issued. The data on palm products covers
the macro nutrients only, the exception seems to be
data produced by individual researchers looking for
other nutrients, e.g. vitamin K and tocotrienols.
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Many of the formulation programs that guide
businesses, not only in America but also in many
Western Countries, are based on the data in the
data bases. The programs also produce the labelling
information based on the component parts. One
product from palm oil which appears to feature is the
‘Shortening’ – saturated fats – used in pies and pastries.
It is clearly more difficult to expand marketing in the
Western Countries if the main nutrient of palm oil that
features is the saturated fat part of the wide range of
products that can be made from palm oil.
Also in PubMed can be found “Palm Oil on the Edge”.
Internationally recognized Spanish experts in the
food industry, nutrition, toxicology, sustainability,
and veterinary science met in Madrid on July 2018 to
develop a consensus about palm oil (PO) as a food
ingredient. Their review is positive showing a lot of
work has been done to show that there is no evidence
associating palm oil consumption with higher cancer
risk, incidence or mortality in humans. They lament
that the absence of any pronouncement from the
scientific community regarding the effects of palm
oil on consumer health has meant that the message
that reaches the general public is often skewed
and incomplete.
Conclusion
Palm oil is a major fruit and seed oil source that is the
most sustainable due to its highest yield and quality
characteristics to help feed the global population
that will grow from 7.7 billion to 9.7 billion in 2050
with the world oils & fats consumption increasing
from 180 million MT to 250 million MT. There should
be no health or nutrition concerns about palm oil but
like sustainability there must be continuing efforts
to reinforce the facts about palm oil if it is to gain its
rightful place as being essential to food security.
Acknowledgment. I am indebted to YBhg. Academician Tan Sri
Emeritus Professor Datuk Dr. Augustine S.H.Ong and the editor
for drawing my attention to recent publications.
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It has been a combination of factors but mainly B30
which has removed 3-4 million tonnes of oil causing
a turn-around of CPO prices. Expansion of oil palm
growing has already been slowed down drastically due
to environmental pressures and low prices and added
to this, smallholders could not afford to fertilize their
palms and previous droughts with the mild El Nino in
2019 curtailed yields. Overall there will be a shortfall of
palm oil production in 2020.
After the doom and gloom for the most part of
2018/19, CPO prices have recovered rapidly to levels
where “windfall taxes” apply: RM2,500 in Peninsular
Malaysia and RM3,000 in East Malaysia. The minister
is rightfully asking for the taxes to help the industry
especially for replanting as well as transformation for
more mechanization, automation and digitisation. T.
Mielke forecast CPO prices at $830/MT, J. Fry estimates
a high of RM3,300 and R.J. Mohammad forecast
RM3,000-3,300.
ESG. Analysis commissioned by the Zoological Society
of London, shows 20% more total return on average
of palm oil businesses linked to environmental,
social and governance (ESG) companies. The
“positive business case for producing, procuring
and financing sustainable palm oil has never
been clearer”.
4-Hydroxy-2-nonaenal (HNE) and 4-hydroxy-2hexaenal (HHE) from oxidation of polyunsaturated
fats are likely involved in several diseases including
but not limited to atherosclerosis, diabetes
and cancer.
New UC Riverside research on mice shows soybean oil
not only leads to obesity and diabetes, but could
also affect neurological conditions like autism,
Alzheimer’s disease, anxiety, and depression. High
oleic soybean oil also shows similar results but
coconut oil, which contains saturated fats, produced
very few changes in the hypothalamic genes.
Poonamjot Deol et al Endocrinology, 2020; DOI: 10.1210/
endocr/bqz044
Fish oil supplements increased sperm counts and
testicular sizes for young healthy male adults. –
T Jensen, Univ S Denmark

The review [Abdelhamid et al, (2018) Cochrane Systemic
2018 DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD003177.pub3] provides
good evidence that taking long-chain omega 3 (fish
oil, EPA or DHA) supplements does not benefit
heart health or reduce our risk of stroke or death
from any cause. The most trustworthy studies
consistently showed little or no effect of long-chain
omega 3 fats on cardiovascular health. On the other
hand, while oily fish is a healthy food, it is unclear
from the small number of trials whether eating more
oily fish is protective of our hearts. This systematic
review did find moderate evidence that ALA, found
in plant oils (such as rapeseed or canola oil) and nuts
(particularly walnuts) may be slightly protective of
some diseases of the heart and circulation.
Researchers at St Jude Children’s Research Hospital
has used CRISPR to delete a gene called REGNASE-1
which led to a longer T-cell life span, increasing the
power of the cells to fight cancerous tumours by
2,000 times.
New tomato plant optimized for vertical farming
has been created (CRISPR gene editing) by Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory, intended for future automaticrobotic-enabled urban farms.
Autonomous delivery drones are ready for use
awaiting regulatory agency to provide the framework.
Equipped with automatic dependent surveillance –
broadcast out (ADS-B out) equipment, each uses a
beacon to project its location and with ADS-B receivers
each drone should be able to autonomously identify
and avoid nearby aircraft drone.
Self-healing, self-repairing robots has been created
by the Institute on Intelligent Robots and Systems/
Robotics Society of Japan (University of Tokyo).
Microplastics are broken down by microbes to
produce fatty acids. In humic lakes polyethylene can
be converted to omega 6 and 9 fatty acids.
Quintella et al. at the Spanish National Cancer Institute
discovered in mice that the enzyme FASN (which
biosynthesises fatty acids), is essential for one
of the key processes—known as the hallmarks of
cancer—in the transformation of a normal cell into
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a cancer cell: anchorage-independent growth. That is,
being able to grow without being attached to a solid
surface, a capacity that a normal cell does not have.
Together with other signs—such as the ability to invade
and have resistance to programmed cell death—a key
feature that defines that a cell is transforming into a
malignant cell is that it can grow autonomously and
separate itself from the tissue to which it is anchored.
As soon as they separate, normal cells enter a process
called anoikis and die, while tumour cells can continue
growing. Inhibiting FASN is only useful in early stage
cancer and more for preventive purposes.
Approaches to Reducing Airline Pollution –
responsible for 2-3% of total domestic carbon emission
in US. Lin and Cahoon from U. of Nebraska will use
Camilina oil to produce kerosene-based biofuels.
Electric engines have been suggested for small
planes may be able to use new generation batteries.
More ambitious technologies developed used
liquid hydrogen which will have no CO2 emissions.
Hydrocarbon palm biofuels need development to
be manufactured and be economic.
International Maritime Organisation has decreed that
use polluting “bunker fuel” be stopped from 2020.
This means low-quality, high-sulphur crude (4 mln
barrels per day) will be phased out and replaced with
low sulphur (<0.5%) quality crude or gasoil. This will
also favour cheap biofuel substitutes including low
quality palm oil.
Hypersonic intercontinental ballistic weapons
have been developed. Russian Avangard hypersonic
missiles flying at the speed of up to 20 times the speed
of sound can penetrate any defensive shield.
Quantum teleporting is now being demonstrated.
Bristol scientists working on quantum entanglement
of quantum particles from two sources become
interdependent. Without connection between the
two particles, the quantum state of one particle affects
the other in distances as far as 100 km. This will have
useful implications for space travel as information
can be teleported instantly over vast distances
without depending on time to be travelled by
electromagnetic waves between two sources.
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Quantum computing has arrived – a relatively
primitive 53 qubit quantum computer by Google
can break simple encryption codes but takes a bit of
time. The computer took 3 minutes and 20 seconds
to solve a problem which will take the world’s fastest
supercomputer, Summit, 10,000 years to complete.
The next jump to 256-qubit quantum computer
will crack military grade encryption in a matter
of seconds. Nothing will be safe but on the other
hand the computer can be used to solve presently
considered difficult problems, e.g. a fusion reactor
to produce clean energy may be possible over a few
years. However routine application to verify, validate
and confirm information will become easy as more
fake information becomes widespread. IBM, Microsoft,
D-Wave, Rigetti and others are offering cloud-based
quantum computing.
While waiting for the roll out of 5G, Low5G which
takes advantage of lower frequency of the fast 5G
UHF band may be useful as it will be less expensive
and will still be 10 times faster than the 4G speeds now
being used.
Fuel cell vehicles powered by hydrogen are
challenging electric cars which have problems of
batteries as the new fast charging batteries have been
slow to come to market to replace the current batteries
which are expensive and slow to charge. Tokyo is mass
adopting fuel cell cars running on hydrogen to run
the Olympics as Japan begins to import hydrogen.
Even China is switching to hydrogen-powered cars
and doing less with lithium batteries but building the
world’s largest hydrogen plant.
New tech Blue Gas batteries will be the Tesla (electric
car) killer, they are now used by most factory vehicles.
New batteries (fuel cells) can charge in 5 mins while
Tesla vehicles take 5 hours.
Robotic exoskeletons initiated in Japan, is now
coming to the US to help in heavy work in factories as
anyone can be empowered to lift up to 200 pounds.
The world awaits China to produce them cheaply.
Average national life expectancy:
European
countries < Aus 82.3 < HK 83 < San Marino 83.1 <
Macau 84.6 < Singapore 85.2 < Japan 85.3 < Monaco
89.4 years; US is at 78.9, Russia at 72.4 and global
average at 72.6 years.
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Agricultural yields (average) per ha per year: 2,100
kg dehydrated weight of carrots, 700 kg of dry weight
tomatoes, 1,800 kg of wheat, only 113 kg of beef,
4,000 kg of palm oil and palm kernels, and 8,000 kg
of rice in Australia. Calorie density of oil is more than
2X that of carbohydrate.
Oil palm plantations absorb eight times more GHG
gases than soybean plants but palm plantations
account for just 0.31% of the world’s agricultural land
while 71% are pastureland used for grazing livestock.
Sime Darby Plantation Bhd aims to boost income
based on palm-based specialty products focusing
on the well-known fractionated solid and liquid
products of high value for various foods. More and
intensification of downstream innovations have
been suggested to be the driver for the industry.
Purified EPA and DHA free from carcinogenic
organochlorine residues in fish oils can be used
to help people with chronic non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease.
Cryogenic blood has been developed in the US for
treatment of war trauma injuries and has now been
extended for use in trauma from long surgeries and
also poisonous chemotherapy treatments. There has
been 95% survival rate.
Extreme ultraviolet Lithography is the technology
Samsung Electronics is investing in the race to be
the leader to be able to manufacture new chips
designed and optimized to run on devices such as new
handphones, robots and other gadgets. The foundry
business is dominated by TaiwanSemiconductor
Manufacturing, Qualcomm and Google but there is
more demand from new updated designs required by
the FAANG companies.
“The secret to getting ahead is getting started.” –
Mark Twain
Nanochips are needed to support so many devices
with new AI applications which will be power-hungry
and 7-nanometer chips will thrive as they consume
60% less power than preceding ones.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
(ML) are already driving industries and will shape
human future. The technology giants are already using
AI to dominate businesses in products and services
and now using them for forecasting better investment
decisions. It is extremely pervasive in everyday living
in developed societies, remembering that AlphaGo AI
in 2014 was able to beat the world’s best players in the
game Go. Advances in AI and ML have been made to
make use of a very small set of data, the situation is
such that just one third of the jobs from AI could only
be filled and the need for education and training is in
that direction.
Autonomous drones using LIDAR sensor
technology has been suggested as a cheaper solution
in managing forest fires which normally rage with little
control. Large water bombing drones could be more
effective than manually flown planes and helicopters.
It is not just reduction in costs, there is operational
efficiency and safety so that wide adoption in the
future is expected.
Blockchain is creating excitement in banks when once
bitcoin which is powered by blockchain was considered
a “fraud”. It is due to the savings of billions of dollars in
transaction costs presently used by banks which come
from a long waiting time for check clearing and other
forms of transaction to complete, usually as long as 24
hours for ordinary people.
Big Tech Companies, e.g. Facebook, Amazon and
Google, are about to mint their digital currencies,
changing the balance of financial power from the
government which may be perceived as not as
trustworthy as before. Historically the center of financial
systems had shifted from Portugal, Spain, France,
Britain and finally now USA. Whoever controls the
world’s currency holds a key advantage to be able to
print or borrow money in massive amounts. Presently
the big tech companies have more leverage from
worldwide users than the US government, Facebook
having as many as a third of the world’s population as
users. In history it was the Dutch East India Company
which became bigger than governments of that
time and could print its own currency. Blockchain
technology is the foundation of cryptocurrencies
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and will ensure decentralization and security, providing
a financial system free of governments.
The future is electronic currency. Put your money
where your mouse is. – Anonymous
Giving people fishing nets is better than giving
them fish. – Chinese saying
Assets will also be in time digitized. Dutch bank ING
announced that it will allow its customers to store their
crypto assets with the bank.
With the quantum computer fake news could be
identified and weeded out but cybersecurity needs
progress for quantum-resistant encryption.
Climate change. Ocean temperatures are already
the highest ever as recorded recently. Average
temperatures in parts of Australia rose above
the supposedly safe 1-degree climate limit to 1.5
degrees, the much dreaded higher threshold, and
the consequence is so catastrophic – the worst forest
fires in Australia and the world. Australia’s individual
contribution to emissions may be small compared
to US, China and India, but its efforts to weaken and
dodge international agreements weakens the global
effort to tackle climate change.
Mobile payments, digital wallet or Tap & Go
payments have attracted a new wave of companies
much like the previous credit/debit card providers.
Transaction “cuts” and deposits will be lucrative for
this revolution. In some countries, e.g. Sweden, China,
etc, cash is only for tourists and the numbers of ATMs
are dwindling.
3D Printing of the sponge-like structure inspired
by human bones is now called trabecular structure
and provides the reason why human bones have
evolved to be so strong. Researchers found that
increasing the thickness of the horizontal rods by 30%
resulted in a remarkable 100-fold increase in the
amount of time the structure would last. This may
inspire the use of 3D printing, now flat, to be used
for manufacturing light but strong materials such
as for cars, aircraft and spacecraft. 3D printing can
aid decentralizing manufacturing for goods to be
sold locally.
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Canadian company HyperStealth Biotechnology
revealed patents for the world’s first “invisibility
cloak.” That’s right… The stuff of fantasy lore has
become a reality. It calls the product Quantum
Stealth. It is a paper-thin material that bends light
around it, making whatever is behind it invisible.
And it works incredibly well and will be first used for
the military.
Zero or Negative Rates? The FED tried to “normalize”
interest rates since 2015 to 2% inflation targets to
avoid deflation but never came close to this level
before the end of 2019. It is back to inflating the
nation’s money system with lowering interest rates
towards zero and perhaps negative later. It has been
involved in desperately funding short term lending
markets (“repo”) with as much as half a trillion dollars.
When everything is going so well with S&P 500 in
record territory, why is the FED pushing such huge
amounts of “liquidity”?
It is Japan that had led the world to negative
interest rates (Japanisation) and now it is one of the
most indebted country in the world. But the economy
looks healthy as the people bears most of the debt
while the big corporations with overseas investments
continue to thrive. The final result of debts in weak
countries has been hyperinflation but for the
stronger economies the solution is as yet unknown
although Jubilee “forgiveness or cancellation” has
been suggested.
“Words ought to be a little wild, for they are the
assaults of thoughts on the unthinking”. – John
Maynard Keynes
Sweden one of the earlier countries to introduce
negative interest rates found that this had unintended
consequence of creating fear for the future and caused
people to save more rather than spending to boost
the economy. Now it is reversing the policy while the
US FED seems to repeat the mistake. But the low rate
policy and QE has allowed the stock market to rise
to record territory which will please the ruling elite.
“Mikka saki shireba choujya” phonetically in Japanese,
meaning “If you can see three days into the future
you’ll become rich” – Japanese proverb
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US Illusions. The tariff war with China is a zerosum game although it may give the illusion of short
term gains. The widely quoted unemployment
numbers hide the fact of fewer good-paying jobs
in manufacturing but more low-paying gigs in
the service sector. Unemployment is not a leading
indicator as hiring decisions are made months before
employees reach the payroll. The biggest worry is the
“hours worked” show a softening trend and if not
reversed (globally as well) may signal later recession.
The slowing transportation industry provides
the biggest worry as one trucking company goes
bankrupt. The falling US trade deficit is not because
of beneficial tariffs but people are foregoing buying
more expensive imports. A low or zero interest rate
era means cheaper money and more debt which can
fuel demand which is fine if the debt is someone else’s
worry. It seems like innovation/technology will save
the nation and it will be different this time. From
Industrial Revolution to Technology the US economy
gained substantially being a leading nation with
resources. Financialization (promoting the increase of
prices) of assets with no corresponding support of the
real economy is now seen. This comes speculatively
to the top 10% of the population but the bottom 90%
had less and less from their time and effort spent. The
danger of fueling such asset growth with cheap
money is no less evident with the rising stock markets
(there has been suspicion of FED influencing buying)
and the price of gold.
The rich ruleth over the poor, And the borrower is
servant to the lender – Proverbs 22:7
“When 2 elephants fight the grass gets trampled”
In US (probably other advanced countries as well),
new “innovation” jobs are clustering in a narrowing
set of urban metropolises and are attracting the
educated or well trained. This is a disturbing trend and
subject of much debate as the divide in income and
future prospects between the strong-performing cities
and the rest of the country. High technology industries,

chemical manufacturing, satellite communications
and research continue to be clustered and attract
the better educated who want to benefit from these
and urban amenities. – Brookings Institution
A society grows great when old men plant trees in
whose shade they will never sit. – Greek proverb
New Renaissance Computerised Investing. Returns
are highest from Jim Simons 39% (1988-2018)
> George Soros 32% (1969-2000) > Steven Cohen
30% (1992-2003) > Peter Lynch 29% (1977-1990) >
Warren Buffett 21% (1965-2018 > Ray Dalio 12% (19912018), indicating the power of computers to spot
patterns not seen by others in temporary market
imperfections. – Nicholas of wealth Daily Alert
“A noiseless course,” is what Thomas Jefferson
proposed to the nation in 1802, “not meddling with
the affairs of others, unattractive of notice, is a mark
that society is going on in happiness.”
US Stock Market Rally. It is not earnings growth
as earnings per share has declined slightly and the
overall economy does not look like booming but
unemployment is favourable although thousands
of retail industries are closing down perhaps due to
e-commerce. Funds are flowing out in the rally with the
boomers divesting. It must be the re-election year,
the incumbent president can only lose if the market is
in trouble (proven historically) and the FED chairman
got the message to influence a FED rally at any cost.
Corporate America has been buying back shares to
maintain prices and prestige and the FED is lowering
interest rates reversing a 2015 “normalising” policy
and quantitative tightening. Cheap money makes
possible for leveraging with borrowed money. But the
overnight “repo” market spiked showing a drought
of short-term liquidity and the FED intervened with
billions and it is “not QE4”. For the moment rising
markets help the feeling of being wealthy even if it
may be illusory and for the top 10%.
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The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear,
and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of
the unknown. – H.P. Lovecraft, writer
New York Times editorial board published a piece
bemoaning the fact Australia’s climate politics were
so toxic despite the fact we “should be a global
leader in battling climate change”. “Ideology and
idiocy, of course, are not limited to climate policy
or to any country,” the piece read. “But it is especially
dismaying when science-denying hacks and selfserving industries block action that is in the
obvious and urgent interest of all humanity. That
should not be happening in Australia.” Is karma alive?
Financial crises. In 2000, investors with FOMO were
fooled into get-rich-quick dot.com stocks and lost with
the crash of technology stocks. Soon after this in 2008
it was the bankers and mortgage lenders who created
and sold almost worthless subprime derivatives to
unsuspecting investors leading to the crash of S&P
500 of 50% when subprime mortgages could not be
repaid. Today it is the worrying $22.6 trillion pension
funds who owe $6 trillion more than they can pay.
The present investment climate of low returns (~2%)
while funds were announcing fictitious 7.6% returns.
The $6 trillion is more than what the US Congress
spends in a year and the $22 trillion funds is 23% larger
than the entire US economy. The $6 trillion shortfall
is 9.5 times larger than the value of Lehman Brothers
that was allowed to fail and caused the 2008 crash. The
next crisis can be that worse.
It’s been said that, “After hydrogen, the most
common thing in the universe is stupidity.”
Few want to do the hard work, and take the risks,
of long-term, capital-heavy ventures. Instead, the
focus shifts to speculation, gambling… and playing
the game for short-term profits, because of low or
negative interest rates. What’s more, artificially low
interest rates provide fatal misinformation. They tell
the world that we have an infinite supply of resources –
time, materials, money, energy, and know-how. Then,
without its back to the wall of scarcity, with no need to
make careful choices, capitalism becomes reckless and
irresponsible with its most valuable resource – capital
itself. It will be destroyed, wasted, misallocated, and
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malinvested. Growth rates fall, and the world becomes
poorer and this will be shared globally.
Is slavery alive in this age? Oxford dictionary defines
slavery as “a person who works very hard without
proper remuneration or appreciation.” Oxford
also describes a slave as “a person who is excessively
dependent upon or controlled by someone or
something” or “a device, or part of one, directly
controlled by another.”
It is the beginning of the end of America’s prosperity.
And at the root of it he discovered two fatal mistakes:
the War on Terror and the Federal Reserve’s fakemoney inflation. While it all seems in decent shape
on the outside, on the inside it is rotting – Bill Bonner,
BB’s Diary
“If Tyranny and Oppression come to this land, it
will be in the guise of fighting a foreign enemy.” –
James Madison
There’s so much uncertainty in the market right now
... US is a safe-haven and stocks are hitting new all-time
highs ... Unemployment is at record lows... But the Fed
is acting like we’re heading off a cliff, cutting rates
and announcing their next round of adding liquidity
to overnight markets which is not Quantitative
Easing ... POTUS being impeached ... one big country
demanding sanctions against Iran, assassination,
downing of a civilian plane and rising tensions … USChina trade war is unlike anything ever seen before
... the UK falling apart on Brexit … China’s economy
is slowing from the US trade wars … Latin America is
highly volatile … Oceans warming and widespread
forest fires from global climate change.
“The long river of history runs on, sometimes
calm and sometimes rough,” Xi said. “We will not
be afraid of storms nor intimidated by obstacles.
China will unswervingly follow the path of peaceful
development, firmly uphold world peace and
promote common development.”
Aging is a disease “Code MG2A: Old Age.” WHO,
June 2018, 11th Ed “Classification of Diseases” “The
recognition of age as a pathological process” The
Lancet: Endocrinology “Contrary to what most people
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think, there is no biological law that says we must
age.” Harvard Prof. David Sinclair. Big Tech owners have
invested billions to research this.
Singapore will treat sugary drinks like cigarettes
due to growing obesity in the region. Between 2010
and 2014 obesity in Singapore surged 24%, Malaysia
27% and Vietnam 38%. Malaysia with controlled or
subsidized sugar and edible oil prices is the “fattest
nation in SE Asia”.

3-Nitrooxypropanol fed to cows reduce methane
burping by 30% and it is known that certain tropical
legume plants (leucaena and desmanthus) grown
among grass can reduce flatulence by 20%. Dried
Australian red-seaweed asparagopsis has been
introduced by CSIRO to disrupt stomach enzymes
from producing methane.

MOSTA Best Practices Workshop – Soil & Site Yield Potential

Teresa Kok addresses the MOSTA Forum 2019 on MSPO
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